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Resumen

Esta Tesis Doctoral se incluye en un proyecto a largo plazo dedicado
al desarrollo de métodos cinéticos para el estudio del transporte en plasmas
de fusión confinados magnéticamente. Estos sistemas han recibido mucha
atención cientı́fica en las últimas décadas, ya que se espera que la fusión se
convierta en un fuente de energı́a barata, virtualmente inagotable, distribuida
por todo el mundo y aceptable para el medio ambiente. Los plasmas de fusión
están caracterizados por su gran complejidad: su estudio microscópico implica la solución del problema de N cuerpos, con N ∼ 1023 , y con interacciones
de largo alcance entre ellos. Un estudio macroscópico de estos sistemas, en
el marco de la Dinámica Estadı́stica, sigue siendo difı́cil, ya que implica la
solución de ecuaciones no lineales de gran complejidad, en las que aparecen involucradas muy diferentes escalas temporales y espaciales: la Ecuación
Cinética de Deriva (DKE, en sus siglas en inglés).
Estamos desarrollando el código ISDEP (Integrador de Ecuaciones Diferenciales Estocásticas para Plasmas, en español), que trata de superar algunas de las limitaciones de los métodos que habitualmente se emplean para la
resolución de la DKE. Estos implican una serie de hipótesis y aproximaciones
que son dudosas para determinados plasmas, como mostraremos a lo largo
de esta memoria. Nos centraremos en el transporte en el heliac TJ-II, un
dispositivo de confinamiento magnético del tipo stellarator sito en el Laboratorio Nacional de Fusión (Madrid, España), pero muchos de los resultados
pueden extrapolarse a otros dispositivos. El método desarrollado aquı́ permite también introducir la interacción entre el transporte y otros fenómenos
fı́sicos que ocurren en dispositivos de fusión, como el calentamiento.
Esta tarea se está realizando de una forma gradual, como mostraremos
en los siguientes párrafos: para empezar, comprobamos las limitaciones habituales de los métodos de cálculo del transporte, y haremos un estudio global
de éste en TJ-II. Posteriormente incluimos nuevos ingredientes fı́sicos en el
código para que éste sea capaz de reproducir un fenómeno concreto observado
experimentalmente en el dispositivo. Finalmente, se intenta hacer una serie
de predicciones sobre el comportamiento y la posible mejora del dispositivo.
En el Capı́tulo 1, titulado “Introduction to magnetic confinement”, hacexxiii

mos una breve introducción a los plasmas de fusión confinados magnéticamente y a la teorı́a cinética. Presentamos las ideas básicas y los objetivos
perseguidos en la fusión por confinamiento magnético. Describimos resumidamente los diferentes dispositivos diseñados para confinar plasmas, tokamaks y stellarators, y presentamos el stellarator TJ-II con sus caracterı́sticas
especı́ficas. Nos centramos entonces en el asunto central de esta tesis, uno
de los temas de más intenso estudio en el confinamiento magnético de plasmas: el transporte de partı́culas y de calor. Discutimos el estado del arte
de los estudios teóricos del transporte neoclásico, en el marco de la DKE:
este es el transporte provocado por la estructura magnética tridimensional,
el campo electrostático y las colisiones. Discutimos entonces las hipótesis
y aproximaciones hechas habitualmente en estos estudios y remarcamos sus
limitaciones, centrándonos especı́ficamente en aquellas que aparecen en TJ-II.
Esto mostrará claramente la necesidad de un enfoque diferente del problema,
que se presentará en el siguiente capı́tulo.
En el Capı́tulo 2, titulado “Study of kinetic transport: ISDEP code”,
presentamos el código ISDEP. La primera parte del capı́tulo está dedicada a
describir la fı́sica del sistema dinámico, y cómo esta fı́sica es implementada
en un código. Comenzamos revisando la aproximación de centro-guı́a, determinando ası́ el espacio de fases cinco-dimensional sobre el que la DKE
estará definida. Incluimos entonces el operador de colisión de Boozer y
Kuo-Petravic. Llegamos ası́ a una DKE no lineal definida en un espacio
de 5 dimensiones, que describe la evolución de la función de distribución
iónica. Esta ecuación es linealizada, obteniendo una ecuación de FokkerPlank. Aprovechamos entonces la conocida equivalencia entre la ecuación de
Fokker-Plank y la ecuación de Langevin. Finalmente, discutimos los detalles
técnicos implicados en la resolución del conjunto de ecuaciones diferenciales
estocásticas que hemos obtenido.
En la segunda parte del capı́tulo, empleamos ISDEP para hacer una
primera estimación del transporte colisional en un plasma de ECH del TJII. Se describen caracterı́sticas globales del transporte, que no pueden ser
obtenidas mediante los modelos neoclásicos habituales: flujos de partı́culas y
de calor monótonamente crecientes con el radio menor, carácter no difusivo,
asimetrı́as en las superficies magnéticas y distribuciones de velocidades no
Maxwellianas.
El trabajo descrito en este capı́tulo ha sido publicado como:2
2

En la mayorı́a de los artı́culos citados a continuación, los autores están escritos en
orden alfabético.
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“Ion kinetic transport in the presence of collisions and electric field in TJII”, F. Castejón, L.A. Fernández, J. Guasp, V. Martin-Mayor, A. Tarancón
y J.L. Velasco, Plasma Physics and Controlled Fusion 49, 753 (2007).
En el Capı́tulo 3, titulado “Finite orbit width effects in ion collisional
transport in TJ-II”, estudiamos con mayor detalle la validez para plasmas
de TJ-II de la aproximación local y difusiva empleada habitualmente. Se
comprueba cómo las excursiones radiales de las partı́culas desde su superficie
magnética son grandes, aún en un sólo tiempo de colisión, y su contribución al
flujo total puede hacer este no difusivo. Estimamos el impacto de este efecto
en el transporte de tres diferentes regı́menes de plasmas de TJ-II: un plasma
ECH de baja densidad, un plasma NBI de alta densidad, y un régimen intermedio creado por calentamiento simultáneo con ECH y NBI. Para estudiar
la naturaleza del transporte iónico, calculamos con ISDEP las trayectorias
de centro-guı́a de un gran número de iones térmicos. Su distribución inicial está dada por una posición radial fija y una distribución Maxwelliana
de velocidades. Medimos la función de densidad de probabilidad (pdf) de
un desplazamiento radial. El estudio de éste nos permite encontrar pdf’s
no Gaussianas (como se esperarı́a si el transporte fuera difusivo), caracterizadas por colas largas. También mostramos como la energı́a cinética de una
partı́cula no es una cantidad conservada, ni siquiera aproximadamente, y discutimos las consecuencias que esto tiene en el cálculo de los coeficientes de
transporte.
El trabajo descrito en este capı́tulo ha sido publicado como:
“Finite orbit width effects in ion collisional transport in TJ-II”, J.L. Velasco,
F. Castejón y A. Tarancón. Enviado para su publicación en Physics of Plasmas.
En el Capı́tulo 4, titulado “Non-linear effects: ion heating during CERC
transition”, mejoramos el modelo para convertirlo en un método Monte Carlo
f -completo: permitimos que el plasma de fondo evolucione, para tener en
cuenta efectos no lineales. Un ejemplo es el cálculo del calentamiento de los
iones debido a las colisiones con electrones junto con el campo eléctrico. Por
lo tanto, como primer paso, se sustituye el operador de colisión de modo que
incluya colisiones con iones y también con electrones del fondo. Entonces se
muestran las limitaciones de la aproximación lineal de Langevin para este
tipo de cálculo. Se introduce por ello un esquema iterativo, en el cual la
distribución de iones del fondo se actualiza a cada iteración.
En la segunda parte del capı́tulo, presentamos un fenómeno fı́sico observado experimentalmente en TJ-II, en las transiciones al régimen denominado
xxv

CERC (Core Electron Root Confinement). En TJ-II (y en otros stellarators),
se observa un aumento de la temperatura iónica, sincronizado con el de la
temperatura electrónica, durante la transición a este régimen. Empleamos
el código mejorado para reproducir el fenómeno: estimamos el transporte
iónico colisional en TJ-II en las condiciones existentes antes y después de la
transición a CERC. Calculamos cantidades relevantes como el tiempo de respuesta de los iones al campo eléctrico, el calentamiento de los iones y el perfil
final de temperaturas. Estas cantidades están de acuerdo con los resultados
experimentales. Por lo tanto, nuestros resultados confirman la hipótesis de
que el aumento de temperatura iónica debe atribuirse a la acción conjunta
de la transferencia de energı́a electrón-ión y a la mejora del confinamiento
iónico. La causa de esta última es el aumento del campo eléctrico positivo
en la región central de TJ-II. Efectos más complejos, como el calentamiento
por reconexión de la lı́neas del campo magnético o la interacción con modos
MHD, pueden por tanto descartarse.
El trabajo descrito en este capı́tulo ha sido publicado como:
“Ion Kinetic Transport Studies in TJ-II plasmas” J.L. Velasco, F. Castejón,
L.A. Fernández, V. Martin-Mayor y A. Tarancón. Proceedings de la III BIFI
Conferencia Internacional, Zaragoza, España, 2008.
“Ion Heating in transitions to CERC in the Stellarator TJ-II”, J.L. Velasco,
F. Castejón, L.A. Fernández, V. Martin-Mayor, A. Tarancón y T. Estrada,
Nuclear Fusion 48, 065008 (2008).
En el Capı́tulo 5, titulado “Divertor studies”, exploramos la posibilidad
de tener un divertor de expansión de flujo en TJ-II. Para empezar resumimos brevemente el programa divertor en stellarators: mostramos los objetivos perseguidos y los diferentes diseños empleados para ello. Demostramos
que el concepto de divertor de expansión de flujo es el más adecuado para
aquellos dispositivos en que la topologı́a magnética puede variar significativamente. Nos centramos entonces en el caso de TJ-II: describimos cómo
tiene lugar la interacción plasma-pared y mostramos una serie de configuraciones magnéticas que presentan expansión de flujo en posiciones toroidales
y poloidales dadas. El estudio de estas configuraciones es el primer paso de
esta investigación a largo plazo: calculamos, usando ISDEP, el mapa tridimensional de flujo de partı́culas para diferentes regı́menes del plasma. Una
vez estimados los flujos de partı́culas y calor, comprobamos que es posible reducirlos notablemente intersecando las trayectorias de iones en determinadas
zonas del espacio de fases. El cálculo se repite también para los iones rápidos
provenientes del NBI. Las predicciones de ISDEP se comparan entonces con
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éxito con resultados experimentales.
El trabajo descrito en este capı́tulo ha sido publicado como:
“The particle flux structure and the search for a flux-expansion divertor in
TJ-II”, F. Castejón, A. López-Fraguas, A. Tarancón y J.L. Velasco, Plasma
Fusion Research 3, S1009 (2008).
“The search for a flux-expansion divertor in TJ-II”, F. Castejón, A. LópezFraguas, A. Tarancón y J.L. Velasco, Proceedings de la III BIFI Conferencia
Internacional, Zaragoza, España, 2008.
“Flux-expansion divertor studies in TJ-II”, F. Castejón, A. López-Fraguas,
A. Tarancón, J.L. Velasco, J. Guasp, F. Tabarés, M. A. Pedrosa, E. de la
Cal y M. A. Ochando. Enviado para su publicación en Nuclear Fusion.
En el Capı́tulo 6, titulado “Other results and future ISDEP improvements” resumimos brevemente una serie de trabajos de investigación en los
que ISDEP ha jugado un papel importante (interacción entre calentamiento
por ICH y transporte, modelado del transporte colisional cerca de la última
superficie magnética cerrada) o se está comparando con otros códigos (cálculo
de la corriente de bootstrap con NEO-MC, transporte colisional con un nuevo
código). Planteamos también el futuro desarrollo del código, que pasará por
incluir la evolución de la función de distribución electrónica y del campo
eléctrico. Discutimos también como planeamos incluir en el código nuevos
efectos fı́sicos, como la turbulencia o la interacción con modos Alfvén.
El trabajo descrito en este capı́tulo está incluido en:
“Numerical solution of wave heating and collisional transport”, A Bustos,
F. Castejón, L.A. Fernández, V. Martin-Mayor, A. Tarancón, y J.L. Velasco.
Enviado para su publicación en Physics of Plasmas.
“Density dependence of particle transport in ECH plasmas of the TJ-II stellarator”, V. I. Vargas, D. López-Bruna, J. Guasp, J. Herranz, T. Estrada, F.
Medina, M.A. Ochando, F. Castejón , J.L. Velasco, J.M. Reynolds, A. Salas
y el Equipo TJ-II. Enviado para su publicación en Nuclear Fusion.
“A new code for collisional drift kinetc equation solving” J.M. Reynolds, D.
López-Bruna, J. Guasp, J.L. Velasco y A. Tarancón, Proceedings de la III
BIFI Conferencia Internacional, Zaragoza, España, 2008.
“δf Monte Carlo computations of neoclassical transport in stellarators with
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reduced variance”, K. Allmaier, S.V. Kasilov, W. Kernbichler, G.L. Leitold
y J.L. Velasco. 35 Conferencia de Fı́sica del Plasma de la Sociedad Europea
de Fı́sica, Creta, 2008.
Finalmente, el Capı́tulo 7 está dedicado a las conclusiones.
Una de las ventajas de utilizar ISDEP para resolver la DKE es que está
perfectamente adecuado a las plataformas de computación distribuida. Por
ello, aparte de los capı́tulos resumidos anteriormente, hemos incluido dos
apéndices con material adicional. Ambos tratan de remarcar la interacción
entre la Fı́sica del Plasma y la computación distribuida. El Apéndice A
está dedicado a la computación en Grid, y el Apéndice B a la computación
voluntaria.
Las principales publicaciones relacionadas con el trabajo descrito en estos
dos apéndices son:
“Fusion plasma simulation in the interactive grid”, F. Castejón, J.M. Reynolds, F. Serrano, R. Valles, A. Tarancón y J. L. Velasco, Computing and
Informatics 27, 261 (2008).
“ZIVIS: A City Computing Platform Based on Volunteer Computing”, B.
Antolı́, F. Castejón, A.Giner, G. Losilla, J.M. Reynolds, A. Rivero, S. Sangiao, F. Serrano, A. Tarancón, R. Vallés y J.L. Velasco, CEDI, Proceedings
del II Congreso Español de Informática, Zaragoza, España, 2007, p 523.

Aparte de las publicaciones citadas anteriormente, hemos publicado una
serie de trabajos en el marco de otra lı́nea de investigación. Aunque no
han sido incluidos en esta memoria, tienen en común parte del aparato de
métodos numéricos empleado. Ejemplos de esto son la técnica de Jack-Knife
para el cálculo de los errores estadı́sticos, o el generador de números pseudoaleatorios (de Parisi-Rapuano más congruencias) para la integración de la
ecuación diferencial estocástica. Estas técnicas están descritas en los siguientes trabajos y en las referencias incluidas en ellos:
“Numerical study of the enlarged O(5) symmetry of the 3-D antiferromagnetic RP2 spin model”, L.A. Fernández, V. Martin-Mayor, D. Sciretti, A.
Tarancón y J.L. Velasco, Physics Letters B 628, 281 (2005).
“Ianus: an Adaptative FPGA Computer”, F. Belletti, I. Campos, A. Cruz,
L.A. Fernández, S. Jiménez, A. Maiorano, F. Mantovani, E. Marinari, V.
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Martin-Mayor, D. Navarro, A. Muñoz-Sudupe, S. Pérez Gaviro, G. Poli, J.J.
Ruiz-Lorenzo, F. Schifano, D. Sciretti, A. Tarancón, P. Tellez, R. Tripiccione
y J.L. Velasco, Computing in Science and Engineering 8, 41 (2006).
“Simulating spins on IANUS, an FPGA-based computer”, F. Belletti, M. Cotallo, A. Cruz, L.A. Fernández, A. Gordillo, A. Maiorano, F. Mantovani, E.
Marinari, V. Martin-Mayor, A. Muñoz-Sudupe, D. Navarro, S. Pérez Gaviro,
J.J. Ruiz-Lorenzo, F. Schifano, D. Sciretti, A. Tarancón, R. Tripiccione y
J.L. Velasco, Computer Physics Communications 178, 208 (2008).
“Critical properties of the four-state commutative random permutation glassy Potts model in three and four dimensions”, L.A. Fernández, A. Maiorano,
E. Marinari, V. Martin-Mayor, D. Navarro, D. Sciretti, A Tarancón y J.L.
Velasco, Physical Review B 77, 104432 (2008).
“Nonequilibrium spin glass dynamics from picoseconds to a tenth of a second”, F. Belletti, M. Cotallo, A. Cruz, L.A. Fernández, A. Gordillo-Guerrero,
M. Guidetti, A. Maiorano, F. Mantovani, E. Marinari, V. Martin-Mayor, A.
Muñoz-Sudupe, D. Navarro, G. Parisi, S. Perez-Gaviro, J.J. Ruiz-Lorenzo,
S.F. Schifano, D. Sciretti, A. Tarancón, R. Tripiccione, J.L. Velasco y D.
Yllanes, Physical Review Letters 101, 157201 (2008).
“JANUS: an FPGA-based System for High Performance Scientific Computing”, F. Belletti, M. Cotallo, A. Cruz, L.A. Fernández, A. Gordillo, A.
Maiorano, F. Mantovani, E. Marinari, V. Martin-Mayor, A. Muñoz-Sudupe,
D. Navarro, S. Perez-Gaviro, M. Rossi, J.J. Ruiz-Lorenzo, S.F. Schifano, D.
Sciretti, A. Tarancón, R. Tripiccione y J.L. Velasco, Aceptado para su publicación en Computing in Science and Engineering.
“Spin Glass phase transition in the Four-states three dimensional Potts
Models”, D. Sciretti, A. Cruz, L.A. Fernández, A. Gordillo-Guerrero, M.
Guidetti, A. Maiorano, F. Mantovani, E. Marinari, V. Martin-Mayor, A.
Muñoz-Sudupe, D. Navarro, G. Parisi, S. Perez-Gaviro, J.J. Ruiz-Lorenzo,
S.F. Schifano, A. Tarancón, R. Tripiccione, J.L. Velasco, D. Yllanes y A.P.
Young, Enviado para su publicación en Physical Review B.
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Summary

This Philosophy Doctor Memory encloses in a long-term project devoted
to the development of kinetic methods for the study of transport in magnetically confined fusion plasmas. These systems have received much scientific
attention in the last decades, since fusion is expected to become a commercially viable source of cheap, virtually inexhaustible, world-wide distributed
and environmentally acceptable energy. Fusion plasmas are characterized by
their high complexity: their microscopic study implies the solution of the
N-body problem, with N ∼ 1023 and long-range interactions. A macroscopic
approach to these systems, in the frame of Statistical Dynamics, is still difficult, since it implies the solution of highly non-linear equations, in which
several very different spatial and temporal scales are involved: the Drift Kinetic Equation (DKE).
We are developing the ISDEP code (Integrator of Stochastic Differential
Equations for Plasmas), which tries to overcome some of the limitations of
the standard approaches for solving the DKE. The latter involve several hypothesis and approximations that are doubtful in some plasma conditions,
as we will show throughout the text. We will focus on transport of the heliac
TJ-II, a magnetic confinement device of the stellarator type, located at the
Laboratorio Nacional de Fusión (Madrid, Spain), but many results may be
extrapolable to other devices. The code also allows to introduce the interplay
between transport and other physical effects, like heating, occurring in fusion
devices.
This task is being accomplished in a gradual way, as we will see below:
first of all, the limitations of the usual transport calculations are checked
and a global transport study is made. New physical ingredients are included
in the code in order to reproduce a concrete experimentally observed phenomenom. Finally, some predictions on the performance of the device are
made.
In Chapter 1, entitled “Introduction to magnetic confinement”, we briefly
explain the basics of magnetically confined plasmas and kinetic theory. We
present the fundamental physical ideas and targets pursued in magnetic confinement fusion. We then summarize the different designs of the main devices
xxxi

for confining the plasma, tokamaks and stellarators, and present the stellarator TJ-II and its specific characteristics. We then focus in the research topic
of this thesis, one of the matters of more intense study in toroidal devices:
particle and heat transport. We present the state-of-the-art in theoretical
studies of neoclassical in the framework of the DKE: this is the transport
caused by the three-dimensional magnetic structure, the electrostatic field
and the collisions. The assumptions usually made in neoclassical transport
for solving the DKE are discussed. Then, the limitations of this approach
are outlined, with special focus is in those appearing in TJ-II. This will show
crystal-clear the need for a different approach, which will be presented in the
following chapter.
In Chapter 2, entitled “Study of kinetic transport: ISDEP code”, the
ISDEP code is presented. The first part of the chapter is devoted to describe
the physics of the dynamical system under study, and its implementation in
a code. At the beginning, we review the guiding-centre approximation and
thus set the five-dimensional phase space over which our kinetic equation is
defined. We then include in our equations the collision operator by Boozer
and Kuo-Petravic. We therefore arrive to a non-linear five-dimensional DKE
which describes the temporal evolution of the ion distribution function. We
then proceed to linearize the equation, and obtain a Fokker-Planck equation.
The equivalence between a Fokker-Planck equation and the Langevin equations is exploited. We finally discuss the technical details of the solution of
the set of stochastic differential equations (SDEs) that we have obtained.
In the second part of the chapter, ISDEP is employed to make a first
estimate of the collisional transport in a typical ECRH plasma of the TJII device. Some global features of transport, not present in the customary
neoclassical models, are observed: monotonic increasing of heat and particle fluxes with minor radius, non-diffusive transport, asymmetries on the
magnetic surfaces and non-Maxwellian distribution functions.
The work described in this chapter has been published as:3
“Ion kinetic transport in the presence of collisions and electric field in TJ-II”,
F. Castejón, L.A. Fernández, J. Guasp, V. Martin-Mayor, A. Tarancón and
J.L. Velasco, Plasma Physics and Controlled Fusion 49, 753 (2007).
In Chapter 3, entitled “Finite orbit width effects in ion collisional transport in TJ-II”, we study in greater detail the validity of the traditional local
diffusive approach in TJ-II plasmas. It is discussed how the particles may
3

In most of the papers cited below, the authors are written in alphabetical order.
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experience large radial excursions of particles from their original magnetic
surfaces in a single collisional time, and their contribution to the flux may
make it non-diffusive. We estimate the impact of this effect on transport in
TJ-II for three different regimes: a low density ECH plasma, a high density
NBI plasma, and an intermediate regime created by means of simultaneous
ECH and NBI heating. In order to study the nature of ion transport, we
calculate with ISDEP the guiding-center trajectories of a large number of
ions starting at fixed radial positions with a Maxwellian velocity distribution, and we measure the probability density function (pdf) of the radial
displacements of ions. The study of the latter allows us to find non-Gaussian
pdf’s (as it would be expected from diffusive transport), characterized by
long tails. We also show that the particle kinetic energy is not an approximately conserved quantity and discuss the implications of this fact on the
calculations of transport coefficients.
The work described in this chapter has been published as:
“Finite orbit width effects in ion collisional transport in TJ-II”, J.L. Velasco,
F. Castejón and A. Tarancón. Submitted to Physics of Plasmas.
In Chapter 4, entitled “Non-linear effects: ion heating during CERC transition”, the model is upgraded up to a full-f Monte Carlo method: the background plasma is allowed to evolve, in order to account for non-linear effects.
An example of this effect is the calculation of the ion heating by the background electrons or the electric field. As a first obvious requirement, the
collision operator is upgraded so that it includes collisions of the ions with
background electrons. Then, limitations of the linear Langevin approach for
this calculations are shown. An iterative approach is introduced, in which
the background ion distribution is updated in each iteration.
In the second part of the chapter, we present a physical phenomenom observed in TJ-II in the transitions to Core Electron Root Confinement (CERC)
regime. In TJ-II (and other stellarator devices), an increase of the ion temperature is observed, synchronized with that of the electron temperature,
during the transition to CERC regime. We employ the upgraded code to
reproduce the phenomenom: we estimate the ion collisional transport in TJII under the physical conditions established before and after the transition
to CERC. We estimate some relevant quantities, such as the time scale of
ion reaction to the electric field, the ion average heating and the temperature final profile. These quantities are in agreement with the experimental
findings. Therefore, our results confirm the hypothesis that this ion temperature rising should be attributed to the joint action of the electron-ion
energy transfer and an enhancement of the ion confinement. The latter is
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related to the increase of the positive electric field in the core region. More
complex effects, such as ion heating by magnetic field line reconnection or
the interaction with an MHD mode, can therefore be disregarded.
The work described in this chapter has been published as:
“Ion Kinetic Transport Studies in TJ-II plasmas” J.L. Velasco, F. Castejón,
L.A. Fernández, V. Martin-Mayor and A. Tarancón. III BIFI International
Conference Proceedings, Zaragoza, Spain, 2008.
“Ion Heating in transitions to CERC in the Stellarator TJ-II”, J.L. Velasco,
F. Castejón, L.A. Fernández, V. Martin-Mayor, A. Tarancón and T. Estrada,
Nuclear Fusion 48, 065008 (2008).
In Chapter 5, entitled “Divertor studies”, we explore the possibility of
having a flux-expansion divertor in TJ-II. Firstly we briefly summarize the divertor program in stellarators: we show the purposes sought and the different
divertor concepts for attaining them. We will argue that the flux-expansion
divertor concept is the most suited to certain devices, in which the magnetic
topology can vary significantly. We then focus on the TJ-II specific case:
we discuss the general characteristics of its plasma-wall interaction and we
show that there are magnetic configurations that present flux expansion at
given toroidal and poloidal positions. These configurations are the target of
the first step in this long-term research: the three-dimensional map of the
particle flux is obtained for different plasma regimes using ISDEP. Once estimated the heat and particle fluxes, we check that it is possible to reduce
them strongly by intersecting the trajectories at a given zone of the space.
The calculation is then repeated for the fast ions coming from the neutral
beam injector. The estimations of ISDEP are then successfully compared to
the experimental results.
The work described in this chapter has been published as:
“The particle flux structure and the search for a flux-expansion divertor
in TJ-II”, F. Castejón, A. López-Fraguas, A. Tarancón and J.L. Velasco,
Plasma Fusion Research 3, S1009 (2008).
“The search for a flux-expansion divertor in TJ-II”, F. Castejón, A. LópezFraguas, A. Tarancón and J.L. Velasco, III BIFI International Conference
Proceedings, Zaragoza, Spain, 2008.
“Flux-expansion divertor studies in TJ-II”, F. Castejón, A. López-Fraguas,
A. Tarancón, J.L. Velasco, J. Guasp, F. Tabarés, M. A. Pedrosa, E. de la
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Cal and M. A. Ochando. Submitted to Nuclear Fusion.
In Chapter 6, entitled “Other results and future ISDEP improvements”
we briefly present a series of researches in which ISDEP has played an important role (interplay between ICH heating and transport, modeling particle
collisional transport near the LCMS) or it is being benchmarked (bootstrap
current estimation with NEO-MC, collisional transport with a new code).
We then talk about the future development of the code, which will imply
including the evolution of the electron distribution function and the electric
field. We also discuss how new physical effects are planned to be included
in the code, such as turbulence or the interaction of fast ions with Alfvén
modes.
The work described in this chapter has been published as:
“Numerical solution of wave heating and collisional transport”, A Bustos, F.
Castejón, L.A. Fernández, V. Martin-Mayor, A. Tarancón, and J.L. Velasco.
Submitted to Physics of Plasmas.
“Density dependence of particle transport in ECH plasmas of the TJ-II stellarator”, V. I. Vargas, D. López-Bruna, J. Guasp, J. Herranz, T. Estrada, F.
Medina, M.A. Ochando, F. Castejón , J.L. Velasco, J.M. Reynolds, A. Salas
and the TJ-II Team. Submitted to Nuclear Fusion.
“A new code for collisional drift kinetic equation solving” J.M. Reynolds, D.
López-Bruna, J. Guasp, J.L. Velasco and A. Tarancón, III BIFI International
Conference Proceedings, Zaragoza, Spain, 2008.
“δf Monte Carlo computations of neoclassical transport in stellarators with
reduced variance”, K. Allmaier, S.V. Kasilov, W. Kernbichler, G.L. Leitold
and J.L. Velasco. 35th European Physical Society Conference on Plasma
Physics, Crete, 2008.
Finally, Chapter 7 is devoted to the conclusions.
One of the advantages of using ISDEP for solving the DKE is that it
is perfectly suited to distributed computing platforms. This is why, apart
from the chapters summarized above, two appendixes have been included
with additional material. They both try to outline the interplay between
Plasma Physics and computing platforms. Appendix A is devoted to Grid
computing, and Appendix B to volunteer computing.
The main publications related to the work described in these two apxxxv

pendixes are:
“Fusion plasma simulation in the interactive grid”, F. Castejón, J.M. Reynolds,
F. Serrano, R. Valles, A. Tarancón and J. L. Velasco, Computing and Informatics 27, 261 (2008).
“ZIVIS: A City Computing Platform Based on Volunteer Computing”, B.
Antolı́, F. Castejón, A.Giner, G. Losilla, J.M. Reynolds, A. Rivero, S. Sangiao, F. Serrano, A. Tarancón, R. Vallés and J.L. Velasco, CEDI, II Congreso
Español de Informática, Zaragoza, 2007, Conference Proceedings, p 523.
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In addition to the research papers mentioned above, a series of articles
have been published, in the frame of another line of research. Although this
work is not included in this memory, they have in common part of the numerical methods employed. Examples of this are the Jack-Knife technique for
calculating statistical errors or the pseudo random-number generator (ParisiRapuano plus congruential generator) for the integration of the SDE. These
techniques are described below and in the references therein:
“Numerical study of the enlarged O(5) symmetry of the 3-D antiferromagnetic RP2 spin model”, L.A. Fernández, V. Martin-Mayor, D. Sciretti, A.
Tarancón and J.L. Velasco, Physics Letters B 628, 281 (2005).
“Ianus: an Adaptative FPGA Computer”, F. Belletti, I. Campos, A. Cruz,
L.A. Fernández, S. Jiménez, A. Maiorano, F. Mantovani, E. Marinari, V.
Martin-Mayor, D. Navarro, A. Muñoz-Sudupe, S. Pérez Gaviro, G. Poli, J.J.
Ruiz-Lorenzo, F. Schifano, D. Sciretti, A. Tarancón, P. Tellez, R. Tripiccione
and J.L. Velasco, Computing in Science and Engineering 8, 41 (2006).
“Simulating spins on IANUS, an FPGA-based computer”, F. Belletti, M. Cotallo, A. Cruz, L.A. Fernández, A. Gordillo, A. Maiorano, F. Mantovani, E.
Marinari, V. Martin-Mayor, A. Muñoz-Sudupe, D. Navarro, S. Pérez Gaviro,
J.J. Ruiz-Lorenzo, F. Schifano, D. Sciretti, A. Tarancón, R. Tripiccione and
J.L. Velasco, Computer Physics Communications 178, 208 (2008).
“Critical properties of the four-state commutative random permutation glassy
Potts model in three and four dimensions”, L.A. Fernández, A. Maiorano,
E. Marinari, V. Martin-Mayor, D. Navarro, D. Sciretti, A Tarancón and J.L.
Velasco, Physical Review B 77, 104432 (2008).
“Nonequilibrium spin glass dynamics from picoseconds to a tenth of a second”, F. Belletti, M. Cotallo, A. Cruz, L.A. Fernández, A. Gordillo-Guerrero,
M. Guidetti, A. Maiorano, F. Mantovani, E. Marinari, V. Martin-Mayor, A.
Muñoz-Sudupe, D. Navarro, G. Parisi, S. Perez-Gaviro, J.J. Ruiz-Lorenzo,
S.F. Schifano, D. Sciretti, A. Tarancón, R. Tripiccione, J.L. Velasco and D.
Yllanes, Physical Review Letters 101, 157201 (2008).
“JANUS: an FPGA-based System for High Performance Scientific Computing”, F. Belletti, M. Cotallo, A. Cruz, L.A. Fernández, A. Gordillo, A.
Maiorano, F. Mantovani, E. Marinari, V. Martin-Mayor, A. Muñoz-Sudupe,
D. Navarro, S. Perez-Gaviro, M. Rossi, J.J. Ruiz-Lorenzo, S.F. Schifano, D.
Sciretti, A. Tarancón, R. Tripiccione and J.L. Velasco, Computing in Science
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and Engineering, in press.
“Spin Glass phase transition in the Four-states three dimensional Potts
Models”, D. Sciretti, A. Cruz, L.A. Fernández, A. Gordillo-Guerrero, M.
Guidetti, A. Maiorano, F. Mantovani, E. Marinari, V. Martin-Mayor, A.
Muñoz-Sudupe, D. Navarro, G. Parisi, S. Perez-Gaviro, J.J. Ruiz-Lorenzo,
S.F. Schifano, A. Tarancón, R. Tripiccione, J.L. Velasco, D. Yllanes and A.P.
Young, Submitted to Physical Review B.
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List of symbols

a
aqi
aIto
qi
aStrat
qi
~
A
Ai
Bi
bqi
~ B
B,
c
Djs
~ E, Ek
E,
e
f
fr
fNtest
fNfield
F
F
h
Hα
H
Ip
Is
J
k
K
lΩ
lc
lL
lH
L
L

device minor radius.
EM drift terms of the FPE.
collisional deterministic terms of the Itô SDE.
collisional deterministic terms of the Stratonovich SDE.
vector potential.
terms in the non-Markovian KE.
terms in the Markovian KE.
collisional stochastic terms of the SDE.
magnetic field, modulus of the the magnetic field.
speed of light.
transport coefficient j for species s.
~
electric field, modulus, component parallel to B.
elementary charge.
reduced distribution function.
r-particle reduced distribution function.
test ions distribution function in step N.
field ions distribution function in step N.
phase space distribution function.
flux expansion.
hurst parameter.
intensity of the Hα emission.
Hamiltonian.
plasma current.
ion saturation current.
Jacobian of the guiding-centre transformation.
Boltzmann constant.
Collision operator.
Larmor radius.
Correlation length.
Mean free path.
Hydrodynamical length.
characteristic length.
Evolution operator.
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ms
n
n̂
ND
~n1 , ~n2
N
P
Pei
PΦ
~p
p
~q
q
q
~r
R0
~
R
t
Ts
~u, uk , uθ , uφ
~v
vths
~vd
x2
Z

mass of species s.
ion (or electron) density of species.
density functional.
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Capı́tulo 1
Introducción al confinamiento
magnético
1.1
1.1.1

La fusión nuclear y el problema del confinamiento
El plasma

El objetivo central del programa de fusión termonuclear controlada [1,
2, 3, 4], es el confinamiento durante el tiempo necesario de un plasma suficientemente caliente, de densidad suficientemente alta. Si se cumplen estos
requisitos, que se concretan cuantitativamente en el criterio de Lawson [5],
la siguiente reacción nuclear puede tener lugar de forma sostenida:1
D + T → 4 He + n (14.1 MeV) .

(1.1)

En esta reacción, dos núcleos ligeros (deuterio y tritio) chocan y forman un
núcleo más pesado (helio) y un neutrón. Debido a la diferencia de masas
entre los reactivos y los productos, y dada la conocida relación ε = mc2 ,
el neutrón se genera con una energı́a cinética muy alta. Estos neutrones
energéticos pueden emplearse (indirectamente, tras un complicado proceso)
para calentar agua, y desde ese momento la energı́a se genera de la forma
tradicional: un esquema de un reactor de fusión puede verse en la Fig. 1.1.
La causa de las condiciones anteriores es la siguiente: las reacciones de
1
Fusión nuclear es el proceso por el que varios núcleos atómicos se unen para formar
núcleos más pesados. Esta reacción ocurre de forma natural en las estrellas, y puede ser
producida artificialmente en la Tierra. Un estudio detallado de las diversas reacciones de
fusión con balance energético positivo puede verse por ejemplo en la Ref. [3].
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Figura 1.1: Esquema de una central eléctrica basada en la fusión nuclear.
Imagen tomada de http://fusionforenergy.europa.eu.
fusión están gobernadas por la interacción fuerte. Esta interacción es de
muy corto alcance. Por ello, los núcleos interaccionantes deben aproximarse
mucho. Para superar la repulsión electrostática (ambos están cargados positivamente) estas partı́culas tienen que ser muy energéticas. De ahı́ la alta
temperatura necesitada. Por otra parte, el proceso de fusión tiene una sección
eficaz muy baja incluso a altas temperaturas. Como consecuencia, son necesarios muchos encuentros entre núcleos de deuterio y tritio para que la fusión
tenga lugar. De ahı́ la alta densidad y largo tiempo.
A las temperaturas necesarias para la fusión, la materia que hay en el
reactor de fusión se encuentra en estado de plasma [2, 3, 4]: casi todas las
partı́culas están ionizadas, y por lo tanto el sistema consiste en cargas libres
que interaccionan por medio de fuerzas electromagnéticas de largo alcance.
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Figura 1.2: Trayectoria de una partı́cula cargada positivamente en presencia
de un campo magnético uniforme.
El modo en que las cargas positivas y negativas responden fuertemente a
los campos electromagnéticos hace que las propiedades del plasma sean muy
diferentes de las de los sólidos, lı́quidos o gases. Por lo tanto, el plasma puede
interpretarse como un nuevo estado de la materia.

1.1.2

El confinamiento magnético

Para alcanzar los niveles necesarios de temperatura y densidad, es imprescindible confinar el plasma en una región finita. La imagen de un plasma
compuesto por partı́culas cargadas casi libres sugiere la estrategia del confinamiento magnético: se diseñan campos magnéticos tales que el movimiento
de las partı́culas esté limitado a una región acotada.2 La idea básica es que, de
acuerdo con la Ley de Lorentz, en presencia de un campo magnético uniforme
y en ausencia de otras fuerzas, el movimiento promedio de una partı́cula cargada sigue exactamente la dirección del campo magnético, ver la Fig. 1.2 (el
movimiento en el plano perpendicular al campo magnético se llama rotación
de Larmor). Por lo tanto, se puede intuir que una configuración magnética
con lı́neas de campo cerradas puede emplearse para confinar partı́culas.
Con esto en mente, puede diseñarse bobinas tales que el campo magnético
tenga topologı́a toroidal. El campo magnético creado por estas bobinas
2

La otra estrategia, el confinamiento inercial, consiste en comprimir bolas de plasma
de muy alta densidad durante un tiempo muy corto (nanosegundos) por medio de láseres.
Este procedimiento está descrito por ejemplo en la Ref. [6].
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está formado por una familia de toroides anidados, llamados superficies
magnéticas. En principio, si las partı́culas siguen las lı́neas de campo magnético, su movimiento estará limitado a las superficies magnéticas, y el plasma
tendrá también forma toroidal.
Sin embargo, en un dispositivo de confinamiento magnético se deben incluir varios efectos con respecto al caso con campo magnético uniforme [1, 2,
3, 4]:
1. Una configuración magnética tiene, por construcción, curvatura magnética.
2. Debido a limitaciones técnicas (bobinas finitas), el campo magnético
nunca será uniforme, y las superficies magnéticas tendrán rizado.
3. Hay que confinar del orden de N ∼ 1023 partı́culas, las cuales interaccionan entre ellas a través de colisiones partı́cula-partı́cula.
4. Aparte de las colisiones binarias del punto 3, aparecen también efectos
colectivos, debidos al largo alcance de la interacción coulombiana.
5. El movimiento del plasma, que está compuesto de partı́culas cargadas,
puede distorsionar la configuración magnética de una forma no trivial.
Estos efectos,3 que son ignorados en la aproximación de orden cero de la
Fig. 1.2, se discutirán en la Sección 1.2. Dan lugar al transporte, que es el
proceso por el cual el plasma tiende al equilibrio. Concretamente, debido al
transporte radial las partı́culas y el calor se pierden de la región central hacia
el borde. Por lo tanto este mecanismo debe ser conocido en detalle y controlado para un buen funcionamiento de los futuros reactores. Se estudiará en
los Capı́tulos 2, 3 y 4.
Por otra parte, junto con este objetivo central, otras cuestiones han de
tenerse en cuenta, a menudo no de forma independiente al problema del
confinamiento:
• Puesto que el transporte es inevitable, el plasma interaccionará con
la superficie de la cámara de vacı́o del dispositivo. Esta interacción
plasma-pared afectará al confinamiento de partı́culas y energı́a. Además, en un reactor comercial hay que extraer la energı́a del dispositivo.
El tema de la interacción plasma-pared se trata en el Capı́tulo 5.
3

Para partı́culas energéticas, habrı́a que incluir efectos relativistas. También habrı́a
que tener en cuenta la radiación debida a partı́culas cargadas y aceleradas. Estos efectos
son despreciables a las bajas temperaturas con las que trataremos, ver el Capı́tulo 2.
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• Debe calentarse el plasma para poder alcanzar las temperaturas necesarias para la ignición. Esto se hace habitualmente mediante una combinación de microondas, inyección de partı́culas de alta energı́a y corrientes eléctricas. Existirá cierta interacción entre el calentamiento y
el transporte, que se estudiará brevemente en el Capı́tulo 6.
ITER (Reactor Internacional de Energı́a Termonuclear [7]) es el dispositivo experimental de fusión que deberı́a demostrar la viabilidad de la fusión
como fuente primaria de energı́a. Para conseguir este objetivo, ITER deberı́a
ser capaz de mantener las reacciones D-T de la Ec. (1.1) en condiciones cercanas a la ignición y al estado estacionario.
El resto de este capı́tulo está organizado como sigue: la Sección 1.1.3
describe los dos principales dispositivos de confinamiento magnético, stellarators y tokamaks, y la Sección 1.1.3 presenta el stellarator TJ-II. La
Sección 1.2 repasa el estudio del transporte: se presenta la Ecuación Cinética
de Deriva y se subrayan las hipótesis necesarias para obtenerla y las aproximaciones empleadas usualmente para resolverla. Nos centraremos en su
solución para el TJ-II. Se ha añadido un apéndice al final del capı́tulo con la
forma explı́cita de las variables de centro-guı́a.

1.1.3

Stellarators y Tokamaks

Los principales tipos de dispositivo para el confinamiento magnético de
plasma, tokamaks y stellarators (ver por ejemplo las Refs. [8, 9]), se enseñan
en la Fig. 1.3. El programa experimental de fusión termonuclear trata de
conseguir en estos dispositivos las condiciones necesarias para la ignición [5].
Generalmente no se emplea tritio: para el estudio de las propiedades del dispositivo no es necesario que tengan realmente lugar reacciones de fusión.
Tokamaks y stellarators comparten bastantes caracterı́sticas básicas: topologı́a magnética toroidal, con superficies magnéticas anidadas. El campo
magnético tienes componentes toroidal y poloidal, relacionadas entre sı́ por
la transformada rotacional ι.4 También el rizado del campo magnético, debido a la imposibilidad de usar infinitas bobinas.
4

La transformada rotacional ι puede definirse como la variación del ángulo poloidal a
lo largo del campo magnético que corresponde a una variación de 2π en el ángulo toroidal.
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Figura 1.3: Esquema de (a) un tokamak (ITER) y los tres principales tipos
de stellarators: (b) torsatrón (LHD, tomado de http://www.lhd.nifs.ac.jp),
(c) heliac (TJ-II, tomado de http://www-fusion.ciemat.es) y (d) modular
(W7-X tomado de http://www.ipp.mpg.de).
La principal diferencia entre los dos tipos de dispositivos es el modo en
que se genera el campo magnético. El el caso del tokamak, parte del campo
magnético (su componente poloidal) es generada por el mismo plasma: se
induce en el plasma una corriente toroidal por acción transformador. En el
caso del stellarator, el campo magnético es creado completamente mediante
bobinas externas. Para conseguir la configuración magnética adecuada, las
bobinas ya no tienen la simetrı́a toroidal de los tokamaks, ver la Fig. 1.3:
son helicoidales en los torsatrones (como Large Helical Device), asimétricas
en los stellarators modulares (Wendelstein 7-X) o una mezcla de plana y helicoidales en los heliacs (TJ-II).
Estas diferencias hacen que, aunque los tokamaks y los stellarators comparten un gran número de procesos, hay también fenómenos fı́sicos caracterı́sticos de cada tipo. El principal de ellos es que los stellarators son dispo-
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sitivos intrı́nsecamente tridimensionales. Esto hace que las partı́culas se separen más rápidamente de las superficies magnéticas, debido al atrapamiento
helicoidal. Este mayor transporte neoclásico es asimétrico, y crea campos
eléctricos ambipolares. Además, estos hechos hacen el estudio del transporte
más complejo, como veremos en este capı́tulo. Los tokamaks tienen también
cierto grado de asimetrı́a, debido a que se usa un número finito de bobinas
para crear el campo magnético, y este tendrá rizado. Procesos como la formación de barreras de transporte parecen ser también diferentes en tokamaks
y stellarators [10].
Estas diferencias de diseño dan lugar también a diferencias en la operación de estos dispositivos: los tokamaks necesitan una corriente inducida
y su operación tiene que ser pulsada (aunque se intenta que la configuración
magnética descanse en otras corrientes toroidales no inducidas). Por el contrario, los stellarators no necesitan ser operados de forma pulsada. Por lo
tanto, pueden ser usados para construir reactores de fusión que operen de
forma estacionaria. También como consecuencia de esto, los stellarators están
libres de disrupciones (inestabilidades de los tokamaks en los que se produce
una repentina pérdida de equilibrio y confinamiento) o ELMs de tipo I (modos localizados en el borde, en sus siglas en inglés), lo cual los hace más
fiables.
Como conclusión, los tokamaks y stellarators comparten una gran cantidad de caracterı́sticas. Esto hace que parte de los resultados obtenidos para
stellarators puedan aplicarse a los tokamaks. Además, por el mismo motivo,
el programa de fusión termonuclear controlada no ha tenido que decidirse
por una de los dos dispositivos: puesto que era necesario obtener resultados
que mostraran la posibilidad de usar la fusión como fuente de energı́a, ITER
será un tokamak. Sin embargo, los futuros reactores comerciales de fusión
podrı́an ser stellarators.

1.1.4

El stellarator TJ-II

TJ-II [11] (Torus JEN II) es un stellarator del tipo heliac situado en el
Laboratorio Nacional de Fusión del CIEMAT (Madrid, España) que está en
operación desde 1997. Tiene un radio mayor medio R0 = 1.5 m y radio menor
medio menor a = 0.22 m. El campo magnético, de aproximadamente 1 T se
genera mediante un sistema de bobinas poloidales, toroidales y verticales,
incluida una bobina helicoidal, ver la Fig. 1.4.
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Figura 1.4: Foto de TJ-II, tomada de http://www-fusion.ciemat.es.
Las superficies magnéticas tienen sección toroidal con forma de alubia,
como veremos en el Capı́tulo 5. Se extienden hasta la pared de la cámara de
vacı́o, la cual actúa como limitador helicoidal, y por lo tanto no hay zonas
ergódicas naturales fuera de la última superficie magnética cerrada. La transformada rotacional ι puede variarse en un amplio rango, como discutimos en
el Capı́tulo 4. TJ-II tiene baja cizalla magnética, es decir baja variación
radial de ι.
El plasma se calienta mediante resonancia electrón-ciclotrón (ECH) [12]
y/o inyección de neutros [13, 14]. Los plasmas ECH son de baja densidad (y
colisionalidad) con un perfil hueco, temperatura iónica plana y temperatura
electrónica picuda. El campo eléctrico es positivo en la región central. Los
plasmas NBI son de mayor densidad y menor temperatura electrónica. El
perfil de temperatura iónica tiene mayor pendiente y el campo eléctrico es
negativo. Ambos regı́menes se discutirán en profundidad en las Secciones 3,
4 y 5.
Se han realizado numerosos estudios del transporte en TJ-II [15, 16, 17]:
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en ellos se habla de la dificultad de estimar el transporte mediante las técnicas
estándares, y del incumplimiento de varias de las hipótesis en que se basan
estas técnicas, como el carácter difusivo de los flujos. Volveremos sobre este
punto en la Sección 1.2.3.

1.2

Estudios del transporte y teorı́a cinética

Está claro que los puntos enumerados en la Sección 1.1.2 no son independientes. Más concretamente, los puntos 3, 4 y 5 pueden interpretarse
como diferentes manifestaciones del mismo efecto fı́sico: la interacción entre
partı́culas cargadas.
En este trabajo, nos centraremos en los puntos 1, 2 y 3: dan lugar al transporte colisional. El transporte colisional o neoclásico trata la acción conjunta
de campos magnéticos y eléctricos externos y fijos y de las colisiones sobre
el movimiento de las partı́culas. Un punto clave en la teorı́a neoclásica es el
hecho de que la geometrı́a global del campo magnético (es decir, su forma
toroidal junto con su estructura tridimensional) tiene un efecto muy importante en la evolución macroscópica del sistema.5
Los puntos 4 y 5 dan lugar al transporte anómalo, que por ahora está fuera
del alcance de este trabajo. Sin embargo, se tendrán en cuenta implı́citamente
en varios desarrollos: un ejemplo es la longitud de Debye, que se utilizará en
la Sección 1.2.2. En el Capı́tulo 6 discutiremos también brevemente cómo
incluir estos efectos en nuestro código.
El transporte colisional en dispositivos de confinamiento magnético, cuando se calcula correctamente, es un lı́mite inferior de todo el transporte que
tiene lugar en estos dispositivos. Hasta ahora, el transporte anómalo ha sido
dominante en muchos experimentos, pero el transporte puede reducirse a
niveles neoclásicos en determinadas circunstancias, como el régimen de Core
Electron Root Confinement (ver por ejemplo la Ref. [17]). Es más, el origen de estas barreras de transporte puede explicarse mediante mecanismos
neoclásicos (ver la Ref. [18] y sus referencias). Por lo tanto el transporte
neoclásico debe ser estimado correctamente.
5

En la teorı́a clásica, el valor local del campo magnético (y sus derivadas) determinan
el transporte: la topologı́a toroidal del plasma no es tenida en cuenta.
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1.2 Estudios del transporte y teorı́a cinética
postulado / aproximación
Hamiltoniano
clásico
postulado de mecánica
estadı́stica clásica
lı́mite termodinámico
desarrollo perturbativo
entre partı́culas
interacciones de rango finito
+ tratamiento asintótico
(with specific ordering)
linealización

variables

ecuación

q, p

Hamilton

F (q, p)
fs (~q1 , ..., ~qs , ~p1 ..., p~s )

Liouville
BBGKY

f (~q, ~p)

Master particular

f (~q, ~p)
f test (~q, ~p)

cinética
Fokker Planck

Table 1.1: Pasos en la construcción de la ecuación cinética. La elección de
ordenamiento de escala (en negrita) se tratará en la Sección 1.2.3.

1.2.1

Construcción de una ecuación cinética

El transporte colisional iónico se puede describir mediante la Ecuación
Cinética de Deriva (DKE). El desarrollo que lleva a esta ecuación se resume
en este capı́tulo: será útil para establecer el marco en el que trabajaremos, y
también para marcar exactamente el punto en que se usan el ordenamiento de
escala y la hipótesis local. Seguiremos el procedimiento de Balescu [19] por
su gran claridad y elegancia: los pasos para la construcción de la Ecuación
Cinética (KE) se enumeran en la Tabla 1.1: las variables dinámicas que describen el sistema y su ecuación de evolución, junto con las aproximaciones y
postulados necesarios a cada paso.
En una descripción microscópica del plasma, el estado del sistema se
describe completamente mediante 6N cantidades: las 3N coordenadas y las
3N componentes del momento de las N partı́culas:
(q, p) ≡ (~q1 , ..., ~qN , ~p1 , ..., ~pN ) .

(1.2)

Suponiendo conocido el Hamiltoniano H(q, p) del sistema, la ley de evolución
de las posiciones y momentos de las partı́culas se derivan de las ecuaciones
clásicas de Hamilton (ver por ejemplo la Ref. [20]):
d~qi
∂H(q, p)
=
,
dt
∂~pi

d~pi
∂H(q, p)
=−
.
dt
∂~qi

(1.3)
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Usando la regla de Leibniz, se puede determinar la evolución de cualquier
observable como la densidad de partı́culas:
~ t) =
n̂(q, p; R,

N
X
i=1

~ ,
δ(~qi − R)

(1.4)

y expresarla por medio de corchetes de Poisson:
∂n̂(q, p; t)
= [n̂, H(q, p)] .
∂t

(1.5)

Nótese que la Ec. (1.5) se cumple para cualquier observable, no solamente la
densidad.
Las Ecs. (1.3) y (1.5) generalmente no serán analı́ticamente integrables, e
incluso su estudio numérico puede no ser factible, debido a la gran precisión
requerida por el complejo movimiento que se da en cualquier Hamiltoniano no trivial. Por otra parte, esta descripción microscópica es claramente
demasiado detallada. Estamos más bien interesados en una descripción
macroscópica: las cantidades que se miden en la Fı́sica del Plasma son
~ t) y no funcionales del
campos definidos en el espacio tridimensional n(R,
~
espacio de fases completo n̂(q, p; R, t). Obviamente, la evolución de las variables macroscópicas deberá estar determinada por las leyes (microscópicas)
de Hamilton.
Para conectar las dos descripciones debemos basarnos en un postulado
básico de la mecánica estadı́stica clásica: suponemos que existe una función
de distribución del espacio de fases F (q, p), tal que el valor observable de
una cantidad definida en el espacio de fases puede calcularse mediante la
siguiente ecuación:
Z
Z
~
~
~ (q, p; t) .
n(R, t) ≡ d q d p n̂(q, p; R, t)F (q, p) ≡ d q d p n̂(q, p; R)F

(1.6)
De este modo, la función de distribución F (q, p) describe el estado del
sistema en el marco estadı́stico. Su evolución está gobernada por la ecuación
de Liouville, que se deduce de las ecuaciones de Hamilton:
∂F ((q, p); t)
= [H(q, p), F (q, p)] .
∂t

(1.7)

El siguiente paso consiste en aprovechar que generalmente no es necesario conocer completamente la compleja función F (q, p). Por ejemplo, para
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el cálculo de la densidad, la función de distribución reducida (RDF) de 1
partı́cula f1 (~q1 , ~p1 ) contiene toda la información necesaria del estado del sistema:
N Z
1 X
~ 1 (~qi , p~i , t)
~
d q~i d p~i δ(~qi − R)f
n(R, t) =
N i=1
Z
~ 1 (~q1 , ~p1 , t) ,
=
d q~1 d p~1 δ(~q1 − R)f
(1.8)
con:

f1 (~q1 , ~p1 ) = N

Z

d ~q2 ...d ~qN d ~p2 ...d p~N F (q, p) .

(1.9)

Nótese que f1 en general dependerá de N. Para que esta descripción del
sistema tenga sentido, es necesario eliminar esta dependencia: para ello es
necesario asumir que se ha alcanzado el lı́mite termodinámico.
El problema es que la evolución de la RDF de 1 partı́cula depende de la
RDF de 2 partı́culas:
Z
N
f2 (~q1 , p~1 , ~q2 , ~p2 ) =
d ~q3 ...d ~qN d ~p3 ...d ~pN F (q, p) . (1.10)
(N − 2)!2!
En general, la evolución de la RDF de r partı́culas:
Z
N
fr (~q1 , ..., ~qr , ~p1 , ..., ~pr ) =
d ~qr+1 ...d ~qN d p~r+1 ...d ~pN F (q, p) ,
(N − r)!r!
(1.11)
dependerá de la RDF de s partı́culas, con s = 1, ..., r + 1. Llegamos por tanto
a un conjunto de N ecuaciones (con N tendiendo a infinito): la jerarquı́a
BBGKY.6
El conocimiento de f1 es suficiente para calcular todos los observables que
pueden construirse como una suma de funciones que dependen de la posición
de una partı́cula. Si las N partı́culas fueran independientes, tendrı́amos:
F (q, p) ∝

N
Y

f1 (~qi , ~pi ) .

(1.12)

i=1

Por lo tanto fr con r > 1 es una medida de la correlación entre partı́culas. En
nuestra descripción del plasma, en la cual se obvian los efectos colectivos, la
6

Este acrónimo viene de los nombres de los 5 autores independientes: Bogoliubov,
Born, Green, Kirkwood and Yvon.
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mayorı́a de los observables se podrán calcular con la Ec. (1.8).
El siguiente paso es truncar las ecuaciones BBGKY para llegar a una
ecuación cerrada para la RDF de 1 partı́cula f1 . Aquı́ las ecuaciones se complican, y la notación puede esconder las ideas básicas. Por tanto resumimos
estas últimas en la siguiente ecuación, mientras que la notación se puede
consultar en la Ref. [19]. El cierre se hace asumiendo que la interacción
entre partı́culas es una pequeña perturbación de su movimiento libre. Haciendo un desarrollo en serie del parámetro de interacción y eliminando los
términos despreciablesde. Al orden deseado, la evolución de la f1 depende
de un número finito de fr , cuya evolución puede además escribirse como funcional de f1 . Hemos llegado a una ecuación Master [21] para la evolución de
f1 . Es no lineal, no Markoviana y depende del valor inicial de la correlación
entre partı́culas.
Para eliminar esta incómoda dependencia de la pasada evolución microscópica del sistema, hay que hacer una aproximación adicional: que, en
una colisión entre partı́culas, la interacción tiene lugar durante un tiempo
finito tC , cuando las partı́culas están a una distancia menor que la longitud
de correlación lC . Limitando el cálculo a tiempos y escalas mucho mayores
que la duración de una colisión y la longitud de correlación, la evolucón de
f1 depende solo del valor instantáneo de la RDF: la ecuación se hace Markoviana. Llegamos finalmente a:

∂f (~q, ~v; t)
v
∂
e ~
~ q ) · ∂ f (~q, ~v ; t)
E(~q; t) + × B(~
= −~v · f (~q, ~v ; t) −
∂t
∂~q
m
c
∂~v
+ K{f f } .
(1.13)
Nótese que hemos hecho el siguiente cambio de variables:
f1 (~q1 , ~p1 ; t) = m3 f1 (~q, ~v ; t) ≡ f (~q, ~v; t) ,

(1.14)

donde hemos eliminado los subı́ndices ~q y ~p, y p~ = m~v .
Los dos primeros términos de la derecha de la Ec. (1.13) representan
el movimiento de partı́culas libres en presencia de campos magnéticos y
eléctricos externos. Para sistemas no homogéneos, esto incluye también
el término de Vlasov: el campo eléctrico promedio creado por el resto de
partı́culas cargadas. El último término representa las colisiones entre pares
de partı́culas. En conjunto llegamos a una ecuación cinética.
En el desarrollo anterior, hay dos elecciones a hacer que determinarán la
forma explı́cita de K y de la ecuación en sı́:
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• Un ordenamiento de las escalas espaciales y temporales del problema.
• Un parámetro pequeño que caracterice la intensidad de la interacción.

Según la elección que se haga, se llegará a la ecuación de Lorentz para gases
diluidos, la ecuación de Landau para sistemas débilmente acoplados, o la
ecuación de Lenard-Balescu para plasmas.

1.2.2

La Ecuación Cinética de Deriva

Centrémonos ahora en el caso que nos interesa: partı́culas en un plasma
en presencia de campos eléctricos y magnéticos. El Hamiltoniano del sistema
es:
 X
N 
N X
X
1
e~
e2
2
H(q, p) =
|~pi − A(~qi )| + eΦ(~qi ) +
, (1.15)
2m
c
|qi − qj |
i=1
j=1 i<j
~ es el potencial vector, Φ el potencial electrostático, B
~ el campo
donde A
magnético, m la masa de la partı́cula, e la carga elemental (por el momento,
consideramos iones) y c la velocidad de la luz.
Veamos ahora las dos decisiones que nombrábamos en la sección anterior:
• Estaremos interesados en cuatro escalas espaciales diferentes que aparecen en el plasma:
– El radio de Larmor lΩ .
– La longitud de correlación lC : la distancia a la cual ocurren las
interacciones entre partı́culas.
– El recorrido libre medio (mfp) lL : la distancia entre colisiones.
– La longitud hidrodinámica lH ≡ f /|∇f |: el rango de variación de
las cantidades macroscópicas.
Asumiremos que lΩ es siempre la escala más pequeña, lo cual se cumple
para campos magnéticos de intensidad moderada. En sistemas débilmente acoplados, lC puede asumirse que es del orden de la longitud de
Debye7 λD , y será la siguiente escala. Dependiendo de la relación entre
7
La longitud de Debye es una escala adicional: aquella a la que las partı́culas cargadas
apantallan los campos eléctricos en el plasma. Este efecto colectivo establece un rango
máximo para la interacción de Coulomb. Esto tiene que tenerse en cuenta a la hora de
construir un operador de colisión.
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lC y lL , el plasma estará en el régimen de recorrido libre medio corto
(smfp):
lΩ ≪ lC ≪ lL ≪ lH ,
(1.16)
o el de recorrido libre medio largo (lmfp):

lΩ ≪ lC ≪ lH ≪ lL .

(1.17)

Como la colisionalidad en el plasma crece con la densidad y decrece
con la temperatura, el régimen lmfp corresponderá a plasmas de alta
temperatura y/o baja densidad. Los iones de plasmas ECH de TJ-II,
especialmente cerca del borde, están en el régimen lmfp. El resto de
esta sección, sin embargo, es válida para ambos regı́menes.
• Como parámetro pequeño que caracterice la debilidad de la interacción
en el plasma, se puede elegir el inverso del parámetro ND = 34 πλ3D n, que
representa el número de partı́culas en una esfera de radio λD . Cuando
ND es grande, la energı́a cinética media es en promedio mucho mayor
que la potencial.
Con estas dos elecciones, al truncar las ecuaciones BBGKY hasta los
términos de colisión entre dos partı́culas, se llega al operador de colisión
de Landau K{f f }. Una versión lineal de este operador se usará en la
Sección 2.2.3.
La Ec. (1.13) se puede simplificar aún más. La conocida aproximación de
centro-guı́a (ver por ejemplo la Ref. [22]) permite separar la rápida rotación
alrededor de las lı́neas de campo del lento desplazamiento a lo largo del
dispositivo, ver la Fig. 1.2. Hay varias formas de derivarla, la más elegante
de las cuales es el método de la transformación pseudo-canónica de centroguı́a [23]. En este método, se realiza una transformación pseudo-canónica
de variables definida como desarrollo en serie de potencias en el parámetro
ǫ ≡ lΩ /lH :
{~q, vk , v⊥ , ζ̂} → {~r, uk, u⊥ , ζ} .
(1.18)
Aquı́, ~q es la posición de la partı́cula, vk y v⊥ son las componentes paralela
y perpendicular (al campo magnético) de la velocidad, y ζ̂ es el girorradio.
Tras la transformación, ~r se interpretará como la posición del centro-guı́a,
y uk y u⊥ como las componentes paralela y perpendicular de su velocidad.
En las nuevas variables, con una correcta elección de la transformación, la
variación temporal de ζ estará separada de la del resto de variables a orden ǫ.
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En estas nuevas variables, la KE es:
∂
[|J|f (~r, u⊥ , uk , ζ)] = L[|J|f (~r, u⊥ , uk , ζ)] ,
∂t

(1.19)

donde |J| es el Jacobiano de la transformación pseudocanónica y:
L=−

∂f ˙
∂f
∂f
∂f
· ~r −
u˙⊥ −
u˙k −
ζ̇ .
∂~r
∂u⊥
∂uk
∂ζ

(1.20)

Nótese que las derivadas actúan también sobre la RDF. Las expresiones
para ~r˙ , u˙⊥ , uk y ζ̇ se llaman ecuaciones de centro-guı́a y se mostrarán
explı́citamente en la Sección 2.2.1. Los primeros tres términos no dependen de ζ a primer orden en ǫ. Se obtienen del Hamiltoniano de la Ec. (1.15)
sin término de colisión: este último está ya incluido en K{f f }). Una versión
lineal del operador de colisión de Landau, válido para la aproximación de
centro-guı́a, se utilizará en la Sección 2.2.3.
Como solo estaremos interesados en la RDF promediada en el girorradio f¯, hasta primer orden en ǫ, el último término de la Ec. (1.20) puede
eliminarse [24]. La DKE final es:
∂
¯ r , u⊥ , uk )] = L(|J|f)
¯ + K(|J|f¯, |J|f)
¯ .
[|J|f(~
∂t

(1.21)

Ahora las cantidades macroscópicas pueden calcularse tomando momentos de la DKE. Por ejemplo, para el flujo de partı́culas:
Z
Z

∂
¯
¯ + K[|J|f¯, |J|f]
¯ . (1.22)
d u⊥ d uk ~v |J|f = d u⊥ d uk ~v L[|J|f]
∂t

1.2.3

Soluciones del transporte neoclásico y sus limitaciones en el stellarator TJ-II

Partiendo de la Ec. (1.21), los cálculos de transporte neoclásico tratan
de derivar la ecuación de evolución de las magnitudes macroscópicas del
plasma. Más concretamente los estudios de transporte neoclásico [25] tratan
de determinar los coeficientes de transporte: las cantidades que, en sistemas
ligeramente fuera del equilibrio, relacionan los flujos con las fuerzas termodinámicas.
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Los cálculos neoclásicos del transporte generalmente toman como punto
de partida la hipótesis local, que implica los siguientes hechos:
• El transporte es difusivo, es decir, los flujos se pueden escribir como los
coeficientes de transporte multiplicados por las fuerzas termodinámicas,
que son los gradientes de las magnitudes macroscópicas del plasma.
• Puesto que la excursión radial de una partı́cula en una tiempo de colisión debe ser menor que las longitudes caracterı́sticas de las magnitudes
macroscópicas relevantes para el transporte, los coeficientes de transporte dependen únicamente de caracterı́sticas locales del plasma: la
estructura magnética, el campo eléctrico local y la colisionalidad.
• La energı́a cinética de una partı́cula se conserva aproximadamente entre colisión y colisión. Solo ası́ tiene sentido hablar de coeficientes
monoenergéticos (ver a continuación).
• La distribución de velocidades es aproximadamente Maxwelliana. Esto
permite convolucionar los coeficientes monoenergéticos con la Maxwelliana local.
• El transporte paralelo (a lo largo de las lı́neas de campo magnético)
elimina toda inhomogeneidad que pueda aparecer en las superficies
magnéticas (esto es equivalente a considerar que las ecuaciones de transporte son unidimensionales en el espacio real).
Estos puntos se cumplen en el régimen smfp de los plasmas de fusión,
donde lL ≪ lH , pero en general no ocurrirá asén el lmfp, donde lH ≪ lL . Sin
embargo, habitualmente en los cálculos neoclásicos [25] se asume que también
es cierto en el lmfp. Esto permite reducir un problema cinco-dimensional a
uno tridimensional (la posición radial de la partı́cula y la energı́a cinética se
consideran parámetros fijos durante la solución de la DKE).
Incluso con estas simplificaciones, la DKE sigue siendo imposible de resolver analı́ticamente salvo en casos trivialmente simples, y es necesario emplear métodos numéricos. En códigos Monte Carlo (véase por ejemplo la
Ref. [26]), estos coeficientes se calculan en varias posiciones radiales siguiendo durante varios tiempos de colisión un gran número de partı́culas de test de
energı́a cinética fija. El código más común para el cálculo de los coeficientes
de transporte, DKES (solucionador de la ecuación cinética de deriva [27]),
calcula los coeficientes monoenergéticos mediante un principio variacional.
En todos los casos, los coeficientes monoenergéticos se convolucionan con
la Maxwelliana local y ası́ se obtienen los coeficientes de transporte finales
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(ver por ejemplo la Ref. [25]).

Sin embargo, la compleja configuración magnética de TJ-II, descrita en
la Sección 1.1.3, hace difı́cil estimar el transporte mediante las técnicas
estándares [16]. Además, algunas de estas hipótesis no se cumplen en el
régimen de baja colisionalidad en TJ-II:
• Debido a la complejidad de la configuración magnética de TJ-II y a la
presencia de potencial electrostático, hay órbitas de iones que incluyen
excursiones radiales grandes, con variaciones importantes de su energı́a
cinética, en un tiempo de colisión. De hecho, estas excursiones pueden
ser comparables a las longitudes caracterı́sticas (calculadas mediante
sus gradientes) de la densidad, temperatura y potencial electrostático.
De este modo, los iones visitan regiones del plasma de caracterı́sticas
muy diferentes, como puede verse en la Fig. 1.5. Esto invalida la
hipótesis local.
Se ha demostrado recientemente [16], mediante un cálculo perturbativo de la función de distribución, que el habitual enfoque difusivo del
transporte no funciona para TJ-II. Esto también ha sido calculado en
un trabajo anterior [28], en el que las propiedades del transporte fueron
estimadas lanzando un gran número de iones y calculando sus trayectorias durante aproximadamente dos tiempos de colisión. Aunque en
el modelo no se incluı́an las colisiones, podı́a extraerse la conclusión de
que, bajo la influencia de los campos magnéticos y eléctricos encontrados en TJ-II, la amplitud radial tı́pica de una órbita durante un tiempo
de colisión es comparable con las escalas espaciales macroscópicas del
plasma.
Esta afirmación se ha cuantificado para un plasma ECRH de TJ-II (calentado por resonancia electrón-ciclotrón): en la Fig. 1.5, comparamos
el tamaño promedio de las excursiones radiales con las escalas espaciales macroscópicas del plasma (el cálculo detallado está descrito en el
siguiente capı́tulos). Los tamaños calculados de las órbitas se muestran
en la Fig. 1.5—izquierda, con y sin campo eléctrico. Se definen como:
p
∆ρ(t) ≡ h(ρ(t) − ρ(0))2 i1/2 ,
ρ ≡ ψ/ψ0 .
(1.23)

Aquı́, ρ es la coordenada radial normalizada, y ψ y ψ0 son los flujos
magnéticos a través de la superficie magnética local y la última superficie magnética cerrada. Las trayectorias se calculan con ISDEP
en presencia de colisiones con el plasma del fondo (ver el siguiente
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Figura 1.5: (Izquierda) Tamaño radial de las órbitas, con y sin campo
eléctrico, para trayectorias comenzado en varias posiciones radiales distintas
(uniformemente distribuidas) de un plasma ECRH de TJ-II. Los tiempos
mostrados, t = 2 × 10−4 s y t = 10−3 s, son aproximadamente los tiempos de
colisión en el centro y en el borde del plasma, respectivamente. (Derecha)
Longitudes caracterı́sticas L del plasma frente a ρ, obtenidas de los gradientes
de la densidad iónica y del perfil de potencial experimentales.
capı́tulo): comienzan en determinadas posiciones radiales con velocidades distribuidas de acuerdo a una Maxwelliana. En un tiempo de
colisión, los tamaños calculados alcanzan el 20% del radio menor del
plasma en el caso sin campo eléctrico. En presencia de campo eléctrico,
la anchura tı́pica de las órbitas es menor: en el centro del plasma está
entre el 5% y 10% del radio menor para t ∼ 10−4 s, y entre el 10% y el
15% para t ∼ 10−3 s. Estos datos han de compararse (Fig. 1.5—derecha)
con las longitudes caracterı́sticas de las magnitudes macroscópicas relevantes del plasma: para la densidad, tenemos Ln ≡ n/|∂n/∂ρ| ≈ 0.2
en una amplia región del plasma (ρ entre 0.4 y 0.7). Lo mismo ocurre
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con el potencial eléctrico, cuya longitud caracterı́stica estimamos como
~
LΦ ≡ |(Φ − Φmin )/(∂Φ/∂ρ)|. La cantidad LB ≡ |B/∇B|,
aunque tiene
grandes fluctuaciones, es del orden del tamaño del dispositivo. Por lo
tanto, la anchura de las órbitas resulta comparable, o incluso mayor
que las longitudes caracterı́sticas en las zonas en que la densidad (ρ
entre 0.4 y 0.7) y del potencial eléctrico (ρ entre 0.4 y 0.8) tienen un
~ i | no se ha discutido aquı́,
gradiente acusado. La cantidad LTi ≡ |Ti /∇T
ya que para este plasma ECH estamos tomando un perfil plano de temperatura iónica.
• Los perfiles de potencial de plasmas ECH (ver la Fig. 2.3) pueden
variar cientos de voltios del centro al borde del dispositivo. Por lo
tanto, el cambio en la energı́a potencial de una partı́cula no es en absoluto despreciable en comparación con la temperatura iónica (∼ 100 eV,
tı́picamente).
• Finalmente, se ha observado experimentalmente [29] asimetrı́as arri~ B
~ [29]. También asimetrı́as
ba/abajo, debido al efecto de la deriva E×
toroidales, debido al efecto de las partı́culas atrapadas. Estos efectos serán estimados en los Capı́tulos 2 y 5. Promediar en superficies
magnéticas impide la estimación de estas asimetrı́as, y también hace
imposible el cálculo del transporte en presencia de islas magnéticas.

La no validez de algunas de las hipótesis neoclásicas para plasmas de TJII de baja colisionalidad tiene importantes consecuencias en el cálculo del
transporte en este dispositivo. Por ejemplo, el código DKES [27], que es la herramienta neoclásica más comúnmente usada, presenta una seria limitación:
las barras de error en los coeficientes neoclásicos de transporte para TJ-II
son muy grandes en el régimen de baja colisionalidad, que es el régimen más
relevante para plasmas ECRH. Por lo tanto, el código no puede emplearse
para el estudio de las propiedades de transporte de los plasmas ECRH de
TJ-II. Se ha desarrollado alguna aproximación [30], basada en el uso de una
geometrı́a magnética simplificada, pero su validez deberı́a ser comprobada.
Para superar estas dificultades, un código de Monte Carlo se ha desarrollado con éxito para estimar los coeficientes diagonales de la matriz neoclásica
de transporte [26]. Estos coeficientes no presentan una incertidumbre tan
grande como la obtenida con DKES, pero la hipótesis de transporte local y
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difusivo se mantiene, junto con el promedio en superficies magnéticas. De
este modo, la contribución de las órbitas banana no puede incluirse correctamente en el código. Un nuevo código, también local, ha sido desarrollado
recientemente para el cálculo de los elementos no diagonales de la matriz
de transporte [31]. Mediante métodos de reducción de varianza, se obtienen
resultados con barras de error pequeñas.
En los siguientes capı́tulos, presentamos un método para resolver la DKE
sin necesidad de las hipótesis neoclásicas estándares, lo que nos permite explorar efectos que no podı́an describirse o predecirse mediante dicho enfoque.
ISDEP es un código de Monte-Carlo full-f no lineal que está siendo desarrollado y aplicado a la compleja geometrı́a del stellarator TJ-II. Su versión
lineal se presenta en el Capı́tulo 2, y su versión no lineal en el Capı́tulo 4.
Está basado en la ecuación de Langevin, obtenida a partir de la ecuación de
Fokker-Planck que se sigue de hacer lineal Ec. (1.21).
El método presentado aquı́ no es radicalmente nuevo, puesto que las
trayectorias de centro-guı́a, en presencia de un plasma de fondo, se han calculado previamente, como primera estimación de las propiedades de una configuración magnética dada (ver por ejemplo la Ref. [32]). Sin embargo, este
tipo de cálculo esta siendo retomado por la comunidad tokamak para estimar
el impacto del tamaño de las órbitas en el transporte (ver la Ref. [33] y su
bibliografı́a). Este tipo de cálculo es menos frecuente en stellarators [16], ası́
que nos ocupamos de él en los Capı́tulos 2 y 3. Recientemente, hay códigos
de transporte neoclásico, del tipo δf [34, 35], que han tratado de investigar
los efectos no-locales en los fenómenos de transporte neoclásico.
Hay otros puntos que hacen este estudio útil para entender el confinamiento en tokamaks y stellarators. Algunos ejemplos son: en confinamiento
de iones rápidos y partı́culas alfa (ver, por ejemplo, las Refs. [36, 37]); la
evaluación de las pérdidas directas y del efecto del rizado magnético en el
confinamiento de partı́culas, no sólo en stellarators sino también en tokamaks [38, 39]. De hecho, el campo magnético de ITER tendrá una estructura
magnética claramente tridimensional [40] con importantes consecuencias en
su confinamiento de partı́culas alfa.
Además, los anteriores trabajos estaban limitados a tiempos cortos, o a regiones del espacio de fases muy limitadas. Sin embargo, el reciente desarrollo
de la supercomputación permite el costoso cálculo de la evolución completa
de las funciones de distribución iónica y electrónica durante el tiempo total
de una descarga. Esto nos permite por tanto simular fenómenos que ocurren
en escalas temporales más largas.
Aunque se han obtenido y publicados resultados parciales, el código sigue
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en desarrollo. En el siguiente paso, la distribución electrónica y el campo
eléctrico se harán también evolucionar, como se discute en el Capı́tulo 6.

Capı́tulo 1: Introducción

1.3
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Apéndice. Variables de centro-guı́a

Hay infinitos conjuntos de variables de centro guı́a, es decir, hay infinitas transformaciones pseudo-canónicas que permiten separar la variable de
evolución rápida del resto de las variables hasta orden ǫ [23]. En esta Sección
mostraremos uno de ellos.
El conjunto inicial de variables está formado por la posición de la partı́cula
~q, el módulo de las componentes paralela y perpendicular de sus velocidades
~
vk y v⊥ y el girorradio ζ̂. Recordemos que Φ el potencial electrostático, B
el campo magnético, m la masa de la partı́cula, e la carga elemental y c la
velocidad de la luz. La frecuencia de Larmor es Ω. Los vectores unitarios ~n1 ,
~
~n2 y ~b ≡ B/B
forman una triada a derechas ~n1 × ~n2 =~b, con v = vk~b+v⊥~n1 .
Las nuevas variables son:
1
~r = ~q − v⊥~n2
Ω

 2 
3~
1
2
~ × ~n1 ) + ~n1 · (∇
~ × ~n2 )]
b[~n2 · (∇
(1.24)
v⊥
+
Ω
8
 2 

vk ~
1
1
2
~
~
~
~
+
(~n2 b + 2b~n2 ) · (∇ × b) −
(~n2~n2 − ~n1~n1 ) · ∇B ,
v⊥
Ω
v⊥
4B


1 2 1
~
~
~
~
~
[~n1 · (∇ × ~n1 ) − ~n2 · (∇ × ~n2 ) + 2b · (∇ × b)]
uk = vk + v⊥
Ω
4


1 2 vk
~
~ × b) ,
+
~n1 · (∇
(1.25)
v
Ω ⊥ v⊥


1
1
~ × ~n1 ) − ~n2 · (∇
~ × ~n2 ) + 2~b · (∇
~ × ~b)]
u⊥ = v⊥ + v⊥ vk − [~n1 · (∇
Ω
4


vk
1
v
e
⊥
~ × ~b) +
~
−
v⊥ vk
~n1 · (∇
~n2 · ∇Φ
,
(1.26)
Ω
v⊥
vk m
!
2
e vk
~ × ~b) − v⊥~b · (∇
~ × ~n2 )
~n2 · (∇
ζ = ζ̂ +
Ω v⊥


e 1
~
~
+
vk [~n2 · (∇ × ~n1 ) + ~n1 · (∇ × ~n2 )]
Ω 4


e
e v⊥
~
~
~n1 · ∇Φ .
(1.27)
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+
Ω B
mv⊥
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Chapter 1
Introduction to magnetic
confinement
1.1
1.1.1

The nuclear fusion and the confinement
problem
The plasma state

The central purpose of the controlled thermonuclear fusion program [1, 2,
3, 4], is the confinement of a hot enough plasma, of sufficiently high density
for long enough time. Meeting these requirements, which are quantitatively
summarized in the Lawson criteria [5], the following nuclear fusion reaction
can take place in a sustained manner:1
D + T → 4 He + n (14.1 MeV) .

(1.1)

In this reaction, two light nuclei (deuterium and tritium) collide and form
a heavier nucleus (helium) and a neutron. Due to mass difference between
the reactants and the products, and given the well known relation ε = mc2 ,
the neutron is generated with very high kinetic energy. This energetic neutron can be (indirectly) employed to heat water, and from that moment on,
energy is generated in a quite old-fashionable manner: an sketch of a fusion
reactor can be seen in Fig. 1.1.
1
Nuclear fusion is the process by which several atomic nuclei join together to form
heavier nuclei. This reaction happens naturally in the stars and can be provoked down in
the Earth. A detailed study of the several possible fusion reactions with positive energetic
balance can be found for example in Ref. [3].
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Figure 1.1: Sketch of a power plant based on nuclear fusion. Image taken
from http://fusionforenergy.europa.eu.
The reason for the above conditions is the following: fusion reactions are
driven by the strong interaction. This interaction is of very short range,
and therefore the interacting nuclei must be put very close together. In order to overcome the repulsive electrostatic interaction (both are positively
charged), these particles have to be very energetic. Hence the high temperature needed. On the other hand, fusion has a very low cross section, even
at high temperatures. Therefore, many encounters between deuterium and
tritium nuclei must occur before fusion actually takes place. Hence the high
density and long time required.
At the temperatures required, the matter inside a fusion reactor is in
plasma state [2, 3, 4]: almost all the particles are ionized, and therefore
the system consist on free charges interacting via long-range electromagnetic
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Figure 1.2: Trajectory of a positively charged particle in a uniform magnetic
field.
forces. The strong response to electromagnetic fields of the positive and
negative charges makes plasma properties very different from that of solids,
liquids or gases. Therefore plasma may be interpreted as a different state of
matter.

1.1.2

The magnetic confinement

In order to fulfill the temperature and density requirements, it is mandatory to confine the plasma in a finite region. The image of a plasma as
composed of nearly free charged particles allows for the strategy of magnetic
confinement: magnetic fields are designed such that the movements of the
particles are bounded in a limited region.2 The basic idea is that, according
to Lorentz Law, in the presence of an uniform magnetic field and the absence
of other forces, the average movement of a charged particle follows exactly
the direction of the magnetic field, see Fig. 1.2 (the movement in the plane
perpendicular to the magnetic field is called Larmor rotation). Therefore,
one may think that a magnetic configuration with closed field lines may be
employed in order to confine the particles.
With this in mind, sets of coils are designed so that the magnetic field
has toroidal topology. The magnetic field created by these coils is composed
of a family of nested toroids, called magnetic surfaces. In principle, if the
2

The other main approach, inertial confinement, consist on compressing plasma pellets
of very high density for a very short time (nanoseconds) by means of lasers. This procedure
is described for example in Ref. [6].
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particles follow the magnetic field lines, their movement will be tied to a
magnetic surface, and the plasma will also have toroidal shape. Nevertheless,
in a magnetic confinement device, several main effects must be added with
respect to the uniform magnetic field case [1, 2, 3, 4]:
1. A toroidal magnetic configuration has, by construction, magnetic curvature.
2. Due to technical limitations (non-infinite coils) the magnetic field may
never be uniform: the magnetic surfaces will have ripple.
3. About N ∼ 1023 particles are to be confined, and they interact through
particle-particle collisions.
4. Apart from binary collisions of point 3, collective effects appear, due to
the long-range of the Coulomb interaction.
5. The motion of the plasma, which is composed of charged particles, may
distort the magnetic configuration in a non-trivial manner.
These main effects3 that are disregarded in the zeroth-order approach of
Fig. 1.2 will be discussed in Section 1.2. They give place to transport, which
is process by which plasma tends to equilibrium. Due to radial transport, the
particles and heat are lost from the core region to the edge. This mechanism
must therefore be known and controlled for a good performance of the future
reactors. It will be studied in Chapters 2, 3 and 4.
On the other hand, together with the central purpose of confinement,
several issues must be addressed, often not in an independent manner:
• Since transport is unavoidable, the plasma will interact with the surface of the vacuum chamber of the device. This plasma-wall interaction
(PWI) will affect the particle and energy confinement. Moreover, the
energy must be extracted from the chamber in commercial reactor operation. PWI will be studied in Chapter 5.
• The plasma must be heated in order to reach to the temperatures required for ignition. This is usually made by means of a combination
of microwaves, high energy injected particles and electric currents. An
interplay will exist between heating and transport. This will be briefly
discussed in Chapter 6.
3

For energetic particles, relativistic effects should be taken into account. Also there
would exist high radiation from charged and accelerated particles. These effects are negligible in the low temperature plasma that we deal with, see Chapter 2.
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ITER (International Thermonuclear Energy Reactor [7]) is the fusion experimental device which should demonstrate the viability of fusion as primary
energy source. In order to achieve this main goal, ITER device should be
able to maintain D-T reactions of Eq. (1.1) in conditions close to ignition
and steady-state.
The reminder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 1.1.3 describes the two main magnetic confinement devices, stellarators and tokamaks, and Section 1.1.3 presents the stellarator TJ-II. Section 1.2 summarizes the study of transport: the Drift Kinetic Equation is presented, the
assumptions and approaches needed to obtain it are outlined, and the approximations employed in order to solve it are discussed. We will focus on
its solution for the TJ-II. An appendix is added at the end of the chapter,
with the explicit form of the guiding-center variables.

1.1.3

Stellarators and Tokamaks

The main types of devices for magnetic confinement of plasmas, tokamaks and stellarators (see e.g. Refs. [8, 9]), are shown in Fig. 1.3. The
experimental thermonuclear fusion program tries to achieve in these devices
the conditions required for ignition [5]. Generally tritium is not employed:
for these studies is not necessary that fusion reactions actually take place.
Tokamaks and stellarators share a number of basic characteristics: toroidal magnetic topology, composed of nested surfaces. The magnetic field has
toroidal and poloidal components, which are related by the rotational transform ι.4 There is also some ripple in the magnetic field due to coil finiteness.
The main difference between the two types of devices is the way that the
magnetic field is generated. In the tokamak case, part of the magnetic field
(its poloidal component) is generated by the plasma itself: a toroidal current
is induced in the plasma by transformer action. In the stellarator case, the
magnetic field is completely supplied by external coils. In order to fulfill the
requirements of the magnetic configuration, the coils lack the toroidal symmetry of the tokamaks, see Fig. 1.3: they are helicoidal in torsatrons (like
the Large Helical Device), asymmetric in modular stellarators (Wendelstein
4

The rotational transform ι can be defined as the variation of the poloidal angle along
the magnetic field line corresponding to a variation of 2π in the toroidal angle.
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Figure 1.3: Scheme of (a) a tokamak (ITER) and the three main types
of stellarators: (b) torsatron (LHD, taken from http://www.lhd.nifs.ac.jp),
(c) heliac (TJ-II, taken from http://www-fusion.ciemat.es) and (d) modular
(W7-X taken from www.ipp.mpg.de).
7-X) or a mixed set of planar and helical in heliacs (TJ-II).
These differences make that, although tokamaks and stellarators share
a number of processes, there are also physical phenomena typical of each
type of device. The main of them is that stellarators are inherently threedimensional devices. This makes that the particles separate more quickly
from the original magnetic surfaces, due to helical trapping. This enhanced
neoclassical transport is asymmetric and creates ambipolar electric fields.
Moreover, these facts make transport studies more complex, as we will see
in this chapter. Tokamaks have also a certain degree of asymmetry: the
finite number of coils that can be employed create a ripple of the magnetic
field. Processes like transport barrier formation seem also to be different in
tokamaks and stellarators [10].
These differences in design also result into differences between operation in
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Figure 1.4: Picture of TJ-II, taken from http://www-fusion.ciemat.es.

both devices: tokamaks need an induced current, and their operation needs
to be pulsed (although attempts are being made in order that the magnetic
configuration relies on other non-induced toroidal currents). On the contrary,
stellarators do not need to be operated in a pulsed manner. Therefore, they
may be used in order to construct steady-state fusion reactors. Also as a
consequence of this, stellarators are free of disruptions (instabilities in which
a sudden loss of equilibrium and confinement of Tokamaks happens) or large
size type I ELMs (Edge Localized Modes), and this makes them more reliable.
To sum up, tokamaks and stellarators share a high enough number of
characteristics. Therefore the results obtained in stellarators may sometimes
be applied to tokamaks. For the same reason, the controlled thermonuclear
fusion program has not been forced to stick to one of the two devices: since
it was necessary to show fusion energy as a source of energy, ITER will be a
tokamak. Nevertheless, future commercial reactors could be stellarators.
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The TJ-II stellarator

TJ-II [11] (Torus JEN II) is a stellarator of the heliac type located at
the National Fusion Laboratory at CIEMAT (Madrid, Spain), in operation
since 1997. It has an average major radius R0 = 1.5 m and average minor
radius a = 0.22 m. The magnetic field of about 1 T is generated by a system
of poloidal, toroidal and vertical field coils, including one helical coil, see
Fig. 1.4.
The magnetic surfaces have bean-shaped cross section, as we will see in
Chapter 5. They extend to the wall of the vacuum chamber, which acts as
a helical limiter, and no natural ergodic zones appear outside the last closed
magnetic surface. The rotational transform ι can be varied over a wide range,
as discussed in Chapter 4. TJ-II has low magnetic shear, i. e., a low radial
variation of ι.
The plasma is heated by means of Electron Cyclotron Heating (ECH) [12]
and/or Neutral Beam Injection (NBI) [13, 14]. ECH plasmas are of low density (and low collisionality) with a hollow profile, flat ion temperature profile
and peaked electron temperature profile. The electric field is positive in the
core region. NBI plasmas are of higher density and lower electron temperature. The ion temperature profile is steeper and the electrostatic field is
negative. Both regimes will be further discussed in Sections 3, 4 and 5.
Transport studies have been done in TJ-II [15, 16, 17]: they report the
difficulty of estimating the transport by using standard techniques, and the
breakdown of some of the assumptions of these techniques, such as the diffusive behaviour of the fluxes. We will come back to this point in Section 1.2.3.

1.2

Transport studies and kinetic theory

It is clear that the points enumerated in Section 1.1.2 are not independent.
More precisely, points 3, 4 and 5 may be interpreted as different manifestations of the same physical effect: the interaction between charged particles.
In this work, we will focus on points 1, 2 and 3: they give rise to collisional
transport. Collisional (also known as neoclassical) transport theory deals with
the interplay between the action of external fixed magnetic and electric fields
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postulate / approximation
Hamiltonian
classical mechanics
postulate of classical
statistical mechanics
thermodynamic limit
perturbative series expansion
interaction
finite range interactions
+ asymptotic treatment
(with specific ordering)
linearization
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variables

equation

q, p

Hamilton

F (q, p)
fs (~q1 , ..., ~qs , ~p1 ..., p~s )

Liouville
BBGKY

f (~q, ~p)

particular Master

f (~q, ~p)
f test (~q, ~p)

Kinetic
Fokker-Planck

Table 1.1: Steps in the construction of a kinetic equation. The choice of scale
ordering (in bold-face) will be addressed in Section 1.2.3.
on the particle motion and the effect of interparticle collisions.
A key point in neoclassical theory is the fact that the global geometry of
the magnetic field (i. e. its toroidal shape plus its three-dimensional structure) has a major effect on the macroscopic evolution of the system.5
On the other hand, points 4 and 5 give rise to anomalous transport, which
is out of the scope of this work. Nevertheless, they will be implicitly taken
into account in several formulations: an example is the Debye length, which
will be employed in Section 1.2.2. In Chapter 6 we will also briefly discuss
how to include these effects in our code.
The collisional transport in magnetic fusion devices, when properly taken
into account, is a lower limit of the full transport that appears in these devices. So far, anomalous transport has been dominant in many experiments,
but transport may be reduced to the neoclassical level under some determined
circumstances, such as Core Electron Root Confinement (see e.g. Ref. [17]).
Furthermore, neoclassical mechanism are in the origin of the development
of these transport barriers (see Ref. [18] and references therein). The latter
must therefore be correctly estimated.

5

In classical theory, the local value of the magnetic field (and its derivatives) determine
the transport: the toroidal global topology of the system is not taken into account.
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Construction of a Kinetic Equation

The ion collisional transport can be described by the ion Drift Kinetic
Equation (DKE). The derivation which leads to this equation will be summarized below: we find it useful to set the frame in which we work and also
to remark exactly when the scale ordering and the local ansatz arise. We
follow the procedure by Balescu [19] for its great clarity and elegance: the
steps in the construction of the Kinetic Equation (KE) are enumerated in
Table 1.1: we name the dynamical variables that describe the system and
their equation of evolution, together with the approximations or postulates
required at each step.
In a microscopical description of the plasma, the state of the system is
fully described by 6N quantities: the 3N coordinates and the 3N momentum
components corresponding to N particles:
(q, p) ≡ (~q1 , ..., ~qN , ~p1 , ..., ~pN ) .

(1.2)

Provided that we know the Hamiltonian H(q, p) of the system, the law
of evolution of the positions and momenta of the particles comes from the
classical Hamilton equations of motion (see e.g. Ref. [20]):
d~qi
∂H(q, p)
=
,
dt
∂~pi

d~pi
∂H(q, p)
=−
.
dt
∂~qi

(1.3)

Using the Leibniz rule, one can calculate the evolution of any observable
like the particle density:
~ t) =
n̂(q, p; R,

N
X
i=1

~ ,
δ(~qi − R)

(1.4)

and express it by means of Poisson brackets:
∂n̂(q, p; t)
= [n̂, H(q, p)] .
∂t

(1.5)

Note that Eq. (1.5) holds for any observable, not only the density.
Eqs. (1.3) and (1.5) will be generally non-integrable, and even its numerical study may be out of reach due to the high precision required, given
the complex motion for a non-trivial Hamiltonian. On the other hand, this
microscopic description of the system is far too detailed. We are more interested in a macroscopic one: the quantities that we can usually measure
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in plasma physics are fields defined in the three-dimensional physical space
~ t) and not functionals of the full phase-space n̂(q, p; R,
~ t). Quite obvin(R,
ously, the evolution of our macroscopical variables must be determined by
the (microscopic) Hamilton laws of motion.
For the connection between both descriptions we have to make use of a
basic postulate of classical statistical mechanics: we assume the existence of
the phase-space distribution function F (q, p), such that the observable value
of a quantity defined in the phase space can be calculated by means of the
following equation:
Z
Z
~ t) ≡ d q d p n̂(q, p; R,
~ t)F (q, p) ≡ d q d p n̂(q, p; R)F
~ (q, p; t) .
n(R,

(1.6)
Therefore the distribution function F (q, p) describes the state of the system in our statistical framework. Its evolution is governed by the Liouville
equation, derived from Hamilton equations:

∂F ((q, p); t)
= [H(q, p), F (q, p)] .
(1.7)
∂t
The following step consist in exploiting the fact that full knowledge of the
extremely complex function F (q, p) is not generally required. For instance,
for the calculation of the particle density, the 1-particle reduced distribution
function (RDF) f1 (~q1 , ~p1 ) contains all the necessary information of the state
of the system:
N Z
1 X
~ 1 (~qi , ~pi, t)
~
d q~i d p~i δ(~qi − R)f
n(R, t) =
N i=1
Z
~ 1 (~q1 , ~p1 , t) ,
=
d q~1 d p~1 δ(~q1 − R)f
(1.8)
with:

f1 (~q1 , ~p1 ) = N

Z

d ~q2 ...d ~qN d ~p2 ...d ~pN F (q, p) .

(1.9)

Note that f1 will generally depend on N. For a meaningful description of
the system, one has to get rid of this dependency: this is made by assuming
that the thermodynamic limit is reached.
A problem that appears is that the evolution of the 1-particle RDF depends on the 2-particle RDF:
Z
N
f2 (~q1 , ~p1 , ~q2 , ~p2 ) =
d ~q3 ...d ~qN d p~3 ...d p~N F (q, p) . (1.10)
(N − 2)!2!
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In general, the evolution of the r-particle RDF:
Z
N
d ~qr+1 ...d ~qN d p~r+1 ...d ~pN F (q, p) ,
fr (~q1 , ..., ~qr , ~p1 , ..., ~pr ) =
(N − r)!r!
(1.11)
will depend on the s-particle RDFs, with s = 1, ..., r + 1. We thus reach a set
of N equations (with N tending to infinity): the BBGKY hierarchy.6
The knowledge of f1 is enough to calculate all the observables that can
be defined as a sum of functions of one-particle phase-space position. Note
that if the N particles were independent, we would have:
F (q, p) ∝

N
Y

f1 (~qi , ~pi ) .

(1.12)

i=1

Therefore fr , with r > 1, is a measure of the interparticle correlation. In
our description of the plasma, where collective effects are disregarded, most
observables may be calculated with Eq. (1.8).
The goal now is to truncate the BBGKY equations in order to construct
a closed equation for the one-particle RDF f1 . Here the equations get more
complex, and the notation may preclude the basic ideas. We summarize the
latter, in the following equation, while the former may be found in Ref. [19].
The closure is made by assuming that interaction between particles is a small
perturbation of their free motion: one makes a series expansion in the interaction parameter and retains the lower terms. Any the desired order of
the perturbation, the evolution of f1 is given by a finite number of fr , which
moreover can be written as functionals of f1 . We have arrived to a Master
equation [21] for the evolution of f1 . It is non-linear, non-Markovian and
depends on the initial value of the interparticle correlation.
In order to get rid of the uncomfortable dependence on the past microscopic evolution of the system, one has to make an additional assumption: in
a particle-particle collision, the interaction happens during a finite time tC ,
when the particles are within a distance lower than the correlation length lC .
If one limits its study to times and scales much longer than the duration of
the collision and the correlation length, the evolution of f1 is made to depend
only on the current value of the RDF: the equation is markovianized. We
6

This initialism comes from the names of the 5 independent authors: Bogoliubov, Born,
Green, Kirkwood and Yvon.
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finally arrive to a kinetic equation:

v
∂
e ~
∂f (~q, ~v; t)
~ q ) · ∂ f (~q, ~v ; t)
E(~q; t) + × B(~
= −~v · f (~q, ~v ; t) −
∂t
∂~q
m
c
∂~v
+ K{f f } .
(1.13)
Note that we have made a change of variables:
f1 (~q1 , ~p1 ; t) = m3 f1 (~q, ~v ; t) ≡ f (~q, ~v; t) ,

(1.14)

where we have dropped the subindex in ~q and p~, and p~ = m~v .
The two first terms in the right-hand side of Eq. (1.13) represent the
movement of non-interacting particles under the presence of external electric
and magnetic fields. For spatially non-homogenous systems, this includes
the Vlasov term: the averaged electric field created by the rest of charged
particles. The last term represents collisions between pairs of particles. All
together, we have a kinetic equation.
In the above derivation, two choices must be made, that will determine
explicitely the shape of K and the KE itself:
• An ordering of the length and time scales appearing in the problem.
• An small parameter characterizing the strength of the interaction.

According to this choice, the Lorentz equation for diluted gases will be obtained, or the Landau equation for weakly-coupled systems or the LenardBalescu equation for plasmas.

1.2.2

The Drift Kinetic Equation

Let us now focus on the case that interests us: particles in a plasma in
the presence of electric and magnetic fields. The Hamiltonian of the system
will be:
 X
N 
N X
X
1
e~
e2
2
H(q, p) =
|~pi − A(~qi )| + eΦ(~qi ) +
, (1.15)
2m
c
|qi − qj |
i=1
j=1 i<j
~ is the vector potential, Φ the electrostatic potential, B
~ the magnetic
where A
field, m the mass of the particle, e the elementary charge (for the moment,
we work with ions) and c the speed of light.
Let us address the two choices at the end of the previous section:
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• We will be interested in four different length scales in a plasma:
– The Larmor radius lΩ .
– The correlation length lC : the distance at which the interaction
between particle happens.
– The mean free path (mfp) lL : the distance between collisions.
– The hydrodynamical length lH ≡ f /|∇f |: the range of variation
of the macroscopic quantities.
We will assume that lΩ is always the smaller scale, which is always true
for moderate magnetic fields. In a weakly coupled system, lC may be
assumed to be of the order of the Debye length7 λD , and will be the
next scale. Depending on the relation between lC and lL , the plasma
will be in the short-mean free path regime (smfp):
lΩ ≪ lC ≪ lL ≪ lH ,

(1.16)

or in the long mean free path (lmfp):
lΩ ≪ lC ≪ lH ≪ lL .

(1.17)

Since collisionality in plasma grows with the density and decreases with
the temperature, the lmfp regime will correspond to high-temperature
and/or low-density plasmas. Ions of ECH plasmas in TJ-II, specially
near the edge, are in the lmfp regime. Nevertheless, note that the rest
of the section is valid for both regimes.
• As a small parameter characterizing the weakness of the interaction
in plasmas, one can choose the inverse of the parameter ND = 34 πλ3D n,
which represents the number of particles in a sphere of radius λD . When
ND is large, the average kinetic energy is on average much higher than
the interaction potential.
With these two choices, by truncating the BBGKY equations up to 2particles collisions, one arrives to the Landau collision term K{f f }. A linearized version will be employed in Section 2.2.3.
7
The Debye length is an additional length scale: the one at which charged particles
screen out the electric fields in the plasma. This collective effect sets a maximum range
of the Coulomb interaction, and therefore must be taken into account when constructing
a collision operator.
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Eq. (1.13) may be further simplified. The well-known guiding-centre approximation (see e.g. Ref. [22]) allows one to disentangle the fast gyro-motion
from the relatively slow displacement of the particle along the device, see
Fig. 1.2. There are several ways of deriving it, and the most elegant is the
averaging pseudo-canonical transformation method [23]. In this method, one
realizes a pseudo-canonical transformation of variables defined as a power
series in the parameter ǫ ≡ lΩ /lH :
{~q, vk , v⊥ , ζ̂} → {~r, uk, u⊥ , ζ} .

(1.18)

Here, ~q is the particle position, vk and v⊥ are the parallel and perpendicular
components of the velocity (to the magnetic field), and ζ̂ is the gyroradius.
After the transformation, ~r will be interpreted as the guiding-centre position,
and uk and u⊥ as the parallel and perpendicular components of its velocity.
In the new variables, with the correct choice of transformation, the temporal
variation of ζ will be disentangled from the rest through order ǫ.
In these new variables, the KE is:
∂
[|J|f (~r, u⊥ , uk, ζ)] = L[|J|f (~r, u⊥ , uk , ζ)] ,
(1.19)
∂t
where |J| is the Jacobian of the pseudo-canonical transformation and:
L=−

∂f
∂f
∂f
∂f ˙
u˙k −
ζ̇ .
· ~r −
u˙⊥ −
∂~r
∂u⊥
∂uk
∂ζ

(1.20)

Note that the derivatives also act over the RDF. The expressions for ~r˙ , u˙⊥ ,
uk and ζ̇ are known as guiding-centre equations and will be shown in Section 2.2.1. The first three of them do not depend on ζ up to first order
in ǫ. They derive from the Hamiltonian of Eq. (1.15) without the collision
term: the latter is already included in K{f f }. A linearized version of the
Landau collision operator, valid for the guiding-centre approximation, will
be explicitely shown in Section 2.2.3.
If one is only interested in the gyro-averaged RDF f¯ up to first order in
ǫ, the last term in Eq. (1.20) may be dropped [24]. Our final DKE is:
∂
¯ + K(|J|f¯, |J|f)
¯ .
[|J|f¯(~r, u⊥ , uk)] = L(|J|f)
(1.21)
∂t
Now the macroscopic quantities may be calculated taking moments of the
DKE. For instance, for the particle flux:
Z
Z

∂
¯
¯ + K[|J|f¯, |J|f]
¯ . (1.22)
d u⊥ d uk ~v|J|f = d u⊥ d uk ~v L[|J|f]
∂t
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1.2.3

Neoclassic transport solutions and their limitations in TJ-II stellarator

Starting from Eq. (1.21), neoclassical transport attempts to derive the
equation of continuous macroscopic plasma parameters. More concretely,
neoclassical studies of transport [25] calculate the transport coefficients: the
quantities that, in systems not far from equilibrium, relate the fluxes with
the thermodynamical forces.
The local ansatz generally underlies neoclassical transport calculations.
It implies the following features:
• The transport is diffusive, i. e., the fluxes can be written as transport
coefficients times the thermodynamical forces, which are the gradients
of the macroscopic plasma magnitudes.
• Since the radial excursion of a particle in a single collision time is
smaller than the hydrodynamical scale, the transport coefficients depend only on local plasma characteristics, namely the magnetic structure, the local electric field and the collisionality.
• The particle kinetic energy is conserved in the collision time scale.
Only if that is the case it makes sense to speak about monoenergetic
coefficients, see below.
• The velocity distribution function is very close to the Maxwellian.
Then one can convolute the monoenergetic coefficients with the local
Maxwellian.
• The parallel transport (along the magnetic field lines) is able to overcome the inhomogeneities that could appear on every magnetic surface.
This is equivalent to consider that the transport equations are only onedimensional in the real space.
The above points are true in the smfp regime of fusion plasmas, where
lL ≪ lH , but are generally not true in the lmfp, where lH ≪ lL . Nevertheless,
they is usually assumed to be true in neoclassical calculations [25] since they
allow to reduce a five-dimensional problem into a three-dimensional one (the
radial particle position and its kinetic energy are considered fixed parameters
during the solution of the DKE).
Even with this simplifications, the DKE remains impossible to solve analytically but in very simple cases, and it is necessary to employ numerical
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methods. In Monte Carlo codes [26], these transport NC coefficients are calculated at several radial positions by following a number of test particles of
fixed kinetic energy for a few collision times. The most common neoclassical
transport tool, DKES (Drift Kinetic Equation Solver [27]), calculates the
monoenergetic coefficients by means of a variational principle.
In all cases, the resulting monoenergetic coefficients are convoluted with
the local Maxwellian and the final transport coefficients are obtained (see
e.g. Ref. [25]).

However, the TJ-II complex magnetic configuration, described in Section 1.1.3 makes difficult estimating the transport by using standard techniques [16]. Moreover, the assumptions on which those techniques are based
are not fulfilled in the long mean free path regime of TJ-II plasmas:
• Due to the complexity of the TJ-II magnetic configuration and the
presence of electrostatic potential, some ion orbits include large radial
excursions and their kinetic energy changes substantially in a single
collision time. Indeed, the typical excursions are wider than the characteristic gradient lengths of density, temperature and electrostatic potential, so that the ions visit plasma regions of widely differing conditions, which invalidates the local ansatz, as can be seen in Fig. 1.5, see
below.
A recent perturbative computation of the distribution function has
shown [16] that the usual diffusive transport approach does not work in
TJ-II. This was also calculated in a previous work [28], where transport
properties were estimated by launching a large number of ions and following their trajectories during approximately two collision times. Although collisions were not included, it could be concluded that, under
the influence of realistic TJ-II magnetic and electric fields, the typical
radial width of orbits in a single collision time is comparable with the
relevant spacial scales of the plasma.
This assertion can be made more precise for a typical TJ-II ECRH
(Electron Cyclotron Resonance Heating) plasma: we compare in Fig. 1.5
the typical size of the radial excursions with the relevant length scales
of our plasma (see the following Chapter for details on the calculation).
The calculated orbit sizes are shown in Fig. 1.5—left with and without
electric field. They are defined as:
p
∆ρ(t) ≡ h(ρ(t) − ρ(0))2 i1/2 ,
ρ ≡ ψ/ψ0 .
(1.23)
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Figure 1.5: (Left) Orbit radial sizes, with and without electric field, for
trajectories starting at several (uniformly distributed) radial positions of a
typical TJ-II ECRH plasma. The times shown, t = 2 × 10−4 s and t = 10−3 s,
are approximately the collision times in the centre and in the edge of the
plasma respectively. (Right) Characteristic length-scales L of the plasma
vs. ρ, as obtained from the gradients of the density and the potential experimental profiles.
Here, ρ is the normalized radial coordinate, while ψ and ψ0 are the
magnetic fluxes through the local and the last closed magnetic surfaces. The trajectories are calculated with ISDEP in the presence of
collisions with the background plasma (see the next chapter): they
start at several radial positions with velocities distributed according
to a Maxwellian. In a collision time, the calculated sizes reach 20%
of the plasma minor radius in the case without electric field. In the
presence of electric field, the typical width of the orbits is smaller: in
the centre of the plasma, it lays between 5% and 10% of the minor
radius for t ∼ 10−4 s, and between 10 and 15% for t ∼ 10−3 s. This
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is also to be compared (see Fig. 1.5—right) with the characteristics
lengths of the relevant magnitudes of the plasma: for the ion density,
we have Ln ≡ n/|∂n/∂ρ| ≈ 0.2 in a wide region (ρ between 0.4 and 0.7)
of the plasma. The same happens with the electric potential, whose
characteristic length is described by LΦ ≡ |(Φ − Φmin )/(∂Φ/∂ρ)|. The
~
quantity LB ≡ |B/∇B|,
although highly non-uniform, is of the order of
the macroscopic size of the device. Therefore the orbits can be wider
or of the order of the gradient lengths of density and electric potential in the zones of strongly varying density (ρ between 0.4 and 0.7)
and potential (ρ between 0.4 and 0.8). We do not discuss about the
~ i |, since we use a flat temperature profile for our
quantity LTi ≡ |Ti /∇T
calculation of this ECH plasma.
• The potential profiles in typical ECH plasmas (see Fig. 2.3) can vary
several hundreds of volts from the centre to the edge. Therefore the
change in potential energy is far from being negligible in comparison
with the typical ion temperatures (∼ 100 eV).
~ ×B
~
• Finally, up-down asymmetries due mainly to the effect of the E
drifts are observed experimentally [29], as well as toroidal asymmetries, due to the effect of trapped particles. We will estimate these
effects in Chapters 2 and 5. Averaging on the magnetic surfaces precludes the estimation of these asymmetries, and also makes impossible
the study of transport in plasmas with magnetic islands.

The breakdown of some of the neoclassical assumptions for low collisionality TJ-II plasmas has strong implications in the calculation of transport in
this device. For instance, DKES [27] code presents the limitation that the
neoclassical transport coefficients for TJ-II are affected by large error bars in
the low collisionality regime, which is the most relevant in the core of ECRH
plasmas. Therefore, this code cannot be used as such for studying the neoclassical transport properties of TJ-II ECRH plasmas. Some approximations
relying on the use of a simplified geometry of the magnetic configuration have
been developed [30], but their validity should be checked.
To overcome these difficulties, a Monte Carlo method has been successfully used to estimate the diagonal coefficients of the neoclassical transport
matrix [26]. These coefficients do not present the same uncertainties as the
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obtained by using DKES, but the local diffusive transport hypothesis is still
assumed, together with the average on every magnetic surface. Therefore,
the contribution of large banana orbits cannot be correctly included in this
code. A new code, also local, has been recently developed for the study
of the non-diagonal coefficients of the transport matrix [31]. By means of
variance-reduction methods, low error bars are obtained.
In the next chapters, we present a method for solving the DKE without the standard neoclassical assumptions, which allows us to explore effects
that cannot be described or predicted using such approximations. ISDEP is
a non-linear full-f Monte Carlo code which is being developed and has been
applied to the complex geometry of the TJ-II stellarator (its linear version
is presented in Chapter 2, and its non-linear version in Chapter 4). It is
based on the Langevin equation, obtained by means from the Fokker-Planck
equation obtained by linearizing Eq. (1.21).
It is not a radically new method, since guiding-centre trajectories, in the
presence of field particles, have been calculated long time ago, as a first assessment of the confinement properties of a given magnetic configuration (see
e.g. Ref. [32]). Nevertheless, this approach has been recently revisited by
the tokamak community in order to assess the impact of the orbit width on
transport (see Ref. [33] and references therein). This type of calculations is
less common in stellarators [16], and we address them in Chapters 2 and 3.
Recently, some neoclassical transport codes of the δf type [34, 35], have also
attempted to investigate non-local effects on neoclassical transport phenomena.
There are others issues that make this study useful to understand the
confinement in tokamaks and stellarators. Some instances are: the confinement of fast ions and alpha particles (see e.g. Refs. [36, 37]); the evaluation
of direct losses and the effect of the magnetic ripple on particle confinement, not only in stellarators but also in tokamaks [38, 39]. In fact, it has
been recently claimed [40] that the ITER magnetic field will have a clearly
three-dimensional structure, with important implications in alpha-particle
confinement.
Moreover, old calculations were limited to very short times or limited
regions of the phase space. Nevertheless, the recent supercomputing development allows for the time-consuming calculation of the full evolution of the
ion and electron distribution functions for the duration of a discharge. Thus
we can simulate phenomena that happen on a longer time scale.
Although some results have been already obtained and published, the
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code is still being developed. In the next step, the electron distribution
function will be made to evolve, together with the electric field. This is
discussed in Chapter 6.
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Appendix. Guiding-centre variables

There are infinite sets of guiding-centre variables, i.e., there are infinite
pseudo-canonical transformations that allow us to disentangle the fast moving variable from the others to order ǫ [23]. Here we show one.
The initial set is composed of the particle position ~q, the modulus of its
parallel and perpendicular velocity vk and v⊥ and the gyroradius ζ̂. Let us
~ the magnetic field, m the mass
remember that Φ the electrostatic potential, B
of the particle, e the elementary charge and c the speed of light. The Larmor
~
frequency is Ω. Unitary vectors ~n1 , ~n2 and ~b ≡ B/B
form a right-handed
~
~
triad ~n1 × ~n2 = b, with v = vk b+v⊥~n1 .
The new variables are:
1
~r = ~q − v⊥~n2
Ω

 2 
3~
1
2
~ × ~n1 ) + ~n1 · (∇
~ × ~n2 )]
b[~n2 · (∇
(1.24)
v⊥
+
Ω
8

 2 
vk ~
1
1
2
~
~
~
~
v⊥
(~n2 b + 2b~n2 ) · (∇ × b) −
(~n2~n2 − ~n1~n1 ) · ∇B ,
+
Ω
v⊥
4B


1 2 1
~ × ~n1 ) − ~n2 · (∇
~ × ~n2 ) + 2~b · (∇
~ × ~b)]
uk = vk + v⊥
[~n1 · (∇
Ω
4


1 2 vk
~ × ~b) ,
~n1 · (∇
(1.25)
v
+
Ω ⊥ v⊥


1
1
~ × ~n1 ) − ~n2 · (∇
~ × ~n2 ) + 2~b · (∇
~ × ~b)]
u⊥ = v⊥ + v⊥ vk − [~n1 · (∇
Ω
4


vk
1
v⊥ e
~
~
~
−
v⊥ vk
~n1 · (∇ × b) +
~n2 · ∇Φ ,
(1.26)
Ω
v⊥
vk m
!
2
e vk
~ × ~b) − v⊥~b · (∇
~ × ~n2 )
~n2 · (∇
ζ = ζ̂ +
Ω v⊥


e 1
~
~
+
vk [~n2 · (∇ × ~n1 ) + ~n1 · (∇ × ~n2 )]
Ω 4


e
e v⊥
~
~ +
~n1 · ∇Φ
.
(1.27)
~n1 · ∇B
+
Ω B
mv⊥
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Chapter 2
Study of kinetic transport:
ISDEP code
2.1

Introduction

A way of overcoming the difficulties posed in the previous chapter is to
estimate the collisional transport by calculating complete ion trajectories in
the guiding centre approximation, taking into account the electric field and
the collisions with thermal electrons and ions.
In a previous work [1], the transport properties were estimated by launching a large number of ions (typically 107 ) and following their trajectories during approximately two collision times. In that work, the possibility of particle
collisions was not taken into account because the emphasis was made on the
effects of an electric field profile at short times. In this way, the influence of
the background magnetic and electric fields on the kinetic transport could
be investigated.
In this work, we improve over the study in Ref. [1] by considering ion (proton) collisions, by using the Langevin approach [2] to follow the trajectories
of a large number of ions (typically 106 ) in realistic TJ-II ECRH plasmas.
Generally speaking, the Langevin approach offers a number of possibilities.
To start with, it is ideally suited for massive parallel computations, both in
High Performance Computer (HPC) facilities and in computing Grids. It
is fairly easy to generalize adding stochastic terms or dealing with different
geometries (electron-ion interactions, as we will see in Chapter 4, plasma
heating [3] and ripple effects in Tokamaks). It allows for interesting insights:
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for instance, the here found asymmetries and inhomogeneities on every magnetic surface (see Section 2.6.2) could not be predicted in previous theoretical
work performed by the usual methods. And, indeed, the Langevin approach
does not need the assumptions of small particle orbits or diffusive transport.
As a consequence, global features of transport, not present in the customary
neoclassical models, appear. Furthermore, although the customary methods
for neoclassical transport estimates are at work, it is always useful to obtain
the results by different methods, in order to compare the validity of the involved hypothesis.
The here used Langevin method and collision operator, see Section 2.2.3,
were already used by Boozer and Kuo-Petravic [2], and are usual in this kind
of works [4]. The main novelty of this work is the extension of the BoozerKuo Petravic approach to the complex magnetic configurations found in the
stellarator TJ-II. Our implementation differs from Ref. [2] in technical details. For instance, we use a numerical scheme to integrate the underlying
stochastic differential equations which is appropriate for a magnetic configuration interpolated from tabulated values (see below). Moreover, we are able
to follow, for the first time in the TJ-II device, particle trajectories for a time
comparable to the discharge duration. The large number of trajectories, as
well as a careful data analysis (see Section 2.8), allow us to obtain accurate
estimates of the time evolution of, for instance, the profile of the particle and
energy fluxes or the kinetic energy profile.
Important transport consequences can be extracted from the properties
of particle trajectories: the particle radial excursions are shown to be wider
than the characteristic lengths of the plasma in a single collision time, thus
contradicting the local ansatz. This result was shown in the previous section.
As a consequence of this fact, the flux is shown to be non-diffusive, and rises
along the minor radius. Non-negligible asymmetries can be observed as a
consequence of this non-local transport. In particular, the up/down fluxes
are different; since no average is made on the magnetic surfaces, inhomogeneous distributions of particles along the toroidal and poloidal angles can
estimated. Indeed, they are observed in our TJ-II ECRH plasmas.
The reminder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.2 describes
the model used for these studies. Technical details such us the choice of the
numeric algorithm are discussed in Section 2.2.4. Section 2.3 describes the
conditions of our plasma. Section 2.4 is devoted to study the persistence of
particles. Section 2.5 presents the behaviour of the global ion heat and particle fluxes, while some features of global transport that do not appear in the
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customary transport studies are shown in Section 2.6. The conclusions come
in Section 2.7. Appendix 2.8 has been added at the end of the chapter: it
shows how the TJ-II geometry is considered to calculate the fluxes as volume
integrals.

2.2
2.2.1

The ion dynamics
Dynamics without collisions

As we have discussed, the well-known guiding-centre approximation allows one to disentangle the fast gyro-motion from the relatively slow displacement of the particle along the device. Instead of the position and velocity of
the physical particle, ~q and ~v , one considers the position and velocity of the
guiding-centre of its fast Larmor precession, namely ~r and ~u. We then reduce
the six-dimensional dynamical problem with variables {~r, ~v } to a basically
equivalent five-dimensional problem with variables {~r, uk , u⊥ }. Actually, for
technical convenience we shall use the pitch, λ, and the particle kinetic energy, 12 mi v 2 , in units of the thermal energy of the background field particles
(mi is the mass of the ions):
u2⊥ + u2k
v2
x ≡ 2 =
,
2
vthi
vth
i
2

vthi =

r

2kTi
,
mi

uk
λ≡ √ .
v2

(2.1)

In these definitions, Ti is the ion temperature and k is the Boltzmann constant. Let us recall that the range of variation for these variables is −1 ≤
λ ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ x2 < ∞ .
From the Hamilton equations, one obtains a closed set of dynamical equa2
tions for {~
√r , λ, x }, where the electric charge is +e, the drift velocity is ~vd
and x ≡ + x2 . These equations describe the motion of the guiding centre in
the absence of particle collisions:1
1

In TJ-II, like in the the usual stellarator operation, Ek = 0 is fulfilled, since no current
is driven by external coils.
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d~r
dt

(2.2)

~vd

(2.3)

µ
dx2
≡
dt
dλ
≡
dt
+

2.2.2

~
B
+ ~vd ,
B
2
~ ×B
~
mi x2 vth
(1 + λ2 )
E
i
~ × ∇B)
~
=
+
(B
,
B2
2eB 3
2
mi x2 vth
(1 − λ2 )
i
,
=
2B
2e ~
ax2 =
(E⊥ · ~vd ) ,
2
mi vth
i

µ
eλ  ~
~
E⊥ · ~vd
aλ = −
(∇B)k −
2
mi xvthi
mi x2 vth
i
~ × ∇B)
~
~
λ(B
·E
.
B3

≡ ~a~r ≡ ~u = vthi xλ

(2.4)
(2.5)

(2.6)

The Monte Carlo method

When one considers particle interaction, the procedure of Chapter 1 (see
also Ref. [2] and Section 2.2.3) yields a Fokker-Planck-like (FP-like) equation
for the five dimensional phase-space distribution function, f (t, ~r, λ, x2 ):
∂f
~ r · (~a~r f ) + ∂ (aλ f ) + ∂ (ax2 f ) = Kf .
+∇
∂t
∂λ
∂x2

(2.7)

Note that f represents the gyro-averaged RDF (we have dropped the bar),
and that the Jacobian of the gyro-averaging transformation (see Eq. (1.21))
has been included in the definition of f , as we discuss below. K is a secondorder differential operator, whose explicit form can be found in Eq. (2.18),
that represents collisions to the Boltzmann level of accuracy (i.e. disregarding pair correlation functions). In spite of its appearance, Eq. (2.7) is not
linear, as it depends on local features of the plasma, such as the particle density and the local temperatures, through the collision rates νdi and νEi (see
Section 2.2.3). In other words, the coefficients ~a~r , aλ , ax2 and K do depend on
the ion distribution function f . To linearize it, we follow the common practice [5, 2] of neglecting the effects of the diffusive particles on the collision
rates. In other words, we will be dealing with test particles moving in (and
colliding with) a stationary field particle distribution. The latter is described
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by experimentally fixed density, temperature and electrostatic potential profiles. This first approximation is already rather computationally demanding,
since it implies to solve for the evolution of a five-dimensional distribution,
and actually represents the state of the art [5]. However, it provides very
interesting information, as will be shown below.
More in detail, linearization is accomplished by splitting the distribution
function in two terms, describing separately field and test ions. The only assumption made on the distribution function of the test ions is that it equals
that of the field ions at the initial instant t = 0 s. It is also assumed that the
test ions have little weight on the full ion distribution. As a consequence of
this, they do not collide among them, and their behaviour does not affect
the value of ~a~r , aλ , ax2 and K, which are only determined by the field ions.
Therefore, once the field ion distribution is defined, this procedure renders a
standard FP equation (see e.g. Refs. [6, 7, 8, 9]), such as Eq. (2.7) but now
linear in f .
Let us solve Eq. (2.7). It is well known that an equivalence exists between an FP equation with constant diffusion coefficients and a Langevin
equation. This equivalence may be extended to general diffusion equations,
with variable diffusion coefficients, thanks to the advent of Itô calculus [6, 7].
Therefore Eq. (2.7) is equivalent to a set of five coupled (Itô) stochastic
differential equations:
d~r
= ~a~r ,
dt


dλ
= aλ + aIto
+ bλ ξλ ,
λ
dt


dx2
= ax2 + aIto
x2 + bx2 ξx2 .
dt

(2.8)
(2.9)
(2.10)

In Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10), ξλ and ξx2 are independent white noises [6, 7]. The
Ito
functions aλ , aIto
λ , ax2 , ax2 , bλ , bx2 depend on the local density and temperature, as well as on ~r, λ and x2 . Their detailed functional dependence can be
found in Eqs. (2.2) — (2.6) and in Section 2.2.3.
Equations (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10) represent an Itô diffusion process [6] in
a five-dimensional space. Therefore, if the positions and velocities of the diffusive particles at time t0 are distributed according to a probability density
proportional to f (t0 , ~r, λ, x2 ), the probability density of their position and velocities at time t will be proportional to the solution of Eq. (2.7), f (t, ~r, λ, x2 ).
Note that, due to the linearity (once it is linearized) of Eq. (2.7), the normal-
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ization of f is arbitrary. If we are to use it as a probability density it will be
normalized to 1, while it will be normalized to the total number of particles
if it is to be considered as a distribution function.
In this work we have chosen the probability distribution for the starting
positions and velocities of the diffusive test ions according to the underlying
field particle distribution, that is assumed to be Maxwellian in the kinetic
energy (comments about the integration measure for f (t, ~r, λ, x2 ) are given
below):
2
x e−x
2
(2.11)
f (t0 , ~r, λ, x ) = n(~r) √ ,
π
where n(~r) is the number density of the physical ions (it is assumed to be
identical to that of the electrons, hence we drop the particle index). The
ion temperature of the field particles and the density and electric potential
profiles are taken similar to the experimental ones (see Section 2.3).
At first glance, Eq. (2.11) does not look like a Maxwellian distribution.
Nevertheless, the origin of the x term is just in the choice made for the
integration measure (for simplicity, we explicit only the v dependence):
n

hv i =

Z

∞
2

dx
0



2kTi x2
mi

n/2

f (x2 ) .

(2.12)

With the choice for the integration measure in Eq. (2.12), it is now clear
that Eq. (2.11) is the expression of a Maxwellian. This also explains how the
Jacobian is lost in the passage from Eq. (1.21) to Eq. (2.7)
We have introduced a Maxwellian distribution function only for the kinetic energy rather than for the whole mechanical energy of the particle, i.
e., we have taken Eq. (2.11) instead of:
2

N x e−x −eΦ(~r)/kTi
√
f (t0 , ~r, λ, x ) =
,
Z
π
2

(2.13)

where Z is the configurational partition function and N is the total number of physical ions. The initial condition in Eq. (2.11) ensures that we can
estimate the evolution of the set of particles under the action of an electric
field, including the time scale of the ion response. The non-stationary behaviour observed in the flux evolution is therefore an effect due to the fact
that the distribution function is not the equilibrium one. The problem could
be understood as the evolution of ions after having changed the electrostatic
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potential profile.
Particles are lost when they collide with the groove of the vacuum chamber that protects the central TJ-II conductor or with the walls of the vacuum
chamber. This means that we may calculate the sinks where particles escape
from the plasma. Since the distribution function is essentially stationary
during the discharge, this is actually an indirect computation of the rhythm
at which particles need to be injected in the plasma.
Note that we can not talk about real steady state, since we do not include
any particle source in our simulation. The number of particles decreases
monotonically, and the density and temperature ion profiles are not forced
to be fixed. Nevertheless, as long as the simulated profiles do not separate
too much from that of the experiment, our calculation is a good qualitative
estimation of fluxes that are present in TJ-II stationary conditions. A source
will be included in future calculations.
Electrons can be considered adiabatic and with such a dynamics that
compensate the background ion flux in order to keep zero the net charge
flux. The inclusion of non-adiabatic electrons is discussed in Chapter 6.
The algorithm actually used to solve the Itô stochastic differential equation (Itô SDE), Eqs. (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10), is sometimes baroquely named [5,
10] Monte Carlo operator. One should be aware that, once the Fokker-Planck
operator and the conditions of the background field particles are chosen, there
is a huge freedom on the choice of the algorithm [6, 7, 9, 11, 12]. This choice,
shown in Section 2.2.4, is a matter of simplicity and efficiency, there is no
physics involved, because all algorithms solve the same Fokker-Planck equation.
Nevertheless, let us remind that the significant physical time scales must
be accurately sampled. We have five in our system: the period of the
oscillatory motion of a trapped particle in a banana orbit (∼ 10−5 s), the
time needed to complete a cycle around TJ-II (∼ 10−4 s), the collision time
(∼ 10−4 — 10−3 s), the time of response of ions to the electrostatic field
(∼ 10−3 — 10−2 s) (see Fig. 2.10), and the typical exit time due to collisions
with the groove or the vacuum chamber (∼ 0.03 s). We follow the particle
trajectories for times up to a tenth of a second. We have limited ourselves to
0.1 s in order to describe the stationary part of the TJ-II pulse, which lasts
about 0.3 s. This disparity in scales will influence the choice of integration
algorithm.
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2.2.3

The collision operator implementation

We shall use the collision operator by Boozer and Kuo-Petravic [2], based
on previous results by Rosenbluth et al. [13] (see also Ref. [10]). The basic
assumption is that, in a nearly fully ionized plasma, the collisions with other
charged particles dominate over those with neutrals. Due to the long-range
nature of the Coulomb force, distant small angle collisions are much more
probable than big angle scattering:
1
∂
Kf = νdi
2 ∂λ



∂f
(1 − λ )
∂λ
2



∂
+2 2
∂x


 

1
∂
2
x νEi f + x 2
f
, (2.14)
∂x
x

where νdi and νEi are the deflection and the energy relaxation frequencies:
r

r
π Φ̂(x) − Ψ(x)
π Ψ(x)
νBi
, νEi = 3
νB
,
3
2
x
2 i x
r
r
3 Ti3 1
4 π e4 n log Λ
,
, Λ=
νBi =
3 mi Ti3/2
2 πn e3
Z x
Φ̂(x) − xΦ̂′ (x)
2
2
Ψ(x) =
, Φ̂(x) =
dy √ e−y .
2
2x
π
0

3
νdi =
2

(2.15)
(2.16)
(2.17)

Here, x is defined in Eq. (2.1), νBi is the Braginskii ion collision frequency,
log Λ is the Coulomb Logarithm [14], and the temperatures are now in electronvolt.
Eqs. (2.7) and (2.14) are equivalent to a standard Fokker-Planck equation:


∂f
1 ∂[b2λ f ]
∂
Ito
~
−(aλ + aλ )f +
= −∇~r · (~a~r f ) +
∂t
∂λ
2 ∂λ


2
1 ∂[bx2 f ]
∂
−(ax2 + aIto
,
(2.18)
+
x2 )f +
2
∂x
2 ∂x2
p
(1 − λ2 )νdi ,
(2.19)
aIto
=
−λν
,
b
=
d
λ
λ
i
!
2
x e−x
√
2
√
=
−2ν
aIto
x
−
,
bx2 = 2x νEi .
(2.20)
2
E
i
x
π Ψ(x)
Note, however, that the drift terms ~a~r , aλ and ax2 follow from the guidingcentre equations, Eqs. (2.2), (2.5), and (2.6), without any reference to collisions. Now, it is straightforward to write the corresponding (Itô-type)
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Langevin equations, Eqs. (2.8), (2.9), and (2.10).
For technical reasons, it may result interesting to construct the Stratonovich
version of these Itô SDEs. We use the relation (see, for example, Ref. [6]):
aStrat
qi

=

aIto
qi

1 X ∂bIto
qi Ito
b ,
−
2 j ∂qj qj

bStrat
= bIto
qj
qj .

(2.21)

The sum must be taken over all our coordinate space qk = {~r, x2 , λ}. We
obtain:
~a~rStrat = 0

(2.22)

aStrat
λ

(2.23)

aStrat
x2

(note that ~a~rIto = 0) ,
1
1p
5Ψ(x) − 3Φ(x)
= − λνdi +
,
νEi νdi (1 − λ2 )
2
4
x(Ψ(x) − Φ(x))

= −2νEi

!
2
1 Φ(x) − Ψ(x)(3 + 2x2 )
x e−x
. (2.24)
+ +
x −√
4Ψ(x)
π Ψ(x) 2
2

The resulting vector SDE is:
d~r
= ~a~r ,
dt
dλ
= (aλ + aStrat
) + ξλ bStrat
,
λ
λ
dt
dx2
Strat
= (ax2 + aStrat
x2 ) + ξx2 bx2 .
dt

2.2.4

(2.25)
(2.26)
(2.27)

The numerical algorithm

Two sources of inaccuracy must be controlled in the calculation of the
SDEs. First of all, we are discretizing the trajectories with a finite time step
∆t. This error can be always reduced by increasing the numerical effort or
using a better integration algorithm. The disparity in scales (see Section 2.2)
makes the Euler algorithm [6], the simplest first one, useless. A more sophisticated algorithm is needed to reduce the time-discretization errors with a
reasonable computer time cost.
More worrisome is the error induced by the spatial discretization: in
the TJ-II case, we are hampered by the complexity of the magnetic geometry, which is not written in analytical form but it is tabulated in a grid [15].
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Although it is possible to write all the relevant quantities as sums of the equilibrium Fourier coefficients of the developments in the toroidal and poloidal
angles, these sums are too long (about 160 coefficients are needed). Furthermore, this approach assumes nested magnetic surfaces, which can be
wrong in the presence of rational values of the rotational transform. Our
grid fits the magnetic surfaces in the real space and does not need to assume
nested magnetic surfaces [15, 16], although no magnetic islands or ergodic
zones are considered for the moment. We therefore have to interpolate the
coefficient functions as needed in the integration. From the computational
point of view, this is actually a problem: usual manipulations (such as a
change of variables or the choice of stochastic calculus) yield different results if the magnetic field is interpolated from a grid. The mesh cannot be
easily made finer, but a quantitative estimate of the error induced by the
spatial discretization allows to keep it under control. With this intention,
we have developed an alternative integration scheme: in Section 2.2.5 we
present seemingly redundant computations that would be identical for an
analytically known magnetic configuration, but that allow us to estimate the
systematic errors induced by the discretization in a grid.

2.2.5

The integration scheme

As stated before, our minimum set of dynamical variables is formed by
~r, λ and x2 . This leads to a set of SDEs, namely Eqs. (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10),
that will be called x2 -scheme.
Equivalently, the chosen set of dynamical variables could have been ~r, λ
and the normalized total (i.e. kinetic plus potential) energy:
ε = x2 +

eΦ
.
kTi

(2.28)

Since the Jacobian of the change of variables from {~r, x2 , λ} to {~r, ε, λ} is a
numerical constant, it is straightforward to obtain the SDEs of the ε-scheme:
dε
= (aε + aStrat
) + ξε bε ,
ε
dt
,
aε = 0 ,
aStrat
= aStrat
ε
x2

(2.29)
bε = bx2 .

(2.30)

The kinetic energy can be quoted at each step from Eq. (2.28). The Itô
version can be obtained using Eq. (2.21).
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The two integration schemes should yield equivalent results, up to systematic errors induced by the spatial discretization.

2.2.6

The integration algorithm

Our task is to solve a set of vector stochastic differential equations. The
Gaussian noise, with uncorrelated components, is multiplicative. For each
component qα , we have:
dq α
= f α (q κ ) + g α (q κ )ξ α (t) ,
dt
hξ(t)α i = 0 ,
hξ(t)α ξ(t′ )β i = δ(t − t′ )δ α,β .

(2.31)
(2.32)

Note that, for the sake of brevity, we introduce the following notation:
f α ≡ aα + acol
α ,

g α ≡ bα .

(2.33)

As it has been discussed above, we have discarded the Euler algorithm [6]
because of its poor convergence. Indeed, its order of weak convergence (i.e.
the order of convergence for mean values) is only 1 which is not enough for the
long simulations that we are performing. Thus, we need to resort to a higher
order algorithm, but not too high because of the spatial grid. We have considered three algorithms of the second order convergence in the deterministic
part, but of only first order of weak convergence in the presence of multiplicative Gaussian noises. Namely, we checked a direct Itô generalization of
the Heun algorithm, a two-stage Itô algorithm by Klauder and Petersen [11]
and a two-stage Stratonovich algorithm by Kloeden and Piersen [12]. The
latter type of algorithm has been claimed to be of second weak order convergence, but this is not true for the case with several multiplicative Gaussian
noises [6]. However, we numerically find that the linear term is exceedingly
small.
The equations for our final choice (Kloeden-Piersen) are:
√
1
1
α
q∆t
= q0α + (f0α + f1α )∆t + (g0α + g1α ) ∆tY α ,
2
2
√
α
α
q1 = q0 + f0α ∆t + g0α ∆tY α ,

(2.34)
(2.35)

where we denote:
q0α ≡ q α (t = 0) ,

f0α ≡ f α (q0κ ) ,

g0α ≡ g α (q0κ ) ,

(2.36)
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Figure 2.1: Persistence (i.e. fraction of surviving trajectories after at a considered time) and hρi for particles in the plasma at time t = 0.02 s as a function
of the time-step ∆t for the two integration schemes for the Kloeden-Pearson
algorithm (different algorithms yield statistically compatible results, even at
finite ∆t).
and Y α will be independent Gaussian distributed random numbers of zero
mean and unit variance.

2.2.7

Choice of scheme, algorithm and integration step

We have made a study of convergence of all these algorithms and schemes
in our system, with ∆t between 2 × 10−7 s and 1 × 10−8 s. For every case
(a total of 6 independent simulations) , we have calculated 105 trajectories,
which means 10% of the total statistics in our final results. We have measured several quantities as an average of the whole of particles at a finite
time (after ∼ 105 to 106 integration steps).
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We observe that the choice of algorithm is immaterial. We plot in Fig. 2.1
the results for the Kloeden-Pearson algorithm. Note that, although the weak
convergence should be linear in ∆t, it turns out to be quadratic, as we said
before (consider that we are working in a low collisionality regime). In the
production runs, we have sticked to the thoroughly studied Kloeden-Pearson
algorithm. For our statistical errors in all observables, we can safely set
∆t = 2 × 10−8 s. Trajectories calculated with this value of ∆t can be seen in
Fig. 2.2.
However, we find differences between the ∆t → 0 limits of the x2 -scheme
and the ε-scheme. In Fig. 2.1 we show the convergence to ∆t → 0 of a typical
observable, hρi, and the worst case, the persistence (defined as the fraction
of trajectories that remain in the plasma at a given time). To quantify the
discrepancy, we can fit the late decay of the persistence versus time to the
functional form P(t) ∼ e−t/τ . We obtain:
τε = 0.0277(3) s ,

τx2 = 0.0286(1) s ,

(2.37)

which differ about a 3%. Thus, this systematic error is of the same order
as the one arising from our choice of criterion for ending a trajectory (see
Section 2.4).

2.3

TJ-II conditions for the simulation

The typical TJ-II ECRH plasmas, heated by microwaves at the second
harmonic of the electron-cyclotron resonance frequency, are characterized by
a high electron temperature and low density, limited by the cut-off. The
electron-ion collisions, the only mechanism for ion heating in these plasmas,
are therefore rare. Hence, the ion temperature is low, about 100 eV or even
lower, with a temperature profile, taken from Charge Exchange (CX) measurements, and it is almost flat [17]. The electron density is low, with a
hollow profile, see Fig 2.3. The potential profile is taken similar to those
obtained by Heavy Ion Beam Probe (HIBP) measurements and presents a
minimum around ρ ≈ 0.7. Note that ρ is the radial coordinate, defined in
Eq. (1.23). This electrostatic potential is the experimental one and should
be the result of the ambipolarity condition plus the diamagnetic effect. The
latter is small for this low plasma pressure; the former implies that the electron flux should compensate the ion flux in the steady state. Therefore, the
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Figure 2.2: Scheme of the coils of TJ-II. The thin green lines represent the
trajectories of 500 ions calculated with ISDEP from t = 0 s to t = 10−4 s,
starting from the same initial conditions.
final value of the potential depends on both the ion and electron fluxes, the
latter not considered in this work.
The characteristic ion-ion collision frequency is still pretty low due to the
low density, despite of the fact that the ion temperature is not high. The typical values of ion-ion collision time in these TJ-II plasmas are τc = 2.7 ×10−4 s
in the centre of the plasma and τc = 1.1 × 10−3 s at ρ = 0.7. In order to evaluate the collision regime (low, plateau or Pfirsch-Schlüter) of these plasmas,
these collision times must be compared with the bounce time, as it has been
done in Ref. [18]. But, willing to elucidate the validity of the usual neoclassical approaches, this time scale must also be compared with the typical
time for a particle to drift radially. In Section 2.6.1, a radial drift time of
τr ≈ 5 × 10−3 s is estimated. It is only one order of magnitude larger than
the collision time, which means that the local calculations are still accurate
in the plasma centre but are doubtful close to the plasma edge.
In the previous chapter, in Fig. 1.5, the typical radial excursion of the ions
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Figure 2.3: Radial profiles of the electrostatic potential and the ion density
in our plasma.
in this plasma were compared with the characteristic macroscopic lengths of
this plasma, leading to the same conclusions: the local ansatz is not fulfilled
in this low-density ECRH plasma.

2.4

The persistence of particles

Among the many possibilities opened by a particle description of the
plasma, the most straightforward one is the ion confinement study. One may
even envisage a detailed neoclassical study of the frequency and location of
the particle impacts with the walls of the chamber or with the central coil.
However, this study would be sensitive to changes in the magnetic geometry
far from the magnetic axis. Unfortunately, the grid we are using [15] is not
accurate beyond ρ = 1.1, and this study will be delayed to a near future. The
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Figure 2.4: Persistence of particles as a function of time. In the top panel we
plot the persistence versus the logarithm of time. In the bottom panel, the
logarithm of the persistence is plotted versus time in linear scale, to make
evident the exponential decay at long times. The error bars are plotted but
they are so small that they are visible only for the last times.
effect of turbulence near the edge may also be important. In this work we
make only a global study of the persistence of the particles. A more thorough
study is presented in Chapter 5.
We have defined the persistence up to time t, P (t), as the fraction of
trajectories that remain in the plasma at time t. A trajectory ends either
when the particle impacts the chamber walls or the groove that protects the
central coils, or when it goes beyond ρ = 1.5. We have checked that changing
the ending criterion to ρ = 1.1 modifies τ less than 3%. However, some particles are able to reenter the ρ < 1.1 region (that is correctly sampled by our
grid), producing perfectly reasonable trajectories. We thus prefer to consider
that only particles going so far away as ρ = 1.5 inevitably leave the plasma.
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Although this is a somehow arbitrary choice, we have checked that its effects
in all computed quantities are smaller than those observed in τ .
In Fig. 2.4 we show P(t) both with and without radial electric field. In TJII plasmas, the field is indeed present. Yet, our computer experiment allow
us to quantify the importance of the electric field in preventing the particles
from leaving the plasma. To do that, we have fitted the time evolution by
an exponential decay (P(t) ∝ e−t/τ ), although it is not purely exponential:
at short times, some curvature is observed for t < 0.02 s. Hence, fitting to a
purely exponential from t = 0.0075 s on, we find:
τE=0 = 0.0090(1) s ,

τE6=0 = 0.0286(1) s .

(2.38)

We thus conclude that the electric field extends the ion confinement duration
by roughly a factor of three. As expected, the radial electric field tends to
improve the plasma confinement. These results can be compared with the
experimental particle confinement time of 21(3) ms [19] for similar conditions.

2.5

The behaviour of global fluxes

The evolution of the average effective radius of all the particles shows
that, in the presence of collisions, ions tend to accumulate close to the minimum of the potential. In Fig. 2.5 we plot the evolution of the radial ion
distribution. We also show the electrostatic potential profile as a function
of the normalized effective radius. Note that the characteristic time scale of
the accumulation process (∼ 10−4 — 10−3 s) is imposed by the dynamics of
the macroscopic problem and did not appear by considering the microscopic
dynamics (see Section 2.2.2).
A more detailed insight can be obtained by studying the radial flux of
particles and energy integrated over the magnetic surface S, by means of the
following velocity and surface integrals:
Z 1
Z Z ∞
2
~ ,
d λ f (~r, λ, x2 ) ~u · dS
(2.39)
Γ(ρ) =
dx
−1
S 0


Z Z ∞
Z 1
1
2
2
2
~ .
q(ρ) =
dx
d λ f (~r, λ, x )
~u · dS
(2.40)
mi v
2
S 0
−1
We transform these expressions into volume integrals over each radial
corona (the number of coronas considered is 11). The calculational method,
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Figure 2.5: Electrostatic potential profile as a function of the radial coordinate (up) and normalized radial ion distribution ϕ(ρ) for selected times
(down). When comparing with Fig. 2.3, keep in mind that ϕ(ρ) ∝ ρ n(ρ).
that has allowed us to significantly reduce errors, is explained in Section 2.8.
Figs. 2.6 and 2.7 show respectively the particle and the energy fluxes integrated on every magnetic surface. For a broad range of time, 10−6 s < t <
10−2 s, there is a wide maximum in the 0.4 < ρ < 0.7 region: the ions are
drifting to the minimum of the potential. Since both figures show the same
qualitative behaviour, it seems that all the ions, no matter its kinetic energy,
are affected by the field. Although the most energetic particles will be less
sensitive to the effect of the electric field, the differences between both the
heat and the particle fluxes are small because the height of the minimum of
the plasma potential is about 400 eV, several times the mean kinetic energy
of ions. This experimental potential profile is determined both by the ion
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Figure 2.6: Radial flux of particles in the plasma as a function of the radial
coordinate for several selected times. The curves are normalized dividing by
the total number of remaining ions in the plasma.
and the electron fluxes, which explains why it can be larger than the average
ion kinetic energy.
For longer times, the flux profiles become monotonic, increasing as we
get close to the edge. This is related to the process of particle redistribution
along the radius together with escapes, which occur mostly at relatively long
times. Note that, even though the density profile evolves during the simulation, its qualitative shape remains the same, with a maximum of low varying
position and width. However, the flux profiles differ completely, showing a
clear monotonic increase with ρ in the stationary late phase.
For the sake of clarity, the detailed time evolution of the particle radial
flux is shown in Fig. 2.8 for two different magnetic surfaces that are representative of the full plasma Section. Note that, at early times, 10−5 s < t < 10−4 s,
a number of particles accumulate at the edge of the plasma, since no impor-
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Figure 2.7: Radial flux of energy in the plasma as a function of the radial
coordinate for several selected times. Normalization as in Fig. 2.6.

tant ion escape has occurred yet (see Fig. 2.4). For times of the order of
10−2 s < t < 10−1 s, we observe in Fig. 2.8 that the fluxes become time independent. Under the action of the electric field, the plasma has reached
stationary conditions in equilibrium with the field particles (note that the
time scale coincides with that of the last paragraph of Section 2.2.2).

We mean by stationary conditions that the plasma profiles become almost
time-independent. Since the density profile is similar to that of t = 0 s, this
is a reasonable qualitative estimate of the fluxes that are present in TJ-II
stationary conditions.
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Figure 2.8: Radial flux of particles in the plasma as a function of time for
two different radial intervals.
Now consider the toroidal flux through a corona SC inside a toroidal slab:
Γφ (ρ) =
=

Z

Z

SC

SC

Z

∞
2

dx

0

Z

0

Z

1

−1
1

∞

d x2

Z

~
d λ f (~r, λ, x2 ) ~u · dS
d λ f (~r, λ, x2 ) uφ dS .

(2.41)

−1

We want to estimate the average of this quantity over the toroidal angle. We
thus measure the average toroidal velocity of the particles that are in each
radial corona, i.e. the plasma rotation velocity, which is proportional to the
flux (see Section 2.8).
Fig. 2.9 shows the toroidal flux as a function of the radial coordinate. For
ρ < 0.8, the flux remains roughly null during all the simulated time. Nevertheless, a non-zero flux appears for ρ > 0.8 and t > 10−4 s. At that time,
looking at Figs. 2.4 and 2.10, one sees that few particles have escaped yet
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Figure 2.9: Average toroidal velocity of ions at the plasma as a function of
the radial coordinate for selected times. For the sake of clarity,
p lines join the
points only for the two extremal times. Recall that vthi = 2kTi /mi .
and that a non negligible portion of the plasma is in the external region.
Thus, integrating to the whole plasma, we obtain a net toroidal current. In
the absence of collisions [1], the toroidal flux was found to be zero in every
magnetic surface. Hence, collisions must play a crucial role in the origin of
this current, together with the existence of an ion pressure gradient, in a
similar way as bootstrap current is generated.

2.6
2.6.1

Features of global transport
Non-diffusive behaviour

As it has been discussed in Section 2.3, the present calculation does not
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Figure 2.10: Average (up) and variance (down) of the radial coordinate ρ as
a function of time. The lines are exponential (up) and linear (down) fits of
the corresponding data points.
assume a diffusive transport. Non-diffusive features can then appear in this
computer experiment. We saw in Section 2.5 (Fig. 2.5) that ions tend to
accumulate close to the minimum of the potential. In Fig. 2.10 we show the
time evolution of the average and the variance of ρ of the ions present in
the plasma. Were transport diffusive, we would expect the variance of the
radial coordinate to have a linear evolution in time, var(ρ) ∼ t. This seems
to be true for early times, t < 10−3 s, but for longer times there is a clearly
non-diffusive behaviour while particles accumulate close to the minimum of
the electrostatic potential. Moreover, one can fit the time evolution of the
average ρ to hρi = ρf + (ρ0 − ρf )e−t/τ , finding an exponential approximation
to stationarity from ρ0 to ρf . We obtain a characteristic accumulation time
of τ ∼ 5 × 10−3 s.
The evolution of ρ(t) gives us also the time scale of radial drift of the par-
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Figure 2.11: Average z-coordinate of ions at the plasma as a function of time.

ticles, which is τr = 5 × 10−3 s, as it has been shown above. The customary
neoclassical ordering, in which the typical drift time is much larger than the
collision time, implies that the radial excursions of the particles in a single
collision time are small, in such a way that the plasma characteristics that
the particle sees are almost constant. In our case, although the drift time is
larger than the collision one, the neoclassical ordering is not always fulfilled
in the plasma and some global effects can appear. The collision time in the
centre of the device (≈ 10−4 s) is smaller in a factor 20 than the drift time.
Nevertheless, in the edge of the device both quantities are of the same order.
This means that the change of plasma characteristics along the trajectory
must be taken into account. Moreover, the typical drift velocities in the edge
are larger than those in the centre.
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Figure 2.12: Poloidal ion distribution ϕ(θ; t) for several selected times as
function of the poloidal coordinate. The initial profile, ϕ(θ; 0), was taken as
the normalization for later times.

2.6.2

Asymmetries

The complexity of the magnetic configuration and the non-local transport are the origin of several non-negligible up/down, toroidal and poloidal
asymmetries. Some of these asymmetries have been observed experimentally
[20]. We will make a more detailed study in Chapter 5.
In particular, difference between the up/down fluxes leads to different
densities of particles in the upper and lower half of the device. Fig. 2.11
shows the time evolution of the average z-coordinate of the ions. Starting
with an approximately equal amount of ions at each half of the device, hzi
decreases monotonically at early times and immediately separates from zero.
Nevertheless, for 10−5 s < t < 10−3 s, the proportion of up/down ions remains
nearly constant. In the same interval (see Fig. 2.8), there is a broad maximum in the flux at medium ρ, when the ions are being attracted towards
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Figure 2.13: Average parallel velocity of ions at the plasma as a function of
time.
the minimum of the potential, so the electric field has a clear symmetrizing
effect. The time evolution of hzi in the absence of electric field supports this
affirmation: the proportion of up ions decreases almost monotonically with
no plateau.
We define a new poloidal angle to be θ = χ − 4φ, in order to take into
consideration the TJ-II geometry. χ is the usual poloidal angle and φ the
toroidal one. Now, θ = π always corresponds to the groove region, close to
the central coils. Fig. 2.12 shows the evolution of the poloidal distribution
of ions. The profiles are normalized by the initial value, thus taking into account the volume in real space of the different θ intervals. For t > 5 × 10−3 s,
there is a slight but non negligible accumulation of particles in the vicinity
of the groove. This happens for the times when the ion losses become important, and is due to the specific structure of the TJ-II magnetic field. This
can be exploited in order to try to improve the plasma-wall interaction, as
discussed in Chapter 5.
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The component of velocity parallel to the magnetic field, integrated to
the whole plasma, appears to be non-uniformly distributed. Since the initial velocity distribution is Maxwellian, it must be zero at the beginning.
Fig. 2.13 shows its time evolution: it decreases monotonically from zero due
to the effect of the collisions and the ion pressure gradient, showing the development of a negative ion current (see Section 2.5).
Ref. [20] shows the qualitative agreement of the up/down and poloidal
asymmetries presented here with the measured by arrays of Soft X-Ray detectors and bolometers. Beyond that, CX spectroscopy should also detect those
effects. The flux of neutrals measured by the neutral particle analyzer has
to be different when the instrument is looking at upper and lower positions
with respect to the equatorial plane. The up/down asymmetry is mainly due
~ × ∇B
~ term in the drift kinetic equation that tends to push particles
to the B
in a preferred direction. The neutral flux detected by the CX spectrometer
should be more intense in the lower positions of TJ-II. The accumulation of
ions close to the groove of TJ-II, as can be seen in Fig. 2.12, should imply
that the measurements of the neutral flux performed along a chord crossing
such poloidal angle must be larger than any other. Moreover, the neutral
flux depends on the convolution along a chord of the ion and neutral particle
densities, and the latter must be larger close to these positions. Experimental measurements supporting the results are shown in Chapter 5.

2.6.3

The selective losing of particles

As it could be expected, the distribution function for the kinetic energy
(integrated to the full spatial extension of the plasma), is more similar to
the Maxwellian than in the collisionless regime [1], even at long times (see
Fig. 2.14). However, we note that the difference with the Maxwellian is
largest at high velocities, which is not surprising, since the fast particles
are more easily lost, and are less collisional. To make this statement quantitatively precise, we introduce the generalized cumulants for the parallel
velocity, uk and the particles velocity v 2 :
κuk =

hu4k i

hu2k i2

− 3,

κv2 =

hv 4i
5
− .
2
2
hv i
3

(2.42)

The cumulants are dimensionless ratios of mean values; they are exactly
zero for a Maxwellian distribution (irrespectively of temperature). A negative (positive) value indicates a lack (excess) of high-energy particles with
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Figure 2.14: Distribution function of the physical velocity of the particles
ϕ(v/vthi ) (normalized to unit), after 10−2 s. This distribution is an integral
over the full spatial extension of the plasma. For comparison, we also plot
the starting distribution, that is exactly Maxwellian.

respect of the Maxwellian. As we show in Fig. 2.42, the deviations from
the zero value are small at all times. However, with our statistical accuracy
they are clearly negative from 10−5 s for κuk and from 10−4 s for κv2 . Note
that the time evolution of κuk has two characteristic scales: deviations from
Maxwellianity are clearly measurable from 10−5 s, as indicated by the strong
decrease. However, at the characteristic time scale for collisions (10−3 —
10−4 s) the trend changes and the cumulant approaches again Maxwellianity.
The difference between the two cumulants shows a preferred losing of particles with high parallel velocity. At any rate, the two dimensionless ratios,
κuk and κv2 , are consistent with a selective (and small) losing of particles:
the ions starting with a higher kinetic energy are more likely to escape earlier.
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Figure 2.15: Cumulants defined in Eq. (2.42) as a function of time.

2.6.4

Dynamics of the ion temperature profile

In a previous experimental work [17], the perpendicular measurements of
ion spectra at three different radial positions (corresponding to ρ ≈ 0.6, 0.9
and 1.1) were shown. It was observed that such spectra were almost constant along the minor radius. The hypothesis that was posed in order to
explain such result is that the particle trajectories were wide enough to perform large radial excursions, hence connecting far regions of the plasma with
different collisionalities and electric fields. The result of following collisionless ion trajectories in TJ-II supported this hypothesis [1]. Nevertheless, an
estimation of the effect of collisions was necessary to be sure that their effect
is not able to change the transport regime that produces such flat profile.
In order to check this, we have considered the evolution of the temperature
profile by launching particles according to a temperature profile given by
n(ρ)
Ti (ρ) = 100 eV × n(0)
, considering flat the temperature profile of the field
particles. The time evolution of such temperature profile shows the tendency
to flattening, reaching the equilibrium and overcoming the initial tempera-
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Figure 2.16: Kinetic energy profile as a function of the effective radius for
several elapsed times from the trajectories launching. Note that even though
the initial profile of the kinetic energy is chosen to be proportional to the
particle density, the large radial excursions in the banana orbits and the
collisions with the field particles produce a flat distribution at late times.
ture inhomogeneity. The time scale of the flattening is ∼ 10−4 — 10−3 s,
which is of the order of the thermalization time.
A different numerical experiment has been performed by launching the
particles in a plasma whose ion background temperature profile is the same
Ti (ρ) defined in the last paragraph. In this case, a tendency to flattening was
observed up to t ∼ 10−3 s but, from this time on, the test particle temperature
profile becomes more and more alike to that of the field particles. These
two results imply that, in order to explain the dynamics of the temperature
profiles, it would be necessary to let the test particles modify the background
plasma. This non-linear computation has non been addressed in the present
chapter. This kind of estimates will be presented in Chapter 4, where the
non-linear version of ISDEP is presented.
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Conclusions

The ion collisional transport is estimated for the TJ-II device by following
the trajectories of a large number of particles (∼ 106 ) in the real geometry
and in the presence of collisions and electric field. The magnetic configuration is simulated by using a grid in real space that does not assume the
existence of nested flux surfaces, although in this work no islands or ergodic
zones are considered.
This calculation method is valid for any collisional regime, avoiding the
limitations of DKES calculations [21] in the long mean free path regime in
TJ-II, which produce large error bars. It also applies whatever it is the relation between collision and radial drift times, and thus can be employed in
order to take into account global neoclassical effects. In particular, the ionion collision time in TJ-II varies from τc ≈ 10−4 s in the centre of the plasma
to τc ≈ 10−3 s in the edge, to be compared with the average drift time, which
is τr ≈ 5 × 10−3 s. Therefore, although the local ansatz is valid in the plasma
centre, it can be questioned in the edge.
In this way, it is possible to estimate the collisional transport without
any assumption on its local nature. We consider instead the influence of the
whole particle history on transport. Hence, these calculations allow us to
study the global characteristics of the ion transport. The initial distribution
function of the particles is chosen to be off-equilibrium, which allows us to
study both the transient behaviour under the effect of an electrostatic potential and the steady state behaviour of the ions. In particular, the stationary
fluxes are reached in a stage of the simulation in which the error bars are
still small enough to keep the results meaningful. Several phenomena have
been observed that could not be discovered in the frame of the customary
neoclassical transport calculations.
One of the main results of taking into account the actual particle trajectories that cannot be explained in the frame of the local ansatz, is the
monotonic increase of the heat and particle fluxes with minor radius, to be
compared with the obtained using the standard calculation methods, that
predict a non-monotonic behaviour with a maximum close to ρ ≈ 0.3 — 0.4.
The global transport is observed to be non-diffusive. The time evolution
of the average minor radius of all the particles hρi and its variance is the
first feature of this characteristic. The latter shows a diffusive behaviour in
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a time scale of 5 × 10−4 s, but is clearly non-diffusive for larger time scales,
until the end of the evolution towards the minimum of the potential.
Despite the presence of collisions, the ion distribution function becomes
non-Maxwellian due both to the selective losing of particles in different regions of velocity space and to the transport: the presence of an electrostatic
potential provides an increase of kinetic energy when particles are closer to
the minimum of the potential.
Finally, as an outstanding result, important asymmetries on transport
appear. An up/down asymmetry is observed due to the characteristic TJ-II
geometry and a non-homogenous accumulation of particles is found on every
magnetic surface. This latter fact is important to remove the customary assumption that the collisional transport can be approximated by a geometry
in 1.5 dimensions. For particles confined in a device as complex as TJ-II in
the low collisionality regime, it is clear that the assumption of having a large
parallel transport that is able to homogenize the magnetic surfaces is not
valid.
The method to investigate transport properties presented in this chapter
is very well suited to the architecture of massively parallel computers and for
grid computing, which converts it a promising tool for transport studies.
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Appendix. Calculation of fluxes

Let us consider the ion flux integral, defined in Eq. (2.40):
Γ(ρ) =

Z Z
S

∞

Z

2

dx

0

1

~
d λ f (~r, λ, x2 ) ~u · dS.

−1

(2.43)

A Monte Carlo method allows to calculate volume integrals. In order to
compute a surface integral, we transform the surface integral over S in a
volume integral over a radial corona of width ∆ρ = 0.1:
Z
Z ∞
Z 1
1
2
~ dρ .
Γ(ρ) ≈
dx
d λ f (~r, λ, x2 ) (~u · dS)
(2.44)
∆ρ (S×∆ρ) 0
−1
Now, our distribution function is:
X
f (~r, λ, x2 ) = h
δ (3) (~qi − ~r)δ(x2i − x2 )δ(λi − λ)i .

(2.45)

i∈plasma

(2) ~
~
~
We use the fact that δ (3) (~qi − ~r) = |∇ρ|δ(ρ
i − ρ)δ (Si − S), which leads to:

1
∆ρ

Γ(ρ) ≈

~ i.
(~u · ∇ρ)

X

(2.46)

i∈(S×∆ρ)

Thus, at a given time, the flux is obtained just adding, for all ions that are
in a radial corona, the guiding-centre velocity times the gradient of the magnetic coordinate ρ. Note that the sum is made over the whole velocity space.
We then normalize by the total number of ions in the plasma. The radial
energy flux is calculated in a similar way, by adding for all the particles the
kinetic energy, 21 mi v 2 , times the guiding-centre velocity of the velocity times
the gradient of the magnetic coordinate ρ.
Consider now the toroidal flux defined in Eq. (2.41):
Γφ (ρ) =

Z

SC

Z

∞
2

dx

0

Z

1

d λ f (~r, λ, x2 ) uφ dS .

(2.47)

−1

The same procedure as before leads to:
1
∆φ→0 ∆φ

Γφ (ρ) = lim

X

(uφ )i .

i∈(SC ×∆φ)

(2.48)
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Averaging in the toroidal angle we obtain:
hΓφ i(ρ) =

1 X
1
(uφ )i =
n(SC )huφ iSC ,
2π i∈S ×2π
2π

(2.49)

C

where n(SC ) is the amount of ions that are in the corona SC , and the average
is taken over these particles.
Another consideration can be done in order to make more accurate the
flux calculation. Given a selected time t0 , there is no relevant evolution of
the system between 0.9t0 and 1.1t0 (see, for example, Figs. 2.10 or 2.11, note
the logarithmic scale). Then, one can consider all the measurements in the
interval to belong to the same time t = t0 , thus increasing significatively the
statistics. Obviously, this method will actually reduce the error bars if the
measured data are statistically independent. For this to be true, ions should
move significatively during the time interval. In our system (see Fig. 2.8)
this starts to happen from ∼ 10−4 s. As a consequence, largely reduced error
bars are obtained for t > 10−3 s.
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Chapter 3
Finite orbit width effects in ion
collisional transport in TJ-II
3.1

Introduction

The effect that the large radial excursions of ions have on transport has
been shown for a low density ECRH plasma in TJ-II in Chapter 2, in the
frame of a global study of transport in the absence of the customary assumptions of neoclassical models. Other calculations [1] have reached the same
conclusion, although some of the assumptions remained.
In this chapter, a deeper insight is sought for three types of plasmas: an
ECH low-collisionality plasma, an intermediate regime created by means of
simultaneous ECH and NBI (neutral beam injection) heating, and a highcollisionality NBI plasma. The study is undertaken in different regions of the
plasma. The reason is the possibility of having transport of different nature
in regions of the plasma, as it has been outlined in Chapter 1 and also estimated in Ref. [2]. In our simulated plasmas, presented in Section 3.3, the
collision time does not have strong radial dependency, since in our region of
interest (ρ between 0.1 and 0.7) the density and ion temperature profiles are
rather flat. Nevertheless, the magnetic structure is different, and so is the
experimentally observed radial electric field. Extremely collisional plasmas
have been also considered in order to explore the limit in which transport
should be diffusive and the neoclassical approximations are fully applicable.
For the three plasmas considered, we study the effect of the radial electric field on the particle orbits: their average radial movement (also known
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as pinch) and the size of their radial excursions. We use the data obtained
in a discussion of the validity of the local ansatz and the monoenergetic calculations [3]. Finally we make a discussion based on the Hurst exponent.
The reminder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 discusses
the domain of validity of the local ansatz for TJ-II. Section 3.3 describes the
plasma profiles considered and the calculation make. Section 3.4 describes
the results for the three plasmas. The conclusions come in Section 3.5.

3.2

The domain of validity of the local ansatz
and the monoenergetic calculations

As we have discussed, neoclassical studies of transport [3] attempt to
determine the transport coefficients which relate the fluxes to the thermodynamical forces. This implies assuming that the transport is diffusive, and
therefore the particle and heat radial fluxes can be written [1, 3, 4] as:



 s
1 dns Zs e dΦ
D2 2 1 dTs
s
Γs = −D1 ns
,
(3.1)
−
+
−
ns dρ
Ts dρ
D1s
3 Ts dρ


 s

D3 2 1 dTs
1 dns Zs e dΦ
s
−
.
(3.2)
−
+
qs = −D2 ns Ts
ns dρ
Ts dρ
D2s 3 Ts dρ
These coefficients D1s , D2s , D3s (corresponding to species s) are local, i.
e., they depend only on the density, temperature and radial electric field
at a given radial position. As we have discussed, for this to be true, the
local ansatz must be fulfilled. When this happens, the system is assumed
to be near enough to the Maxwellian. Then, the transport coefficients are
usually calculated by convolution of monoenergetic coefficients with the local
Maxwellian [3]:
Z ∞
2
s
Dj = √
d xs xs(2j−1)/2 D(xs )e−xs ,
(3.3)
π 0
were xs = ms v 2 /kTs . This procedure has been shown to be equivalent to the
calculation of transport coefficients with energy scattering [3].
Nevertheless, estimation of monoenergetic coefficients implies the calculation of diffusion of particles of fixed kinetic energy. One therefore neglects
the effect of energy-scattering due to collisions and the change in kinetic energy due to the drift in the presence of an electrostatic potential. The former
is quite reasonable as long as the real particle distribution does not separate
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too much from the Maxwellian, since the convolution is expected to account
for the effect of energy thermalization. This fact is not independent of the
local ansatz: its domain of validity is the same. Nevertheless, the effect of
the electric field may be important in case of large radial drifts and/or strong
fields.
It has been widely discussed [3, 1], that the above approximation has
therefore a domain of validity, determined by the relation between the strength of the electric field and the kinetic energy:
~ drift
• The electric field must be strong enough so that it reduces the ∇B
of the ripple-trapped particles. A threshold is usually defined [5, 6]: for
fields such that ZeΦ/kT > 2a/R, when the ratio between the potential
and the kinetic energy is higher than the inverse aspect ratio, the ripple
regime is considered to be suppressed [5].
• The work done by the electric field over the drifting particles should
be low enough compared to their kinetic energy, so that the kinetic
energy is an approximately conserved quantity. This upper threshold,
although recognized [1, 4], is not usually quantified. A straightforward
definition would be eE∆ρ/kT < 1, although one should keep in mind
~ [5].
that the radial size of the orbits ∆ρ depends on E
The diffusive approach works within these two limits. Nevertheless, we
find that in TJ-II device, both conditions cannot be fulfilled at the same time
for plasmas of low collisionality:
• The local ansatz does not hold for the lmfp regime, as it has been already claimed in a perturbative computation of the distribution function [1] and in recent calculations [7]. This assertion was made more
precise in Section 1.2.3 for a typical TJ-II ECRH plasma, see Fig. 1.5.
Thus it seems that, although ZeΦ/kT = 2a/R is fulfilled, this limit,
calculated for an l = 2 stellarator, is not valid for TJ-II, which has a
much more complex magnetic field structure.
• The potential profiles in typical ECH plasmas (see Fig. 2.3) can vary
several hundreds of volts from the centre to the edge. Therefore the
even small radial excursions imply important changes in the kinetic
energy.
In this chapter, we study both effects. With this in mind, we calculate
the guiding-center trajectories of a large number of ions starting at fixed
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Figure 3.1: Plasma radial profiles.
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radial positions with a Maxwellian velocity distribution, and we measure
the probability density function of the radial displacements of ions. This
function is composed of a pinch term and a dispersion term, and both are
estimated. The former is clearly non-negligible for plasmas of low collisionality, hence the kinetic energy is not conserved, which casts doubts over the
monoenergetic approach. For the same plasmas, we obtain non-Gaussian radial distributions, characterized by long tails, which shows inappropriate the
diffusive treatment.

3.3

Calculation

We use ISDEP: like in Chapter 2, we calculate the RDF of the test ions in
the guiding-centre approximation, in the presence of an electrostatic field and
considering collisions with a Maxwellian background composed of electrons
and ions. The fact that we transform the Fokker-Planck equation describing
the evolution of the RDF into a set of Langevin equations allows us to avoid
any assumption such as small radial excursions, energy conservation and local
transport, which is crucial in this study. Furthermore, it allows for its use
in the computing platform Zivis (see Appendix B), were huge statistics are
obtained and therefore great accuracy is achieved.
More concretely, we calculate the guiding-center trajectories of a large
number of ions starting at a fixed value of the radial position ρ (randomly
distributed on the toroidal and poloidal coordinates) with a Maxwellian velocity distribution, and we measure the probability density function (pdf) of
the radial displacements of ions.
We undertake this calculation for three different regimes in TJ-II: ECH,
NBI and ECH+NBI. The temperature, density and electrostatic potential
profiles, taken similar to those experimentally measured. The density and
the electron temperature are obtained from Thomson-Scattering measurements [8], the ion temperature profiles are taken from the CX-NPA diagnostic [9], in shot to shot experiments. Finally, the electrostatic potential comes
from HIBP measurements [10].
In blue, we show a low density, low collisional ECRH (electron cyclotron
resonance heating) plasma. It is characterized by a positive electric field in
the core, according to the electron root confinement regime [11]. The ion
temperature profile is almost flat within the error bars (as found in Ref. [12],
which we in fact attribute to the existence of a non-diffusive ion transport)
and that of the electron temperature is peaked. The density profile is hollow,
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due to the ECRH-induced pump-out (see e. g. Ref. [13]). The electrostatic
potential is non-monotonic: it shows a transition from the electron root (positive electric potential) in the centre of the device to the ion root (negative
electric potential) in the edge.
In red, we plot an NBI (neutral beam injection) plasma. The density
is high and the electron temperature is low, with parabolic profiles, as in
Ref. [14]. In this case, the ion temperature is not flat, but presents a steeper
gradient than the ECH case. The potential corresponds to a plasma that is
in the ion root along the minor radius. The electrostatic potential is thus
monotonic (except in a small region close to the centre) and negative, as
corresponds to the ion root in TJ-II.
The intermediate regime, in grey, has similar profiles to the ECH case,
with ion and electron temperatures slightly higher. The density is also higher
than in the ECH case. The electrostatic profile presents also a minimum near
ρ = 0.5, similar to the ECH plasma, but the electric field is higher.
The collision time ranks from ∼ 7 × 10−5 s in the NBI plasma and ∼
8 × 10−5 s in the ECH+NBI plasma to ∼ 2 × 10−4 s of the ECH plasma. The
rest of times scales, already discussed in Section 2.2.2, can be considered to be
fixed and the same for the present calculations: the period of the oscillatory
motion of a trapped particle in a banana orbit (∼ 10−5 s), the time needed
to complete a cycle around TJ-II (∼ 10−4 s) and the time needed to react to
changes in the electric field (∼ 5 × 10−3 s). There is also the typical exit time
due to collisions with the groove or the vacuum chamber. Being of the order
of ∼ 0.01 s, it will highly depend on the conditions of the simulation, mainly
the radial position of the initial condition apart from the electric field and
the collisionality.
A study similar to that of Section 2.2.7 of the convergence of the algorithm used (by Kloeden and Pearson, see Section 2.2.4 for more details) has
shown that a time step ∆t = 2 × 10−8 s is accurate enough for our calculation.
The 3D magnetic configuration is considered, as usual, by using a grid
that fits the magnetic surfaces in real space.

3.4
3.4.1

Results
Pinch

We are interested in the variation of the radial electrostatic potential
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Figure 3.2: Average radial coordinate ρ of the ions as a function of time,
without electric field.
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Figure 3.3: Same as Fig. 3.3 with radial electric field given by 3.1.
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plasma
ECH
ECH
ECH
ECH+NBI
ECH+NBI
ECH+NBI
NBI
NBI
NBI

ρ(t = 0)
0.1
0.4
0.7
0.1
0.4
0.7
0.1
0.4
0.7

∆Φ(tcol )[V ]
20
10
1.5
15
5
10
<1
<1
<1

95
∆Φ(2tcol )[V ]
50
20
3
35
10
25
<1
<1
<1

Table 3.1: Variation of radial electrostatic potential along the orbit width
for different plasma regimes and starting radial position.
along the particle trajectories, in order to check the validity of the monoenergetic approach and of the local ansatz itself. We want therefore to separate
the pinch effect, i. e., the variation of the kinetic energy purely due to radial
displacement of the ions, from the thermalization effect (remember that we
are using a collision operator with energy scattering). We therefore calculate
the average evolution of the radial coordinate of the ions. The action of the
potential on the kinetic energy is quantified as ∆Φ(t) ≡ Φ[hρi(t)] − Φ[hρi(0)]
These data obtained are summarized in Figs. 3.2 and 3.3, and in Table 3.1.
In Fig. 3.2 we show the time evolution, up to two collision times (see the
previous section), of the average radial coordinate of the ions. We present
in different panels the data for ions starting at ρ = 0.1, 0.4 and 0.7. The
time limit is set according to the common practice of MC codes, consisting
in following monoenergetic test particles for several collision times. In this
simulation, no radial electric field is considered. Although the electric field
of Fig. 3.1 is actually experimentally observed in TJ-II, this enables us to
compare the balance between the magnetic structure and the collisions. One
can see that the pinch evolves similarly in the three plasmas for times of the
order of t ≈ 10−5 s, and the data only start to separate at the collisional timescale. The difference between the density gradients near the edge should be
in the origin of the differences for the late times at ρ = 0.7.
More information can be gathered from Fig. 3.3, where we repeat the calculation including the experimental electric field. The qualitative differences
between the three potentials now reflect in the data. Although one would
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Figure 3.4: pdf for the ECH plasma.

~ as one thermodynamical force, the ions should
expect that, interpreting E
go to the minimum of the potential, the picture is not so simple. In the top
panel (corresponding to ρ(t = 0) = 0.7) , we see that the ions are still drifting
outwards on average. This is because the time scale for this to happen is
longer than the studied times. In this simulated time-scale, the electric fields
acts on the orbit width, but cannot be interpreted as a thermodynamical
force. This study comes in the following section.

Table 3.1 shows that, for the ECH plasma, the variation of the potential
along the orbit in two collision times is about one half of the kinetic energy.
In these conditions, the monoenergetic approach is quite doubtful. A similar
result is obtained for the intermediate regime. For the NBI plasma, the
variation is negligible, and therefore, regarding this extent, the monoenergetic
calculation fully applies.
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Figure 3.5: pdf with and without electric field.

3.4.2

Dispersion

In Fig. 3.4 we show the pdf for the ECH plasma (including the experimental electric field) for several selected times, with the abscissa scale shifted
by hρi, and hρi(t = 0) = 0.4. One can see that at a time quite lower than
the collision time, the pdf is nearly Gaussian. This is a consequence of the
initial distribution of velocities, which is Maxwellian, since the selected time
is shorter than all the relevant characteristic times discussed. For a time
of the order of the collision time, a long tail develops. Since ρ takes values
between 0 and 1, Fig. 3.4 shows how, in a single collision time, there are
particles that arrive to the edge of the plasma. The asymmetry in the pdf
should be attributed to the asymmetry in the electrostatic potential profile,
see Fig. 3.1.
In order to check this, the same calculation has been performed with zero
electric field, and the results are plotted in Fig. 3.5 for time t = 5 × 10−4 s.
One can see that the electric field acts reducing the orbit width, as expected.
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Figure 3.6: pdf for the NBI plasma.
It is also clear that, although the characteristic time scale for the electric field
acting on hρi is ∼ 5 × 10−3 s , see Section 2.6.1, its effects on the pdf appear
at shorter times, comparable with the collision time. As a consequence of
this, the asymmetry in the pdf stays for several collision times: in Fig 3.4,
for t = 5 × 10−4 s, the pdf is clearly non-Gaussian.
The non-Gaussianity is more pronounced in the case without electric field.
This is due to the orbit size reduction caused by the field, which prevents
the ions from exploring the complex magnetic structure of TJ-II.
The NBI plasma, on the contrary, shows a nearly Gaussian pdf at a time
of the order of the collision time, see Fig. 3.6. On the one hand, this effect can be understood once more in terms of competence of effects: for this
high-collisionality plasma, the collision time is lower enough than the characteristic reaction time to changes of the electrostatic field. Therefore, the
former effect is the prevalent mechanism in the evolution of the pdf. On the
other hand, the electric field is low in the region around ρ = 0.4, and negative
in all the ρ range, so that it does not change the shape of the pdf, since the
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Figure 3.7: pdf for the ECH+NBI plasma.

~ ×B
~ term results into a general drift.
E
An intermediate situation is seen in Fig. 3.7 for the ECH+NBI plasma.
Here, the collisionality is higher than in the ECH case, and the potential well
is more symmetric. The combined action of both effects avoids the formation
of a tail such as that of the ECH case. Nevertheless, the pdf is asymmetric,
and the tails extend almost to the edge of the plasma in a few collision times.
A flattening of the pdf is observed for intermediate times, near the minimum
of the electrostatic potential structure.
Just for completitude, we have also simulated a rather artificial case of
extremely high collisionality. The collision time was set to be the lowest
time scale in the problem. As a consequence of this, the obtained pdf was
Gaussian.
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Figure 3.8: Log-log plot of the second moment of the pdf vs. the time.

3.4.3

Discussion on Hurst exponents

The Hurst exponent h is used in Plasma Physics in order to study the
propagation of pulses or inhomogeneities in complex systems, see e. g.
Refs. [15, 16] and references therein. This analysis technique is for instance
used in plasma turbulence studies in magnetic confinement devices. A constant value of h is a sign of self-similarity, a characteristic feature of plasma
turbulence. In a purely Markovian system, one would obtain a value of
h = 0.5, corresponding to diffusive behaviour and Gaussian pdfs. This would
seem to be the case for the solution of a FPE, since it is equivalent to a set
of Itô SDEs, which describe a Markovian process. Nevertheless, apart from
the Itô diffusion in the velocity space, there is a deterministic evolution on
a complex magnetic geometry. As a consequence of this, transport is usually modeled as a pinch term plus a diffusion term. This description is not
valid in principle for the low collisionality regime of TJ-II plasmas, where
we have calculated non-Gaussian pdfs. h > 0.5 corresponds to superdiffusive
behaviour (h = 1 is called ballistic) and h < 0.5 to subdiffusion.
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The precise calculation of the Hurst exponent is a very difficult task,
which usually involves a very sensitive study of the tails of the distribution
functions and therefore a huge amount of statistics. Thus we do not intend
here but to obtain rough estimations of the non-diffusive character of the
collisional transport, in order to complete the above discussion.
We calculate the distribution of radial particle displacements for each
of the cases that we have simulated. If the parameter h is well defined,
the second moment of this distribution will behave as ∆ρ ∝ th . Since we
do not include a source of particles, the number of particles will decrease
monotonically: particles are lost in the edge ρ == 1. In the following, we
include data for times at which at least 95% of the particles remain. This is
a rather arbitrary choice, but our results are not very sensitive to it.
Our data usually seem to fit ∆ρ ∝ th in two different regimes. Including
times t < 10−5 , lower that the collision time, the behaviour is nearly ballistic. Employing longer times, the calculated h decreases, due to collisions.
This is consequence of the competence between time scales in our simulated
plasmas. Fig. 3.8 shows the case for the ECH plasma particles with birth
position at ρ = 0.4. The electric field is included.
In Figs 3.9, we summarize the data obtained by sketching h radial profiles.
For the red points, we compute the trajectories up t = 10−5 s; for the blue
points, up to t = 2 × 10−3 s, which means several collision times. As we
have discussed, measuring h is a very complex task, and we here only discuss
qualitative trends.
In all the cases, for short times, the behaviour of the pdfs seems to be fully
determined by the magnetic configuration. This is in agreement with all our
previous discussion on time scales. We observe a sharp transition between
ρ = 0.1 and outer radii, which we interprete to be caused the variation of
the ripple, which grows roughly with ρ2 . It seems that the ripple transport
is naturally suppressed for inner radii, while, in the outer radii it is only
suppressed when a radial electric profile appears. In fact, we observe slight
subdiffusion at this position in all the simulated plasmas.
The effect of the electric field is to approach the system to diffusive behaviour. This is done by reducing the ripple transport and hence reducing
the wide orbits.
No great difference is obtained between the three regimes, which is quite
surprising according to our previous discussion and to the results shown in
Chapter 2. The conclusion is that our rough calculation of h, by means of
∆ρ is not very precise, and hinders the fact that there exist long tails in the
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distribution. On the other hand, this allows for the definition of effective
transport coefficients in diffusive models Deff ≡ |Γ/∇n|. According to our
results in Section 3.4.1), these coefficients could not be monoenergetic, and a
pinch term should also been included. The pinch and the effective diffusion
would therefore roughly include the effect of the orbits width, but the pdf tails
would be underestimated. Since these particles are usually the more energetic
ones, this will underestimate the heat transport: non-diffusive features will
be more pronounced that in the particle transport.

3.5

Conclusions

The probability density function (pdf) of the radial displacements of ions
is calculated for several TJ-II plasmas of different collisionalities and electric
fields. We make so by launching a large number of ions a t given radial positions with a Maxwellian distribution in velocity spaces. This is an a priori
assumption, which is proved to be adequate a posteriori: for the real electrostatic field measured in low-collisionality plasmas of TJ-II, the kinetic energy
is not conserved, which invalidates the monoenergetic approach. In this way,
we also consider the dispersion in the velocity space from the beginning.
For all the plasmas simulated, it is shown how there is a number of ions
that make wide excursions in the radial coordinate in a single collision time,
therefore not fulfilling the local ansatz. For low-collisionality plasmas, the
measured pdf is non-Gaussian, with a clear asymmetry caused by the electric
field, which clearly shows that the transport is not diffusive.
A rough estimate of the Hurst exponent profiles has been obtained in different time scales for the three plasmas. Our interpretation of them is that,
in the time scale driven by the magnetic ripple, transport is more ballistic
for outer radii. In the long time scale, we observe that, as expected, the
diffusive character is enhanced by the electric field. Hurst exponents not far
from 0.5 are obtained, showing that the description of transport by means of
a pinch term and an effective coefficient is not so far from reality. Nevertheless, the long pdf tails, composed of energetic particles, would be disregarded.
It is clear from our discussion that the full width of the ion orbits is to be
accounted for the calculation of transport. Further analysis are being carried
out in order to extract systematic behaviour of the pdf and to study the impact that these findings have in the description of the heat and particle fluxes.
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Chapter 4
Non-linear effects: ion heating
during CERC transition
4.1

Introduction

The DKE has been solved in Chapter 2 by means of linearization, i.e.
defining a background ion distribution. Then, the distribution function of
test ions in the presence of field ions is described by a FP equation. This
is also a customary approach in neoclassical models [1], and it is reasonable
when the test ion distribution does not separate too much from that of the
field ions. Nevertheless, it cannot be used as such to undertake a variety
of non-linear calculations, such as plasma heating, either by interaction the
with the waves or by confinement improvement: the background distribution
acts as an infinite thermal bath retaining all the extra energy received by the
test ions. There is another reason: the test ions are expected to represent
the whole ion distribution in the plasma. The background ion distribution
must be therefore modified according to the variations in that of the test ions.
An example of application of a full-f Monte Carlo method is the study
of the ion heating during the transitions to CERC (Core Electron Root Confinement): in stellarator devices, transitions to CERC are established in conditions of high Electron Cyclotron Heating (ECH) absorbed power density
(see the review [2] and references therein). These regimes have been found
in different helical devices: the Compact Helical System [3], Wendelstein 7AS [4], the Large Helical Device [5] and TJ-II [6]. The common features of
these transitions are the appearance of a peaked electron temperature profile
and a large positive electric field in the core plasma region. The ECH causes
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an increase of the electron temperature in the inner plasma, enhancing the
outward electron flux. The ambipolar condition is fulfilled by the existence
~ drift of
of this positive electric field, whose main effect is to reduce the ∇B
the ripple-trapped electrons (see e. g. Ref. [2]). For an insight on the physics
of the process, see Ref. [7], where the authors show a fast approximated calculation of the pump-out and the created electric field.
CERC regime has been obtained in TJ-II by means of two mechanisms:
by decreasing the electron density while having a high absorbed power density [6], and by introducing a low order rational inside the plasma column:
this changes the electron-ion flux balance and provokes the onset of a positive
radial electric field that improves electron and ion heat confinement, as we
have seen in Section 2.4.
There is a relevant phenomena observed in the case of TJ-II that makes
mandatory to use a non-linear calculation: an increase of the ion temperature (about a 10 — 15%) is observed [8], synchronized with that of the
electron temperature during the transition (here, the transition to CERC is
provoked by the introduction of a rational value of the rotational transform).
Two different sources may be in the origin of this effect: the electron thermal bath and the electric field. Power balance calculations show that the
electron-ion energy exchange via collisions slightly changes after the temperature increase, which cannot lead alone to the existence of more energetic
ions. On the other hand, in Section 2.6.3, the velocity distribution of ions
was calculated for a typical ECRH plasma. Separation from Maxwellianity was measured, showing how the more energetic ions were worse confined.
Therefore, it is also necessary an enhancement of the ion confinement for this
heating to have a measurable effect in the plasma. Another fact supports
this hypothesis: the Hα signal during the transition, which is a measure of
the global particle confinement (it is proportional to the particle source from
recycling), shows a behaviour during the transition (see below) consistent
with this interpretation. Furthermore, the delay between the change in the
ion temperature and that of the electron temperature is about 2 — 3 ms, of
the order of the energy confinement of typical ECH TJ-II plasmas [9]. This
improvement must be related to the increase of the positive electric field in
the centre, which tends to enhance the plasma poloidal rotation and hence to
reduce the typical ion radial excursions. In fact, the time scale of the process
corresponds to the estimated time that the ions take to react to changes in
the electric field, as can seen in Section 2.6.1.
The same phenomenon has been observed in LHD [10]: a centrally-focused
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ECH heating of an NBI plasma leads to the formation of an electron internal
transport barrier, together with the rising of the central ion temperature.
Since the NBI absorption and the electron-ion energy transfer remain almost
unchanged during the CERC formation, the ion heating must be ascribed
to an improvement of the ion confinement. In Ref. [11], the anomalous and
neoclassical ion thermal diffusivities are estimated, and both are shown to
decrease in the transition.
In this work, we check that the proposed ingredients (electron-ion energy
exchange and enhanced confinement by the electric field) are enough to reproduce the experimental findings in TJ-II. This would mean that, under
the conditions of the plasma studied here, in which the CERC is triggered
by a rational surface, neither the anomalous ion heating caused by fast reconnection of field lines, nor the interaction with an MHD mode [12, 13] are
playing any relevant role. In order to explore this hypothesis, we estimate
the ion collisional transport in TJ-II under the conditions established before
and after the transition to CERC.
The explanation of the phenomenon of ion heating has required an upgrading of the model since it needs to consider several effects that were out
of the scope of the work of the previous chapter. An evident case is the heat
transfer to the ions from the hotter electrons. As will be shown in Section 4.2,
we have included, following Ref. [14], collisions of the test ions with field electrons. A more subtle trouble comes from the linearization of the DKE: as
it has been stated, the time scale of the process is about 2 — 3 ms. The
electron-ion collision time is 10−2 s — 10−1 s for this ECRH plasma. Since
both times are much longer than the ion-ion collision time (10−4 — 10−3 s), a
linear FP calculation cannot properly reproduce these experimental results.
We therefore perform a quasi-linear calculation, in the sense that the background distribution function is allowed to be modified by that of the test
ions. This is performed by means of an iterative scheme in which the ion
temperature and density profiles are computed self-consistently. The code
becomes in this way a full-f Monte Carlo.
In each iteration, a linear FP equation is solved, as in the previous chapter. The benefits of this Langevin approach for TJ-II have been widely
discussed in the previous chapters and the references therein. Nevertheless,
let us remark the lack of assumptions in the diffusive nature of transport
or in the orbit size, in a study where a precise calculation of the heat and
particle fluxes is essential.
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Still the electron field distribution and the electrostatic potential are fixed
during the two simulations, equal to the ones measured before and after the
transition to CERC. This implies an adiabatic approach: the electrons are
considered to follow the ion flux and to reach immediately its final distribution. Their flux, which compensates that of the ions, determines the electric
field. This is an approach which we will be justified by the characteristics of
the experimental phenomenom, as we will discuss later.
In summary, we have estimated the ion heating in the transition to CERC.
Our results show good agreement with the experiment, and support the hypothesis of ion heating via electron-ion transfer and enhanced ion confinement in our plasma conditions. The radial and poloidal fluxes, which have
been measured with this intention, have interest in themselves: the particle
and heat radial fluxes rise along the minor radius. This happens before and
after the transition to CERC, and supports the results already found in Section 2.5 for a typical ECH plasma. The data that show the dependence of
~ ×B
~ drift are an
the poloidal velocity with the radial electric field, via the E
indirect measurement of the poloidal viscosity.
The reminder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 describes
the conditions of our simulated plasmas and the experimental findings. This
will show the type of calculation that is needed, which will be described in
Section 4.3: we present the self-consistent scheme in Section 4.3.1 and the
extension of the collision operator in Section 4.3.2. The convergence of the
method and the self-consistency are discussed in Sections 4.3.3 and 4.3.4. The
final results are shown and compared with the experiment in Section 4.4: the
calculated plasma heating in Section 4.4.1 and the radial and poloidal fluxes
in Sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3. The conclusions are presented in Section 4.5.

4.2

The experimental results: Ion Heating in
transitions to CERC

CERC has been achieved in TJ-II device both by injecting high ECH
power density in low density plasmas [6] and by introducing low order rationals in the core of the plasma [15, 16]. The characteristics of the plasmas
are very similar in these two cases but the CERC can be reached with higher
densities in the presence of rational surfaces. In both cases, an increase of
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Figure 4.1: Time evolution of (a) line-averaged density and Hα signal, (b)
Te at different radial positions and Ti (thick line) measured along a central
plasma chord, and (c) the plasma current Ip . (d) ι-profile in vacuum and
with Ip = −2.4 and -2.7 kA. Note that Ip = −2.4 kA at t = 1100 ms triggers
the transition.
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Figure 4.2: Ion temperature vs. central electron temperature of the discharge
shown in Fig. 4.1. The time scale of 1 & 3 is about 1 ms, and 2 & 4 take
place about 2 — 3 ms later.
the positive electrostatic potential is observed.
As an example of CERC induced by low order rationals, this phenomenon
triggered by the 4/2 rational magnetic surface has been recently achieved in
TJ-II ECH plasmas [8]. Fig. 4.1 shows the plasma evolution during a CERC
triggered by the 4/2 rational. In this discharge, the plasma current gradually increases in absolute value due to Ohmic (OH) induction. The barrier
is formed at about t = 1100 ms and it is spontaneously lost and recovered.
At the CERC formation, an increase is observed in the ion temperature Ti
measured by CX-NPA (neutral particle analyzer) diagnostic [17], synchronized with the change in the electron temperature Te . A reduction in the
Hα emission is also observed. Since the latter is proportional to the amount
of recycling, this is a sign of an improved particle confinement, as it has
been suggested in Refs. [15, 16]. As CERC is lost, ECE traces show a heat
pulse propagating radially outwards, and the Hα emission rises to reach its
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former level. The ι-profile evolution was calculated with the ASTRA system [18] considering that the main contribution to the current profile is the
induced OH current and imposing the measured net plasma current evolution
as boundary condition. The Spitzer resistivity was corrected by the fraction
of trapped particles. The plasma potential, measured using the HIBP diagnostic, increases in the core plasma region. However, it has not been possible
a characterization of the radial electric field rise, because of the lack of accurate measurements in this magnetic configuration.
We show in Fig. 4.1 the increase in Ti , synchronized with the rise of Te ,
that has been observed during CERC formation. The change in Ti is about
10 — 15%, only slightly higher than the error bars of the diagnostic (of the
order of 10%). Nevertheless, it is synchronized with the CERC formation,
which makes it physically significant: In Fig. 4.2 we represent Ti vs. the
central Te of the discharge shown in Fig. 4.1. The change in Te (1 & 3)
happens in a time scale of about 1 ms, and precedes the change in Ti (2 & 4)
during CERC formation (1 & 2), and the same happens in its disappearance
(3 & 4). The delay is about 2 — 3 ms, which is of the order of the energy
confinement time of similar TJ-II ECH plasmas [9]. Furthermore, which is
more significant, it is of the order of the estimated time that the ions take
to react to electric field changes, as was shown in Section 2.6.1 and will be
shown in Section 4.4. The increase of Ti is perceptible only once the Te profile
has reached the maximum value and the electrostatic potential has changed.
The same happens when the transport barrier disappears. This fact supports
our approach, which is based (see below) on studying the plasma conditions
before and after the CERC formation with fixed electron distribution and
electric field. The electrostatic potential could not be measured with the
time resolution needed for Fig. 4.2, but it is roughly proportional to Te in
the centre of the device, as shown in Ref. [15].
Outer plasma chords have been scanned with the CX-NPA diagnostic in
a series of reproducible discharges. Changes in Ti synchronized with Te are
still visible but lay within the error bars of the diagnostic.
In the following sections, we are simulating this phenomenon in order to
explore how the kinetic transport properties vary in the regimes with and
without CERC and to evaluate if the increase of the electric field together
with the slight increase of heat transfer from electrons are enough ingredients
to explain the rising of the ion temperature. These calculations have been
carried for two different plasmas, representing the situation before and after
the transition to CERC. We show their experimentally measured profiles in
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Figure 4.3: Plasma profiles: electron temperature, electrostatic potential and
density as a function of the radial coordinate.
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Fig. 4.3. The plasma after the formation of the CERC is characterized by a
more peaked electron temperature profile and a higher positive electric field
in the core region. In both cases, the potential profile, taken similar to those
obtained by HIBP measurements, presents a minimum around ρ = 0.6, and is
the result of the ambipolar condition. Here, ρ is the normalized radial coordinate, defined as in previous chapters. The initial ion temperature profile,
taken from CX measurements, is almost flat and the distribution function is
a Maxwellian with temperature Ti = 100 eV. The density profiles are hollow,
being the central density lower during the CERC phase.

4.3
4.3.1

The model and the calculation method
Self-consistent calculation

The problem addressed here is to solve for the evolution of the five dimensional full distribution function f (t, ~r, λ, x2 ) of the ions in the plasma. It
can be modeled (see Chapter 1) with a Fokker-Planck-like equation:
∂f
~ r · (~ar f ) + ∂ (aλ f ) + ∂ (ax2 f ) = Kf .
+∇
∂t
∂λ
∂x2

(4.1)

Let us remind that this is a highly non-linear equation, since the coefficients ar , aλ , ax2 and K do depend on the ion distribution function f . The
collision operator includes collisions with ions and also electrons, which will
be discussed below. Our approach to this non-linear problem is to undertake
an iterative calculation of the non-linear (NL) equation. At each iteration of
the self-consistent calculation, the NL equation is linearized, thus becoming
a Fokker-Planck (FP) equation, and solved. The solution is then used to
construct a new FP for the next iteration.
Let us detail how linearization is accomplished: the distribution function
is split in two terms. These terms describe separately field and test ions:
f = f field + f test .

(4.2)

The only assumption made on the shape of f test is that it equals f field at
t = 0 s. It is also assumed that the ions represented by f test have little weight
on the full ion distribution f . As a consequence of this, ar , aλ , ax2 and K
are only determined by f field . Therefore, once f field is defined, this procedure
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yields the following FP equation for f test :
∂
∂
∂f test ~
+ ∇r · (~ar f test ) +
(aλ f test ) + 2 (ax2 f test ) = Kf test .
∂t
∂λ
∂x

(4.3)

Let us now make a more detailed sketch of how the self-consistent calculation is accomplished: we define a field ion distribution f0field , which is taken
from the experiment (see below). This definition allows us to construct an
FP equation for f0test , with initial condition f0test (t = 0 s) = f0field (t = 0 s) .
The solution of this equation, which yields f0test for all t, is the point where
linear calculations (such as that of Chapter 2) stop. On the contrary, in our
full-f calculation, we use this solution to define a new field ion distribution
f1field ≡ f0test and construct a new FP equation. This scheme is iterated until we find a stationary solution, in which the test ion distribution function
evolves in equilibrium with that of the thermal bath (i.e. fNtest = fNfield ≡ fNtest
−1
when N → ∞), under the influence of the external sources (in our case the
electric field and the background electrons.1
Several points from the former scheme must be detailed. First of all, the
field ion distribution is chosen to be, at each iteration, of the form:
2

f

field

x e−x
(t, ~r, λ, x ) = n(~r) √
,
π
2

(4.4)

where n(~r) is the number density of the physical ions. Note that f0field can
be taken to be time-independent without loss of generality; in general, fNtest
(and therefore fNfield
+1 ) will be time-dependent.
Our field plasma profiles depend only on the radial coordinate, and the
momentum distributions are Maxwellian. The latter assumption is required
by the collision operator. The former is taken for computational reasons: a
three-dimensional precise measurement of the ion density and temperature
is out of reach for this NL calculation. Nevertheless, although non exact,
both simplifications are reasonable: non-zero but small asymmetries and
non-Maxwellianities were measured in Sections. 2.6.2 and 2.6.3. Therefore,
in our scheme, fNfield ≡ fNtest
−1 means that we measure the radial density and
average kinetic energy profiles of the plasma from the function fNtest
−1 and
field
construct, following Eq. (4.4), the field distribution fN . This is a fully
self-consistent calculation of the full ion distribution function as long as the
corrections to Maxwellianity and to the averages on magnetic surfaces are
1

This iterative method has been also exploited in a recent work [19] to estimate the ion
heating by means of ion cyclotron resonance heating in a tokamak geometry. This work
will be summarized in Chapter 6
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negligible. This will be further discussed in Section 4.3.4. For the time being, it allows us to calculate the self-consistent ion plasma profiles for both
plasmas of Section 4.2 and to estimate the ion heating. The time scale of the
process, see Section 4.2, allows for this approximation.
The second point regards the way that the linearized FP equation is
solved. In Section 2.2.2, in the previous chapter, we have done so by solving
the guiding-centre equations of test ions in the presence of collisions with
background ions. The ion dynamics are represented by a closed set of five
coupled (Itô) stochastic differential equations (SDE):
d~r
= ~ar ,
dt


dλ
= aλ + aIto
+ bλ ξλ ,
λ
dt


dx2
= ax2 + aIto
x2 + bx2 ξx2 ,
dt

(4.5)
(4.6)
(4.7)

where ξλ and ξx2 are independent white noises. Let us remind that Itô
calculus guarantees that if the starting positions and velocities of the test ions
are chosen according to fNtest (t = 0 s), then their positions and velocities at an
arbitrary time will be distributed according to the solution of the N-th FP
equation, fNtest . Therefore, in each step N of our procedure, a great number
of test ion trajectories are calculated until t = 0.1 s. From the measurements
over this ensemble, we obtain the test ion distribution fNtest .
More concretely, the ion temperature and density are calculated at several
radial coronas (10, according to the smoothness of the profiles) at several
times (17, logarithmically distributed, a natural choice according to the time
evolution of the system, note the logarithmic scale of Fig. 4.5). In the next
iteration, the temperature at any time and radial position will be obtained
by linear interpolation of these values.
The scheme is considered to have converged (i.e. fNfield ≡ fNtest ) when the
density and temperature profiles are independent of N within the error bars.
Since our test distribution functions (and therefore our field distribution
functions) can be time-dependent, convergence must be checked for all the
simulated times.
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Collisions with electrons

The collision operator K includes also collisions with background electrons, which allows to estimate the heat transfer from electrons to ions. These
electrons also determine, via the ambipolarity condition, the electrostatic potential. Therefore, a self-consistent estimation of the electrostatic potential
and the electron distribution function is to be included in future versions
of the code, as we discuss in Chapter 6. For the time being, we consider
the electrons to be adiabatic and with such a dynamics that compensate the
background ion flux and keep zero the net charge flux.
The new collision operator is and extended form of that of Boozer and
Kuo-Petravic (see Ref. [20] and Section 2.2.3) developed following Ref. [14].
Obviously, K now has to include collisional terms with the electrons:


1X
∂
2 ∂f
Kf =
νds
(1 − λ )
2 s
∂λ
∂λ


 
X ∂
Ts ∂
1
2
x νEs f + x 2
f
.
(4.8)
+ 2
2
∂x
T
∂x
x
i
s
Again K represents collisions to the Boltzmann level of accuracy (i.e. disregarding three-particle collisions), now with two species: the sum over species
(s) includes like ions (i) and electrons (e). Note that, if one considers a thermal bath with only like ions, the operator by Boozer and Kuo-Petravic [20]
is recovered, see Section 2.2.3. The expressions for the deflection and the
energy relaxation frequencies, νds and νEs , are:
r
3 π Φ̂(x) − Ψ(x)
νdi =
νB
,
2 2 i
x3
 2
me
3√
Φ̂(αx) − Ψ(αx)
π
νde =
,
(4.9)
νBe
4
mi
(αx)3
r
π Ψ(x)
3 √ me
Ψ(αx)
νBi
, νEe =
,
(4.10)
π νBe
νEi = 3
2
x
2
mi
αx
r
r
4 π e4 ni log Λ
4 2π e4 ne log Λ
νBi =
,
(4.11)
=
,
ν
B
e
3/2
3 mi Ti3/2
3 me
Te


−1/2
1
1
3
2
Λ = 12πne λd , λd = 4πne e
+
,
(4.12)
Te Ti
Z x
Φ̂(x) − xΦ̂′ (x)
2
vthi
2
, Φ̂(x) =
, Ψ(x) =
dy √ e−y (4.13)
.
α ≡
2
vthe
2x
π
0
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For the species s, νBs is the Braginskii collision frequency, and ns is the sparticle density. log Λ is the Coulomb logarithm [21] and vthe is the electron
thermal velocity. The temperatures are now in electronvolt.
Equations (4.3) and (4.8) are equivalent to a standard Fokker-Planck
equation:


1 ∂[b2λ f ]
∂
∂f
Ito
−(aλ + aλ )f +
= −∇r · (~ar f ) +
∂t
∂λ
2 ∂λ


2
∂
1 ∂[bx2 f ]
Ito
2 + a 2 )f +
+
−(a
,
(4.14)
x
x
∂x2
2 ∂x2
(4.15)
aIto
= −λ(νdi + νde ) ,
λ
p
(1 − λ2 )(νdi + νde ) ,
(4.16)
bλ =
!
!
−x2
−α2 x2
x e
αx e
Te
= −2νEi x2 − √
aIto
− 2νEe x2 − √
,(4.17)
x2
π Ψ(x)
π Ψ(αx) Ti
r
Te
bx2 = 2x νEi + νEe .
(4.18)
Ti
Note that this equation is formally equal to Eq. (2.18). Only the coefficients
Ito
ar , aλ
aIto
λ , ax2 , bλ and bx2 have been properly modified. The drift terms ~
and ax2 are those of Eqs. (2.2), (2.5) and (2.6), since they follow from the
collisionless-orbit equations.
The Stratonovich version of these Itô SDEs (see Eqs. (2.21) and (2.27)) has
the coefficients:
~aStrat
= 0
r
aStrat
λ

(note that ~aIto
r = 0) ,
s
νEi + νEe TTei
1
1
2
= − λ(νdi + νde ) +
(1 − λ )
2
4
νdi + νde

×
aStrat
x2

νdi

5Ψ(x) − 3Φ̂(x)

x(Ψ(x) − Φ̂(x))

+ νde

5Ψ(αx) − 3Φ̂(αx)

x(Ψ(αx) − Φ̂(αx))

(4.19)

!

,

(4.20)

!
2
−x2
Φ̂(x)
−
Ψ(x)(3
+
2x
)
1
e
x
+ +
= −2νEi x2 − √
4Ψ(x)
π Ψ(x) 2
!
2 2
αx e−α x
Te
2
− 2νEe x − √
+
π Ψ(αx) 2Ti
!
Φ̂(αx) − Ψ(αx)(3 + 2α2x2 ) Te
.
(4.21)
− 2νEe
4αΨ(αx)
Ti
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We have seen that the Langevin approach holds when including other
species in the field particle distribution, and the FPE Eq. (4.14) is equivalent
to the (Itô-type) Langevin equations (4.5), (4.6) and (4.7). The additional
terms in the collision operator do not imply additional diffusive terms in the
Itô process, but have required to modify appropriately the coefficients.

4.3.3

Computational details and convergence

The magnitude of the measured effect (temperature increase of about
15% in the core region) sets a lower limit for our statistical accuracy. Furthermore, the error bars must be small enough not to hide the evolution of
the profiles with N. With this in mind, we simulate about 105 orbits in each
step: this allows us to keep the errors in the profiles around 5% in the plasma
core region and lower in the rest.
For the integration of long trajectories in the complex TJ-II magnetic
configuration, we use the algorithm developed by Kloeden and Pearson [22],
the same as in Chapter 2. Therefore, the former SDEs, which are of Itô type,
must be written in their Stratonovich version.
In Fig. 4.4, we show the convergence of the plasma profiles for the CERC
plasma. This calculation has been accomplished for the two plasmas under
study, and we find the final solution for the ion distribution up to t = 10−2 s
after N = 30 iterations (note, however, that the profiles for t = 10−3 s have already converged at N = 10). From Fig. 4.4, we also see that the convergence
of the density profiles is much faster, since it is essentially governed by the
electric field, which is fixed during the simulation. It is clear from Fig. 4.4
that ion heating could not be simulated by means of the linearized approach
(N = 0 in our iterative calculation).
Fig. 4.5 shows the adequacy of our full-f approach, since the linear approach has a major drawback: one imposes a time-independent ion temperature profile for the field particles. The ion-ion collision time (10−4 — 10−3 s)
is lower than the other time scales relevant for the ion temperature, namely
that of the ion-electron collision and that of the action of the electric field.
In that time-scale, in N = 0, the field ions retain all much of the extra energy
absorbed by the test ions from other sources.
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Figure 4.4: Radial profiles of the CERC plasma at t = 10−3 s (up) and t =
10−2 s (down) for several iterations N of the scheme.
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Figure 4.5: Average temperature of the ions as a function of time for several
iterations.

4.3.4

Self-consistency of the ion distribution

It has been argued in Section 4.3.1 that the developed scheme is a selfconsistent estimation of the ion distribution in the limit where this distribution is correctly described by Eq. (4.4) with plasma radial profiles. Therefore,
the separation from Eq. (4.4) has to be estimated in order to assess to which
extent exact self-consistency is achieved.
4

In Eq. (2.42) the cumulant κv2 = hvhv2 ii2 − 53 was defined in order to quantify the separation from Maxwellianity: it takes a negative (positive) value
if the distribution has a lack (excess) of high-energy particles with respect
to the Maxwellian. The radial dependence of κv2 is shown in Fig. 4.6. For
times higher than t = 10−4 s, it takes slightly negative values at ρ < 0.8 and
positive for higher ρ. This implies a selective losing of the particles of higher
energy, already discussed in Section 4.4. The increment of fast particles in
the edge can be therefore explained by the transport of such particles from
the confinement region.
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Figure 4.6: Radial profiles of κv2 at t = 10−3 s for both plasmas. It must be
zero for a Maxwellian distribution (regardless the temperature). A decrease
of fast articles is seen in the confinement region and an excess of such particles
appears in the plasma edge. This happens in both cases.

The poloidal distribution of particles is shown in Fig. 4.7, normalized by
that of t = 0 s. In that way, we consider the volume in real space of the
θ-intervals, and a value higher than 1 indicates an accumulation of particles
in this region. A similar slight asymmetry is observed for the two plasmas
for times higher than t = 10−4 s, revealing the important role of the magnetic
structure in this effect.
The results in this section show that the approximations taken, namely
ρ-dependent field profiles and Maxwellian velocity distribution, are reasonable, and provide an almost self-consistent Langevin calculation of the ion
distribution.
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Figure 4.7: Poloidal distribution of particles at t = 10−3 s for both plasmas.
It must be 1 if the ions are uniformly distributed. An accumulation close to
the groove is observed.

4.4

Results

In this section, we discuss the final results of our calculation, including
non-linear and non-local effects, non-diffusive transport and no assumption
on energy or momentum conservation. The converged data (N = 30) are used
in what follows.

4.4.1

Ion heating

In Fig. 4.8, we show the time evolution of the average temperature of
the thermal ions for the two plasmas. For the CERC plasma, the final temperature is about 25% higher than the initial, and about 5% higher than
that of the preCERC plasma. In both cases, the ion temperature rises at a
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Figure 4.8: Average temperature of the ions as a function of time.
time scale of t ∼ 5 × 10−3 s. In Section 2.6.1, it was shown that this is the
characteristic time for the action of the electric field, which might be mainly
responsible for this plasma heating.
Nevertheless, interpretation of Fig. 4.8 is not easy, since the quantities are
integrated over the whole plasma, and several sources (electron thermal bath
and electric field) and drains (particles escaping from the plasma) are to be
considered at the same time. In order to isolate the effect of the electron-ion
energy transfer, we show in Fig. 4.9 the ion temperature profiles as a function
of the radial coordinate. The final temperatures in the inner part differ from
about 11% for ρ = 0 to 20% for ρ = 0.2 , in agreement with the experimental
measurements.
There are two sources of kinetic energy for a given radial position, where
the electrostatic potential is fixed: the collisions with electrons and the flux
of ions from regions of higher potential. Since no such flux can exist for
the lower values of ρ, the increase of the ion temperature in a wide region
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Figure 4.9: Ion temperature profiles for several selected times.

around ρ = 0.2 must be mainly caused by the electron-ion energy transfer.
The role of the electric field will be discussed in Sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3.
It must be noted that, although the characteristic time of energy-transfer is
between ∼ 10−2 and 10−1 s, a measurable increase in Ti (of course, lower than
Te − Ti (t = 0)) can be observed at shorter times.
The steady state simulated Ti is in both cases about 50% larger than
the measured one. This deviation can be due to the fact that the launched
ions are not in equilibrium with the background electric field. Moreover, see
Fig. 4.10, the final densities obtained in the calculation are lower than the
experimental ones. The effect of anomalous transport can also play some
role in the experimental profile, although it should be much less important
than the collisional one in the centre of the device.
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Figure 4.10: Radial density profiles for several selected times.

4.4.2

The radial fluxes

The effect of the electrostatic field may be observed from two points of
view. As for the ion heating, in Fig. 4.10 we show the radial ion density
profiles. The radial fluxes in the CERC conditions are such that, at the stationary situation at t ≈ 0.01 s, the test density profile is more hollow, with
a higher maximum at ρ ≈ 0.6. This implies that a higher fraction of ions
has reached the area close to the minimum, absorbing energy from the electric potential. Furthermore, since the difference between the maximum and
the minimum of the potential is higher, this amount of energy will be larger
than in the preCERC plasma. This qualitative effect will be quantified below.
On the other hand, an enhancement of the heat confinement is also observed: in Fig. 4.11, we plot the radial heat flux profile for the characteristic
times of the physical process. The fluxes are calculated according to the definitions of Section 2.5 using the procedure of Section 2.8. For times longer
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Figure 4.11: Radial flux of energy in the plasma as a function of the radial
coordinate for several selected times. The curves are normalized dividing by
the total number of remaining ions in the plasma.

than t = 10−3 s, the fluxes measured for the two plasmas in the inner region
ρ < 0.4 are identical within the error bars. Here one has to consider one of the
results already found in Section 2.6.3: starting from a Maxwellian velocity
distribution, those ions with higher kinetic energy are more easily lost and
the energy transfer from the electrons or the electric field cannot justify the
observed differences in Ti . Therefore the fact of having identical fluxes for
higher energy ions means that the confinement has been improved in that
region. This enhanced confinement is responsible for maintaining the temperature profiles shown in Fig. 4.9.
Let us do a zero-dimensional estimate: at the stationary phase, the heat
flux equals the source, ∇q = S, and, at a given position, the latter can be
written as sum of two contributions: that of the electrons Pei and that of the
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electric field PΦ , with:
~.
Pei +PΦ ≈ νBe ne ni (Te − Ti )/Te3/2+ni h~v i · eE

(4.22)

Therefore, the fact that the fluxes are equal for ρ < 0.5 means that the
change in one term is approximately compensated by the change in the other.
The collisional power transfer is clearly reduced for the CERC scenario (see
the hollow ion density profiles in Fig. 4.10): from the profiles Figs. 4.3, 4.9
and 4.10 and Eq. (4.13), we calculate that for ρ ≈ 0.2, PeipreCERC ≈ 2PeiCERC
at time t = 10−2 s. This decrease of the power supply by the electrons must
be compensated by an increase of power transfer due to the increase of the
electric field. We estimate for the preCERC plasma PeipreCERC ≈ 2PΦpreCERC ,
while in the CERC we have PeiCERC ≈ 0.5PΦpreCERC .
The radial structure of the fluxes for ρ > 0.5 is an indication of non-local
transport, since the observed differences cannot be explained by the slightly
different n and Te profiles observed in Fig. 4.3.
For the sake of completeness, together with the heat flux of Fig. 4.11, we
show in Fig. 4.12 the radial flux of particles. The evolution of the average
radial distribution in Fig. 4.10 shows how the ions tend to accumulate close
to the minimum of the potential. Nevertheless, for longer times, when the
stationary phase is reached, the fluxes become monotonic, increasing as we
get close to the edge. This result is the expected one: the flux must increase
monotonically in the absence of particle sinks or sources. The fact that the
ion heat flux is not monotonic shows that the collisional energy transfer at the
outer radii exceeds the energy loss of the ions due to the effect of transport
and electric field.
As in the heat flux case, the CERC and the preCERC particle fluxes
are very similar in the centre of the device, showing an improvement of the
confinement in the CERC regime. In the edge, the CERC flux is higher, as
corresponds to ions of higher energy in the presence of similar electrostatic
and density profiles.
The calculated density profiles are more hollow than the experimental
ones (see Fig. 4.10) as a consequence of the lack of sources in the simulation;
therefore, for this low ion temperature plasma, the radial electric field represents a strong thermodynamic force that must be counteracted by such a
hollow density profile.
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Figure 4.12: Radial flux of particles in the plasma as a function of the radial
coordinate for several selected times. Normalization as in Fig. 4.11.

4.4.3

The poloidal velocity and the radial excursions

In our present model, the ion poloidal velocity, equivalent to the plasma
~ ×B
~ drift.
poloidal rotation, can only be different from zero due to the E
The estimated enhancement of the particle and heat confinement shown in
Figs. 4.11 and 4.12 must be caused by an enhanced core plasma rotation,
which reduces the radial excursions of the ripple-trapped ions (and electrons), as discussed in Section 4.1.
The collisions and the trapping in magnetic wells act as an effective viscosity. Taking into account these facts, the results obtained for the average
poloidal rotation are not surprising: the velocity is compatible with zero for
ρ > 0.4, where the electric field is small and the magnetic ripple is high in
TJ-II. In Fig. 4.13, we show the average poloidal velocity of the ions as a
function of the radial coordinate in the region of interest. The poloidal rota-
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Figure 4.13: Average poloidal velocity as a function of the radial coordinate
for several selected times. For a direct comparison of the data, we choose a
common normalization constant: the thermal velocity of ions at t = 0 s. At
t = 5 × 10−3 s, the rotation velocity is about a factor 4 larger in the CERC
case.
tion is a factor about 4 larger in the CERC case, because the electric field is
stronger and the ion and electron temperatures are higher: these two facts
imply a lower collisionality and, hence, a lower viscosity. This result is in
agreement in the plasma core with the experimental findings [15].
In order to connect more accurately the poloidal rotation with the enhanced confinement, we show in Fig. 4.14, for the same times as in Fig. 4.13,
the average radial excursions of the ions of both plasmas. We define it as
∆ρ(t) ≡ h(ρ(t) − ρ(0))2 i1/2 . It is initially larger for the CERC plasma, composed of more energetic ions. Nevertheless, at the time when the plasma
poloidal rotation has developed, the orbit sizes become very similar. As already discussed in Section 4.4.2, this implies an enhanced ion confinement
when the CERC is formed. This figure also supports the Langevin approach
taken here: the typical orbit sizes in a collision time are comparable to the
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Figure 4.14: Average orbit size as a function of the radial coordinate for the
same times as in Fig. 4.13. Note that the error bars are smaller than the
data points. ∆ρ is similar for long times in both cases, which implies an
improvement of confinement in the CERC regime.
characteristic lengths of the device (see Section 1.2.3 for a calculation of the
latter and a more thorough discussion), and therefore non-local effects must
be taken into account in an accurate calculation of the fluxes.

4.5

Conclusions

A full-f Monte Carlo code has been developed and applied to the study
of the collisional ion transport properties of the TJ-II plasmas. We have
gone beyond the linear approximation used in Chapter 2 by introducing an
iterative scheme more suited for the cases in which non-linear effects appear,
such as plasma heating. The present approach is equivalent to performing a
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quasi-linear calculation, in the sense that the background distribution function is a slowly varying function of a fast changing test distribution function,
and the background electrostatic potential is unchanged. More precisely, the
ion radial density and temperature profiles are calculated in a self consistent
way. In the limit where the distribution function remains Maxwellian and
there are not relevant asymmetries on the magnetic surfaces, this is a fully
self-consistent calculation of the ion distribution function. The reason is that
our collision operator is valid for Maxwellian distribution functions and, for
computational reasons, the background distribution function after every iteration is obtained by averaging the ion distribution at every magnetic surface.
We keep the Langevin approach (see Chapter 2), which allows us a precise
computation of the fluxes without any previous assumption on its nature, and
now include electrons in our background plasma. No average on the magnetic surfaces is considered, differently to the standard neoclassical codes,
which assume that the parallel transport is large enough to avoid any inhomogeneity on the magnetic surface. This fact permit us to obtain poloidal
asymmetries due mainly to the effect of the complex magnetic structure of
TJ-II.
We have employed this full-f Monte Carlo code for studying the ion temperature rising observed in TJ-II in core electron-root confinement (CERC)
regime. This regime is characterized by the appearance of a peaked electron temperature profile and a large positive electric field in the core plasma
region, which reduces the outward electron heat flux, improving the confinement.
Power balance calculations, the time-scale of the phenomenon and the
Hα measurements suggest that the cause of the ion heating is a larger energy transfer from hot electrons, combined with an improvement of the ion
confinement. The latter would be related to the increase of positive electric
field in the centre, which tends to reduce the typical ion orbit size. A similar
phenomenon has been observed in the Large Helical Device, and again the
improvement in ion confinement arises as the main cause of the ion temperature increase, according to transport estimates.
We have explored and confirmed this hypothesis by estimating the ion
collisional transport in TJ-II under the conditions established before and after the transition to CERC. In our simulation, we have estimated a plasma
heating in agreement with the experimentally measured, both in the ion temperature increase and the time scale. This agreement confirms our hypothesis
that the necessary ingredients to explain the ion heating are electron-ion energy exchange and enhanced heat confinement by the electric field, i. e., we
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deal with a CERC regime and we do not need to introduce any additional
phenomenon, neither the anomalous ion heating caused by fast reconnection
of field lines, nor the interaction with an MHD mode. We have calculated the
particle and heat fluxes and observed an improvement of the confinement,
which allows that the slightly higher absorption of energy from the electric
field and the field electrons is translated into an ion core temperature increase. The particle flux rises monotonically with radius, as expected since
no particle sources or sinks are considered in our calculation. The heat flux
is not monotonic, showing that the collisional energy transfer exceeds the
energy loss of the ions at the outer radii. The poloidal plasma rotation is
shown to be responsible for the enhancement of the confinement.
In the frame of the approach taken here, without any assumption on
the orbit size, or the diffusive nature of transport, and without performing
any average on magnetic surfaces, other phenomena have been observed. As
in Section 2.5, the heat and particle fluxes increase monotonically with the
minor radius. Also, the dependence of the poloidal velocity with the electric
field has also been estimated: in the CERC case is about a factor 4 the one
in the preCERC regime. We have also measured poloidal asymmetries due
mainly to the effect of the complex magnetic structure of TJ-II, like the ones
observed in the linear case.
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Chapter 5
Divertor studies
5.1

Introduction and motivation

The stellarator program needs a robust divertor concept to fulfill requirements which are essential for fusion reactor operation [1]. The reason is that
a divertor improves critically the plasma-wall interaction (PWI), with direct
impact on the particle and energy confinement, through changes in recycling,
impurity penetration and radiated power. There are two main purposes:
• Keep the plasma-surface interaction remote from the confined plasma.
In that way, the penetration of the recycled neutrals is hindered, and
the impurity content in the plasma can be greatly lowered.
• Extract the escaping power and plasma particles in a controlled way.
A good divertor concept should strongly reduce the particle and heat
fluxes on the stellarator wall and concentrate this interaction in favorable
zones. There, plates of a low-Z material may be located and additional
pumping could be operative, in order to reduce the incoming of impurities.
Additionally, the path of the recycled neutrals that are to enter the plasma
must be large in the real space, and the plasma profiles should present a
steep pressure gradient in the edge. Ideally, with these conditions the recycled neutrals cannot go back to the plasma centre, since they are ionized
close to the edge and do not penetrate into the plasma core. The geometry
of the divertor plates and the divertor chamber must also be designed in such
a way that the amount of delivered impurities is minimized.
This operational mode, together with a power and density threshold,
allows operating the tokamaks in so called H confinement mode [2] (H stands
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for High). H mode presents special confinement features as having a low
Hα emission and a decreasing of the turbulence. Divertor configurations are
associated to high pressure gradients at the plasma edge (pedestals).
An enhanced confinement has been also obtained in stellarators with divertor operation: the High Density H (HDH) mode was reached [3] in W7-AS.
This HDH mode is a high quality H mode that presents high density and low
impurity accumulation in the core of the device [4]. The latter is a key
property of this regime: one of the problems that present stellarator configurations is the tendency of impurities to accumulate in the plasma core. This
increases the power losses by electromagnetic radiation (the power emission
rate is proportional to Z 2 , being Z the atomic number).
The PWI is also an important issue for TJ-II plasmas: strong confinement improvements have been obtained in NBI plasmas by means of Lithium
coating of the vacuum vessel (VV) [5]. The machine operation has become
more reliable and reproducible, two critical issues in future fusion reactors.
In the following sections, we will argue that a flux-expansion divertor may
complement the Li-coating technique in the quest for improving the PWI in
TJ-II.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. The divertor program in stellarators is summarized in Section 5.1.1. The TJ-II characteristics
relevant for the PWI are developed in Section 5.1.2. The selected configuration is described in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 is devoted to the description
of how ISDEP code is employed and to show the characteristics of the two
plasma regimes chosen to perform these simulations. The results of the calculations for thermal ions are shown in Section 5.4, and that for fast ions in
Section 5.4.2. The experimental data are discussed in Section 5.5. Finally,
the conclusions and future work come in Section 5.6.

5.1.1

The Divertor Program in stellarators

Stellarators are purely three-dimensional devices, while tokamaks take
advantage of axisymmetry. In the latter ones, divertors are based on the so
called X-point, a line extended along the torus in which the poloidal magnetic
field is zero. The particle and heat fluxes are mainly in the parallel direction
to the magnetic field; therefore, the last closed magnetic flux surface (LCFS)
in a tokamak is the responsible of deviating the flux to the region of the
vessel beyond the X-point. This reduces the perpendicular flux on the walls
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Figure 5.1: Scheme of an X-point divertor.
and concentrates the PWI at the divertor plates.
X-points are created in the tokamak magnetic topology by means of additional poloidal field coils. The X-points separate the main plasma from a
divertor chamber to which particle and energy fluxes are channeled [6]. The
divertor design maintains the axisymmetry and provides the device with a
large volume detached from the main plasma, see Fig. 5.1. In the divertor
chamber, which is provided with pumping, the fluxes on the solid surfaces can
be efficiently distributed, and also the recycling neutral atoms are hindered
to enter the plasma.
Nowadays all the tokamaks that are able to develop an X-point configuration have access to H mode.
On the other hand, the divertor program in stellarators needs to consider
a wide range of concepts, due to the lack of axisymmetry and to the diverse
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Figure 5.2: Scheme of the W7-AS island divertor. Image taken from Ref. [8].

possible configurations that are presently in operation or will appear in the
future.
To start with, LHD presents the helical divertor concept. It is based in
a natural ergodic zone of its magnetic configuration that rotates with the
same law as the helical coils of the device [7]. This configuration ensures
that almost all the flux escaping from the plasma hits the divertor plates,
instead of the VV, due to the open field lines outside the LCFS.
The island-based divertor is a promising concept, as has been demonstrated in W7-AS [8], where excellent results have been obtained. In this
device, the PWI was strongly reduced and the HDH mode was reached [3].
In Fig. 5.2 we show a poloidal cross section of a divertor configuration. The
divertor is based on the edge islands formed when the rotational transform
is 5/9. This concept is also suitable for the W7-X device, which will have a
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Figure 5.3: Scheme of the flux-expansion divertor proposed for NCSX. Figure
extracted from Ref. [13].
fixed robust magnetic configuration (W7-X is envisaged to start its operation
in 2014).
For these two former divertor concepts to work, it is necessary that the
island positions and widths do not change substantially during plasma operation and, in this way, the topology of the helical and island divertor is not
modified. Nevertheless, there are several reasons that can strongly change
the magnetic topology during plasma operation. The first one is that the
magnetic configuration may rely on the bootstrap current. This happens
QPS (Quasi Poloidal Symmetric Stellarator, see for instance [9]) and NCSX
(National Compact Stellarator Experiment, see e. g. Ref. [10]). Secondly, the
magnetic topology can change in devices that present high flexibility in their
rotational transform values, like TJ-II [11]. Finally, an increase of plasma
pressure can change the equilibrium and create magnetic islands and ergodic
areas in the plasma edge, strongly modifying the edge topology and the divertor structure, as has been shown in LHD experiments (see e. g. Ref. [12]).
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Figure 5.4: Scheme of JET operating in a limiter configuration with an Xpoint outside the VC, i. e., with flux expansion. Figure taken from Ref. [14].

In those cases, the flux expansion concept [13] could be a good candidate
for the divertor. This concept is based on intercepting the particle and energy
fluxes with plates in an ergodic area of the plasma where the magnetic lines
are well separated, so that the power flux onto the plates is small enough
and the resulting neutrals and impurities can be pumped. The large flux
expansion should also guarantee that the neutrals entering the plasma have
to perform a large path, thus diminishing the probability that they go deep
inside the device core. The flux-expansion concept is sketched in Fig. 5.3.
There is not a canonical definition of flux expansion, and in order to
quantify the effect, we introduce here one:
 −1
dρ
.
(5.1)
F (φ, θ) ≡
dr
Here, r is the physical distance to the magnetic axis. The latter definition is
appropriated only for nested magnetic flux surfaces, while for ergodic zones
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or magnetic islands it is possible to generalize the former definition to:
F (φ, θ) ≡ (ψ0 )

1/2



d
(ψ)1/2
dr

−1

.

(5.2)

Remember that ψ and ψ0 are the magnetic toroidal fluxes through the local
and the last closed magnetic surfaces.
There is no experience about the performance of this kind of divertor in
any magnetic confinement device, so it is important to explore its properties before assessing its utility in a real stellarator reactor. Nevertheless, it
has been recently reminded that H mode was not only reached at JET by
a usual X-point divertor, but also by locating the X-point outside the vacuum chamber (VC) (see Ref. [14] and references therein). This transforms
the divertor configuration into a limiter configuration with flux expansion,
as shown in Fig. 5.4. The results of JET have therefore shown that the flux
expansion divertor can work and accomplish the same functions as a conventional X-point divertor. Moreover, in the JET case, this way of operation
of the device allows to increase the plasma volume and, hence, to improve
the confinement. This is a first indication that a divertor based on the same
properties could also work for stellarators.

5.1.2

The specific TJ-II characteristics

TJ-II presents specific PWI issues [15]. Part of the VC has a groove that
surrounds the central conductor (CC) and acts as a helical limiter that intersects the magnetic field lines and receives the particle and heat parallel
fluxes. The reason is that no natural ergodic zones appear outside the LCFS
in TJ-II: the bean-shaped surfaces are extended as far as they are limited by
the VV. The outermost flux surface is therefore defined by the groove, which
follows the same winding law around the CC as the magnetic axis.
Although the poloidal location of the specific interaction region is expected to evolve with iota [11] or the poloidal rotation due to the electric
field [16], the groove is observed to be always the preferred zone for the escaping particles to strike [16, 17]: Fig. 5.5 shows the impacts of particles on
the VV, calculated with ISDEP, showing a large density of hits just on the
groove, see also Fig. 5.6. This result will be quantified in Section 5.4.
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Figure 5.5: Top view of the impacts on the TJ-II VV of the thermal ions of a
ECH plasma, calculated with ISDEP. The groove and the steps of the vessel
suffer almost the whole flux. Note that the former receives much more flux,
but this fact is hidden by the image resolution.
TJ-II is equipped with two poloidal limiters located at two toroidally opposed angles [18, 19], see Fig. 5.7. These two limiters enter the plasma at
the poloidal angle θ = 0, i. e., at the convex side of the plasma. Nevertheless,
experiments performed with these two limiters have shown that their limiting capability is actually very small [20]: one limiter was gradually (shot
to shot) introduced in the plasma while keeping the other one tangent to
the last closed surface. No appreciable effect was observed in the PWI in
the fixed limiter until the moving limiter was 2.5 cm inside the plasma (this
was equivalent to an effective radius ρ = 0.82). This was in contrast to the
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Figure 5.6: Scheme of the coils and the VC. The VV is made of non-magnetic
austenitic stainless steel and composed of 32 sectors and 32 rings distributed
into four periods. The ion thermal collisions concentrate in the groove around
the CC and steps of the VV. Image taken from http://www-fusion.ciemat.es.

theoretical calculations performed following field lines. As we discuss later,
this experiment shows that the large ion drifts in TJ-II make necessary to
take into account the non-diffusive behaviour of the fluxes and the threedimensionality of the complex magnetic.
Since the groove is physically close to the centre of the device (about 12
— 14 cm, depending on the configuration) one should try to diminish this
flux by intersecting the particle trajectories far from that position. Otherwise
it is guaranteed that a large fraction of the recycled neutrals will return to
the plasma and reach its inner part.
We have found several magnetic configurations that are suitable for this
divertor concept, since they have plasma zones where the density of magnetic
surfaces is especially low, i. e., where the flux expansion is large enough. The
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Figure 5.7: Location of the poloidal limiter.
point is to look for a position in which the efficiency of the divertor is maximum (i.e. intersects a large fraction of the heat and particle fluxes) and to
try to make this requirement compatible with a low enough heat flux on the
plates.
As it has been discussed, no natural ergodic zones appear outside the
LCFS in TJ-II. Therefore, a second phase of this work may imply the creation
of this ergodic zone by introducing extra coils that create a resonant magnetic
field. Since the magnetic field structure hence would change near de LCFS,
the former calculations must be repeated in this new situation. Nevertheless,
since the induced perturbation induced is small, we expect that the general
structure of the fluxes remains. If the flux onto the groove were slightly
diminished, the envisaged PWI improvement would be significant.
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Figure 5.8: Magnetic surfaces of the three studied configurations. 100 68 91
configuration has been selected.

Figure 5.9: Plasma toroidal sections (rotated poloidally an angle 4φ so that
it can be compared). Each color corresponds to a corona of width ∆ρ = 0.1.
The last corona is 0.8 < ρ < 0.9. The surfaces in the ends lay in φ = 0 (left)
and φ = π2 (right).
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The chosen configuration

One of the main properties of TJ-II heliac is its flexibility. It is possible to
change the plasma size and shape as well as the rotational transform (TJ-II
is an almost shearless device) by changing the currents that circulate by the
two coils of the CC. The most thoroughly studied TJ-II configurations have
a low separation between the plasma and the groove, and the flux expansion
is not the largest that can be formed in TJ-II. These configurations have a
value of the central rotational transform about 1.5 or below. However, the
high rotational transform (of order 2 and higher) configurations present a
larger clearance (i.e. space available between the plasma and the VV) and,
what it is more important, a more indented shape. The latter fact implies a
larger flux expansion at some toroidal and poloidal angles, which makes them
more suitable for this divertor concept. After considering several possibilities, we have chosen three configurations, shown in Fig. 5.8. They have close
iota values at the edge but they differ in plasma elongation and clearance
from the VV. The three ones have some space available for divertor targets
and pumping systems between the plasma and the VV. Among them, the so
called 100 68 91 (the numbers stand for the currents that circulate by the
coils), is the most promising as it is the one presenting a larger flux expansion at given toroidal positions. Then this configuration has been selected
to evaluate the feasibility of a flux expansion divertor for TJ-II. This configuration presents average plasma minor radius a = 0.2 m and its rotational
transform in the edge is ι/2π = 1.825. As it happens in the majority of TJII magnetic configurations, a large fraction of the particle fluxes strike the
groove (both for thermal ions and not thermalized ions coming from NBI),
as will be shown in Sections 5.4 and 5.4.2.
Fig. 5.9 shows several toroidal sections of the field lines of the chosen
configuration (the sections have been rotated poloidally an angle four times
the toroidal position for a better comparison). It is possible to appreciate
that the maximum flux expansion happens for a toroidal angle around φ = π4
(and, of course, also around φ = 3π
, 5π
and 7π
, since TJ-II is a four-period
4
4
4
device). At this region, the coronas are wider, i.e., the magnetic surfaces are
more separated (this effect is quantified below). Fortunately, the zone with
large flux expansion lays on a wide range around these angles. This gives us
quite a lot freedom in our optimization task.
The distance from the magnetic axis to the groove is about 12 cm in
this configuration, and only a thin layer of plasma of about 5 cm separates
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the edge and the plasma bulk (distance in real space between the axis and
the LCFS in the groove poloidal position). Nevertheless, this layer is about
25 cm in the poloidal angle corresponding to one of the extremes of the beanshaped LCFS. Therefore, if the PWI can be concentrated at the zone where
the flux expansion is maximum (about a factor 5 higher), the particle flux
onto the groove will be strongly reduced. The amount of neutrals that enter
the plasma bulk will also decrease since the physical distance is multiplied
by a factor 5.

5.3

ISDEP code and the chosen plasma conditions

Previous calculations performed to explore the flux expansion concept
divertor in NCSX [13] followed magnetic field line trajectories including a
diffusion coefficient of about 1 m2 s−1 , of the order of the one experimentally
measured. This approach happens to be valid for devices where the particle
trajectories do not separate very much from the field lines. This is not fulfilled in TJ-II [21] due to the large drifts appearing in this device, and the
particle trajectories must be followed in order to estimate the fluxes. The
experiments performed with the poloidal limiters, see Section 5.1.2, support
this claim: in contradiction with the results of connection length calculations, the limiters do not act as such unless they are deeply introduced in
the plasma. Thus we have to follow the guiding-centre trajectories of ions.
The advantage of calculating the heat and particle fluxes with ISDEP is
that no assumptions on the diffusive nature of transport and on the size of
the orbits are necessary. Furthermore, since we do not need to take averages
on the magnetic surfaces, a three-dimensional map of the fluxes can be obtained, which is crucial for this study.
This code has been used in the present work to study the ion collisional
flux properties in the chosen magnetic configuration and various plasma
regimes. In a next phase of the calculation, the effect of turbulence on particle trajectories will be accounted for. Nevertheless, since the neoclassical
transport is so enhanced in TJ-II device due to its large ripple, we expect
that the general structure of fluxes presented here do not change strongly.
Obviously, the quantitative results will depend on the plasma character-
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Figure 5.10: Radial plasma profiles as functions of the normalized radius
in the two regimes (ECH: blue; NBI: red). From top to bottom: density,
electron temperature, ion temperature and plasma electrostatic potential.
These profiles are taken similar to the experimental ones.
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istics, namely the collisionality and the electrostatic potential. Nevertheless,
we expect our results on the divertor effect to hold in a wide range of plasma
parameters, especially in the high β regime. In order to check this, two characteristic (and very different) plasma regimes have been chosen in this work.
The plasma profiles are shown in Fig. 5.10 as a function of the effective radius ρ. They have been described and employed in Chapter 3, where they
were taken similar to those obtained experimentally in the two regimes. We
summarize here their main characteristics.
In blue, we show a low density, low collisional ECRH (electron cyclotron
resonance heating) plasma. It is the one that we have used for the calculation
of Chapter 3, and is characterized by a positive electric field in the core, an
almost flat ion temperature profile and a peaked electron temperature profile. The electrostatic potential presents a minimum at ρ = 0.6, which implies
that the ions tend to accumulate close to this zone.
In red, we plot an NBI (neutral beam injection) plasma. The density
is high and the electron temperature is low, with parabolic profiles. The
ion temperature presents a steeper gradient than the ECH case.The electrostatic potential is monotonic, except in a small region close to the centre,
which tends to enhance the ion confinement. This fact will have strong consequences on the flux structure.

5.4
5.4.1

Simulation results
Results for thermal ions

In order to search for the optimal position of the plates, we have performed a map of the ion flux on several magnetic surfaces and at different
toroidal and poloidal angles. Since TJ-II is a four-field-period device, our results are (statistically) identical on each period. Therefore, we will consider
all of them in our calculations and show them averaged in the first period.
This has been done by adding the values of the fluxes at equivalent toroidal
angles. We have accomplished our task defining the plates as the locus of
points (ρ,φ,θ) such that:
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Figure 5.11: Proportion of ions intersected by the toroidally extended plate
as a function of the angular position of the plate for the ECH plasma. The
four toroidal plates cover a single period.
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By setting Nφ = 16 (four φ-intervals in a period) and Nθ = 32, we have 128
plates defined in each period, corresponding to 512 different plates in TJ-II.
An sketch of one ensemble of them will be shown in Fig. 5.13. Note that
these plates are tangent to the magnetic surface ρ0 , and intersect the field
lines in ρ > ρ0 of an angular region.
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We follow a large number of ion trajectories and study the individual
effect of each plate on the particle flux. More precisely, in Fig. 5.11 we show,
for the ECH plasma, the fraction of the trajectories that would be intercepted
by each plate in the case that this plate were the only one in our device. Note
that the contributions of two of them cannot be directly added, since they
may partly shadow each other. Studying the structures that appear in the
flux (see Fig. 5.11) it is possible to infer the optimum positions where a plate
can be more effective. Obviously, the outer the plates, the lower flux onto
the groove will be intercepted by each plate. Nevertheless, for an acceptable
interaction of the plate with the hot plasma, we will be interested in plates
in the outer region of the plasma, where ρ > 1.0.
The quantity represented in Fig. 5.11 is the flux onto the plate times the
surface of the plate. This amount shows important poloidal asymmetries, together with toroidal asymmetries: a great proportion of the ions pass through
both extremes of the bean-shaped plasma. This happens for all toroidal positions, but the effect is stronger in the region π8 < φ < 3π
.
8
For ρ > 1.0, the plates defined by θ ≈ 3π
for π4 < φ < 3π
and 3π
< φ < π2
2
8
8
look promising, since 10% of all the particles would be intercepted by each
of them. Considering the mirror images of these plates in the other three periods (although, as we know, their contributions do not simply add up), one
could expect to concentrate a great proportion of the PWI in these plates.
Note that our choice is not the optimal on intercepting particles, but it is
the best that makes it far from the groove.
Fig. 5.12 shows the same quantity for the case of the NBI plasma. Here,
the radial electric field clearly improves the confinement, especially in the
plasma edge. One of the consequences is that each ion has more probability of being intercepted by each plate, since it performs more toroidal turns
around TJ-II before leaving the plasma. This fact explains why the fluxes
are larger in this case. Our former proposal of divertor configuration still
seems one of the best possible. These are good news, since one would desire
a divertor design valid for a wide range of plasma parameters.
Looking at both pictures, our first tentative will consist on plates located
< θ < 23π
along all the toroidal angle. This configuration is
at ρ > 1.0 , 11π
8
16
sketched in Fig. 5.13.
In the ECH case, our plates intercept about half the particles in the
plasma. This includes ions that end their trajectories in the groove and ions
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Figure 5.12: Same as Fig. 5.11 for the NBI plasma.

Figure 5.13: Tentative location of plates in the flux expansion divertor in the
TJ-II Flexible Heliac. The 0.9 < ρ < 1.0 surfaces are plotted in black, and the
plates in red.
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Figure 5.14: Angular distribution of the collisions with the VV and the plates
for the ECH plasma with and without divertor.
that do not. The original and the modified angular distributions of trajectory ends are shown in Fig. 5.14. The high original peaks correspond to
collisions with the groove, which in usual operation represent around 60% of
the collisions with the VV.
The effect of our plates is to diminish this quantity so that it is around
35%, about half the proportion existing before. New peaks appear, corresponding to the location of our plates. This means that we have concentrated
a great part of the PWI on the divertor plates.
In the case of the NBI plasma, see Fig. 5.15, the same effect still exists.
The proportion of the total trajectories that are intercepted is about 63%.
Nevertheless, from about 50% of ions colliding with the groove, this amount
get reduced to about 35%.
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Figure 5.15: Same as Fig. 5.14 for the NBI plasma.
The figures presented here predict a great improvement of the PWI control in TJ-II. Nevertheless, it has to be checked in new studies whether this
improvement is enough or not for having divertor effect. Also it is important
to see the effect of turbulence on this result. As we have discussed, since
neoclassical transport is not small compared to anomalous transport in TJII we expect a quantitative change, but probably not qualitative.

5.4.2

Results for fast ions

We have shown in the previous sections that our configuration of plates
is able to interfere an important proportion of the trajectories of thermal
ions, thus reducing the particle flux to the CC. This happens both in ECH
and NBI plasmas. Nevertheless, one must also take care of the energy flux
into the CC, and, in the latter plasma, the ions directly produced by the
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Figure 5.16: Toroidal location of the NBI injectors.
http://www-fusion.ciemat.es.
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Image taken from

NBI can constitute an important source: despite their relatively low number
in the plasma in a typical discharge, their average particle kinetic energy is
about two orders of magnitude higher. Since they do not thermalize, they
may transport a large momentum to the VV. In fact, preliminary calculations [22, 23] suggest that direct losses from the NBI might have an importance comparable to that of the thermal ions in the heat load over the VV.
In Figs. 5.16, 5.17 and 5.18, we show and sketch of the NBI and its deposition profile. The latter have been calculated with the Monte Carlo Fafner2
code [24]. The NBI beam penetrates a great deal into the plasma, creating
fast ions well inside the plasma. Due to the tangent injection, most ions are
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Figure 5.17: Starting positions of the fast ions created by a single NBI injector. Black points represent one period of the ρ = 1 surface.
created with velocities very parallel to the magnetic field. The data from
Fafner2 allows us to distinguish ions with three different energies, 10, 15 and
30 keV.
The same calculation as for the thermal plasmas must be undertaken. Actually, solving the SDEs for these fast ions constitutes a numerical challenge
of higher difficulty than for thermal ions. Their much higher individual kinetic energy requires in principle a lower value of the time-discretization step
∆t for obtaining non-biased results. Actually, this is so for the deterministic
part of the SDE. On the other hand, the collision frequency ν of these ions
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location is sketched in 5.16.
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Figure 5.19: Same as Fig. 5.14 for the fast NBI ions. Note that data for
injectors I1+I2 with (green) and without plates (grey) are normalized to 2.
will be much lower, due to the ν ∼ 1/v 3 behaviour, and therefore the stochastic part is not expected to contribute too much to the hypothetical bias. We
have checked the convergence with the same procedure of Section 2.2.7. For
every case, we have calculated a number of trajectories of the order of the
amount required for the final data. A low number of trajectories, about 1000
trajectories, is enough for having statistical errors of about 10% or lower,
since the initial condition is quite localized in the velocity space (and this
situation remains at long times, due to the low collisionality). In our check,
we have measured several quantities as an average of the whole of particles at
a finite time (after up to ∼ 109 integration steps). For our statistical errors
in all observables, we can safely set ∆t = 10−10 s.
We show in Fig 5.19 the angular distribution of trajectory ends for the
fast ions. Note that in principle the statistical procedure of Section 5.4.1
(consisting in showing the contributions of the four periods averaged in the
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first one) cannot be employed here, since the initial distribution of ions has
not this symmetry. Nevertheless, the angular distribution of collisions with
the VV turns out to be quite similar in the four periods.
Apart from the peaks at the positions of that of thermal ions θ/π ≈ 1.25,
there also appear peaks at θ/π ≈ 0.5. There are two facts in the origin of
this behaviour. On the one hand, there is a high asymmetry in the initial
condition: the ions start their trajectories at given toroidal positions with
velocities almost parallel to the magnetic field, see Figs. 5.16 and 5.17. This
is completely different from the initial Maxwellian distribution of the thermal ions. Furthermore, the frequency collision of this fast ions is quite low,
and therefore it is not surprising that the final distribution function is highly
~ ×∇
~B
~ drift dominates
correlated with that of t = 0 s. In most cases, the B
the particle movement, and the trajectories usually end in a collision with
the groove. Fig 5.19 shows that the reduction of collisions with the groove is
achieved: from about 35% of fast ions, this amount get reduced to less than
20%.

5.5

Preliminary experimental results

The theoretical studies performed with ISDEP must be validated with
experimental data. The experiments show that, indeed, the 3D flux map calculated is in agreement with the experimental measurements. Great part of
the particle flux comes into contact with the groove, as observed in Ref. [17].
Preliminary measurements performed by Langmuir probes [25] present different ion saturation current (Is ) profiles at different toroidal and poloidal
positions (see Fig. 5.20), in agreement with the calculations performed with
ISDEP: the higher Is appears for the probe close to the bean of the plasma, in
comparison with the probe inserted by convex zone of the magnetic surfaces.
And this happens in the low and high density cases. The same preliminary
agreement is found with the measurements performed by bolometer and Soft
X Ray detector arrays [26].
Further experimental measurements in different plasma conditions and
magnetic configurations will be performed with the above cited systems. Also
will be employed a visible camera and the probes inserted in the two poloidal
limiters, see Fig. 5.7. The experimental methods used in previous works that
explored the possibility of developing an island divertor in TJ-II [27] will be
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Figure 5.20: Top: Schematic plot of the probe positions. Bottom: Ion saturation current for the two probes in the high (left) and low (right) density
cases
.
also very useful in our exploration. The results of this research will show
the fraction of the flux that can be effectively intercepted by the divertor
plates and the feasibility of building this concept in TJ-II. These results are
valuable to explore the viability of the flux expansion divertor concept in the
future magnetic confinement devices.

5.6

Conclusions and future work

The feasibility of flux expansion divertor concept is being investigated in
TJ-II. We have found a promising family of configurations suitable for having a flux expansion divertor in TJ-II. Those configurations are characterized
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by presenting a very indented plasma shape and for having high rotational
transform value (above 1.5). The three-dimensional particle collisional flux
maps are characterized by presenting strong poloidal asymmetries, showing
a high value in the poloidal position corresponding to one of the extremes of
the bean-shaped LCFS. This happens both for the thermal ions of different
regimes and for the fast ions that come from NBI. This particular characteristic of TJ-II ensures that locating the divertor plates close to the position
where these fluxes are maximum will ensure that the particle and heat fluxes
onto the groove of the VC are strongly diminished.
This kind of magnetic configurations has the property that the flux expansion is maximum in a region where the main part of the particle flux
that goes onto the groove passes through. Therefore, one may minimize at
the same time the flux onto the groove and onto the plates. Due to the
TJ-II configuration characteristics, this effect is especially beneficial because
we move the main plasma wall interaction to a zone much further from the
plasma bulk: the physical distance is enhanced by a factor 5.
The beneficial effect of the divertor is larger in the NBI regime despite
of the fact that this case presents a shorter mean free path, because the
structure of electrostatic potential ensures that a large fraction of particles
is intercepted.
We obtain similarly good results for the fast ions coming from the neutral
beam injectors. This is an important result, since the heat load due to these
non-thermalized particles may be comparable to that of the thermal ions,
due to their very high kinetic energy.
The experimental results are in agreement with these calculations: toroidal
and poloidal asymmetries in the soft X ray emissions are observed as well as
in the Is measured by Langmuir probes. Hα emission measurements together
with the camera view at different positions are mandatory.
The next step of this work is to optimize the design of the divertor plates
in order to intercept as much as possible the flux onto the groove. This optimization process could force us to design toroidally and poloidally extended
plates.
According to our results, about one third of the particle flux is still striking the groove in all the cases: ECH and NBI thermal ions and fast ions. This
is still a large amount and it could make the divertor effect to be marginal.
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Therefore, it may be also necessary to create an ergodic zone in order to minimize the particle and heat fluxes on the plates. The plasma pressure itself
could be the cause of the appearance of this ergodic zone (the 5/9 resonance
is close to the edge in this configuration). It is also possible to create the
ergodization by introducing some perturbative coils.
Before assessing the feasibility of this construction, new flux calculations
with the ergodic zone are mandatory. For this last phase of calculation, the
effect of turbulence on particle trajectories, which is expected to be important in the edge, must be included. If the here calculated global structure of
the fluxes remains (since the neoclassical transport may be as important as
anomalous transport in TJ-II) the program may go on: once the flux on the
divertor plate is estimated, including the field ergodization effect, and before
starting the engineering assessment of the coils and the divertor plates, it
will be necessary to calculate the outgasing coming from the plates. Eirene,
a Monte Carlo code [28], can be employed in oder to study the neutral transport, and the detailed structure of the scrape-off layer, including the electric
field.
In view of the results of this work, TJ-II may be the appropriate device for
testing the flux-expansion divertor concept. The results in TJ-II would then
be relevant for the design of future stellarators: if the flux-expansion divertor
concept works, a wider range of devices (with flexible magnetic configuration
that may in turn rely on the bootstrap current) may be constructed.
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Chapter 6
Other results and future
ISDEP improvements
6.1

Adaptation to other magnetic configurations

As we have discussed in Section 1.1.3, different types of devices can be
designed in order to achieve magnetic confinement of plasmas. ISDEP already runs in stellarator geometry, but it can be easily extended to any other
type of geometry. Obviously, new physical effects can appear in different devices, but the main physical ingredients of the model, such as guiding-center
approximation, linearization of the DKE and Langevin approach, are independent of the underlying magnetic configuration. Only it could be necessary
to measure additional observables, or to increase statistics if the measured
physical effect is weaker in a certain device. There are also technical differences in the way of the plasma profiles are introduced in the calculation (read
from a one, two or three-dimensional grid, given by analytical formulas). A
new study of the integration error is therefore mandatory.
The agreement between the experimental results and the estimates by ISDEP will depend on the relevance of the turbulent phenomena in each device
regime, since the latter are not taken into account in this calculation.
In a recent work [1], ISDEP has been used to estimate the interplay between heating and transport in an analytical test tokamak. This work is
briefly presented in Section 6.2. Furthermore, it is being exploited at the
moment, in the frame of a volunteer computing project (see Section B.3), to
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6.2 Ion heating by means of ICH

Figure 6.1: Scheme of the coils of ITER and TJ-II.
estimate the collisional transport in ITER [2]. The size of ITER, compared
with that of TJ-II, can be observed in Fig. 6.1.

6.2

Ion heating by means of ICH

In usual calculations, transport and heating are described as separate processes: heating is considered as a source for the transport equations, which
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Figure 6.2: Velocity probability distribution functions, as a function of the
kinetic energy and the toroidal angle in the absence of ICH.
are solved in the fluid approximation frame. ISDEP allows for a simultaneous calculation of both effects. In a recent work [1], the heating of the ions
by ICRH (Ion Cyclotron Resonance Heating) is calculated by means of the
approach described in Chapter 4. The heating is introduced in the Langevin
equations as noise terms [3], and the iterative scheme allows for a precise
calculation of the energy absorption of the ions.
This calculation has been made for a three-dimensional tokamak as a test
device. The detailed equations and calculations are presented in Ref. [1].
Among the results, the most outstanding one is the non-Maxwellian character of the velocity distribution function, see Figs. 6.2 and 6.3. It is also seen
that the parallel transport is fast enough so that it homogenizes the plasma:
no toroidal asymmetries are observed.
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Figure 6.3: Same as Fig. 6.2, with ICH. The ICH antenna is localized in the
toroidal angle. Thus, the absence of asymmetries is consequence of the fast
toroidal transport.

6.3

Particle collisional transport near the LCMS

ISDEP has been used in a recent transport analysis [4] of ECH plasmas
in TJ-II. Effective particle diffusivities are calculated, together with particle
confinement times, by fitting the following ingredients:
• The experimental electron temperature and density profiles.
• A one-dimensional particle transport model.
• The particle source calculated by Eirene neutral transport code [5].
The steady state is characterized by ∇Γ = S, where Γ is the radial particle
flux and S is the particle source. The transport model is composed by a
diffusive and a convective term, i. e.:
Γ = −D∇n+nv ,

(6.1)
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Figure 6.4: Radial velocities calculated with ISDEP compared with the best
choice of effective radial velocity in the one-dimensional model. Higher velocities correspond to lower line densities.
where n is the density, and D and v are the effective diffusivity and radial
drift velocity, respectively. The parameters of the model (D and v) must be
tuned in order to reproduce the experimental data (n). For consistency, the
confinement time obtained in the transport model must be consistent with
that employed as input for Eirene in the calculation of the source. An iterative scheme, described in detail in Ref. [4], must therefore be employed. The
calculation is repeated for several discharges of different average line density,
and two regimes of particle transport are identified, separated by a threshold
density.
The inclusion of nv is motivated by previous estimates that suggest that
transport in TJ-II low-density plasmas is not diffusive (see Chapters 2 and
3), specially close to the LCMS [6], where the collisionality (normalized by
the bounce frequency) is lower. In fact, the drift v finally obtained in the
model is of the order of tens of m/s for ρ > 0.8 , and dominates the trans-
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Figure 6.5: Monoenergetic bootstrap coefficient for TJ-II as a function of the
collisionality.
port in this region. As expected, the lower the line-density, the stronger this
effect. Fig 6.4 shows the radial velocities obtained with ISDEP compared to
the effective velocity profiles that, employed in the one-dimensional model,
match the experimental data. We find qualitative agreement between them.

6.4

Bootstrap current. Benchmark with NEOMC

NEO-MC [7] is a Monte Carlo code for the computation of mono-energetic
transport coefficients in stellarators. It combines an standard δf method [8]
with an algorithm employing constant particle weights and re-discretizations
of the test particle distribution. In this way, one obtains statistical results
with low variance. This is mandatory for the low-collisionality regime, in
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which large error bars are usually obtained. This effect is specially strong in
TJ-II (see e.g. Ref. [9]) due to the large radial width of the particle orbits,
as discussed in the previous Chapters. This precludes the calculation of the
bootstrap current, since the error in the low collisionality regime propagates
to the convolution of the monoenergetic coefficients.
This code is being used at the moment [10] for the calculation of the
bootstrap coefficient in TJ-II. Preliminary results are shown in Fig. 6.5. A
sweep in collisionalities will allow for the calculation of the bootstrap current
and TJ-II and this result is to be compared with incoming calculations with
ISDEP.

6.5

Benchmark with other transport codes

ISDEP has been benchmarked with a new code under development [11]
for solving the DKE. The model aims at describing convection and collision
dynamics with self consistent electric fields for a general three-dimensional
toroidal geometry. For the moment, it solves the DKE of Chapter 2 for ions
and electrons. It makes so by means of a spatial discretization adaptable to
the magnetic geometry and a moment expansion of the distribution function
in velocity space (see Ref. [11] for a detailed description).
Fig. 6.6 shows the comparison between the average kinetic energy calculated by both codes, with test input profiles. As the number of modes
employed in the velocity expansion increases, the temperature profile converges to that obtained with ISDEP.
Benchmarking is underway also with DKES [12] for several magnetic geometries. As we have discussed in Chapter 1, the results for TJ-II will show
large error bars in the low-collisionality regime. Nevertheless, a good agreement is expected for a tokamak geometry, since the local diffusive ansatz is
better fulfilled.

6.6

Calculations with electrons. Electric field

Future development is foreseen in the code. As we have discussed, a fully
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Figure 6.6: Normalized average ion kinetic energy as a function of the radial
coordinate. The results from the new code converge to that of ISDEP.
consistent estimation of the kinetic transport requires the calculation of the
electron distribution function and, via the ambipolarity condition, the radial
electric field.
No fundamental changes are required in our code in order to calculate
the electron RDF. The iterative scheme of Section 4.3.1 may be employed
for this task: we have to solve an equation formally identical to Eq. (4.1)
for the electron RDF. In our iterative calculation, at each step, two FP
calculations are solved, one for ion the test ion RDF and one for the test
electron RDF. The two solutions (ion and electron profiles) are merged in the
next step in order to construct two new FP equations. The radial electric field
should be calculated by means of numerical time-integration of the ambipolar
condition [13]:
∂Eρ
e
(Γe (ρ, t) − Γi (ρ, t)) ,
(6.2)
=
∂t
ǫ⊥
were ǫ⊥ is the dielectric constant.
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Figure 6.7: Evolution of the ion and electron density profiles in the absence
of radial electric field.
As it happened with the fast ions in Chapter 5, we face with a numerical
challenge, since the thermal electrons of TJ-II move about 100 times faster
than thermal ions. Furthermore, the electron collisionality will be different
from that of the ions. Thus we have checked the convergence with the same
procedure of Section 2.2.7. Preliminary calculations indicate that a timediscretization step of ∆t = 2 × 10−10 s, is enough for obtaining non-biased
results.
Fig. 6.7 shows the results from very preliminary calculations. About 104
trajectories of both species are followed in a typical ECH plasma of TJ-II.
The three-dimensional magnetic configuration of TJ-II is considered, in the
presence of both background species. In the absence of electric field, the
electrons are more quickly lost. Calculating the radial electric field is not an
easy task. Nevertheless, mere observation of Fig. 6.7 points to the formation
of a radial electric field positive in the core region and negative in the edge,
in order to equal the fluxes. This field would be qualitatively similar to that
of Fig. 2.3.
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Turbulence, Alfvén resonances and kinetic
transport

A realistic estimate of transport must also include the effect of turbulence. With this in mind, the gyro-kinetic code EUTERPE, successor of
TORB [14, 15], is being adapted to the TJ-II geometry. This code allows to
calculate the self-consistent evolution of the turbulence (the final target is
to couple EUTERPE with the three-dimensional equilibrium code VMEC).
The saturated turbulence estimated by EUTERPE can be introduced in the
equations solved by ISDEP. In this way, the turbulence will be accounted for
in kinetic transport.
In principle, the self-consistent scheme of Chapter 4 should be employed:
at each step, the profiles calculated with ISDEP are taken as an input by
EUTERPE, since different plasma gradients imply a new turbulence structure. Nevertheless, this is not feasible, due to the huge CPU time needed
by EUTERPE. Therefore, the linear version of ISDEP with a source able to
maintain steady-state is to be employed.
The inclusion of Alfvén modes [16, 17, 18, 19, 20] is also underway. Alfvén
modes are waves of low frequency (of the order of hundreds of kHz) which
resonate with the fast ions. This has an effect on the confinement of these
fast ions, which can be calculated with ISDEP. New resonant terms will be
included in the equations in order to estimate this effect.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
The work presented here is a first step in a long-term project devoted to
the development of kinetic methods for the study of transport in magnetically confined fusion plasmas. We have proceeded gradually including new
physical effects. In this way and as a first step, we have overcome the limitations of the standard approximations used for solving the DKE and been
able to reproduce interesting physical results, which are summarized below.
In Chapter 1, we have briefly summarized the basics of magnetically confined plasmas and kinetic theory. We have presented the stellarator TJ-II
and discussed its transport properties. We have shown that the DKE is a
proper framework for studying transport in TJ-II, but we have shown how
the assumptions usually made in neoclassical transport for solving the DKE
have limitations in this device.
This has given us foot for presenting a different approach in Chapter 2.
There, we have reviewed the microscopical details of the dynamical system
and described the guiding-centre approximation. We have constructed a
five-dimensional DKE using the collision operator developed by Boozer and
Kuo-Petravic. In order to solve it, we have linearized the DKE, thus obtaining a FP equation, and transformed it into a set of SDEs. In the second
part of the Chapter, we have solved this set of SDEs in order to estimate the
collisional transport in a typical ECRH plasma of the TJ-II device. We have
observed some global features of transport, which could not be measured by
the customary neoclassical models: monotonic increasing of heat and particle fluxes with minor radius, non-diffusive transport, asymmetries on the
magnetic and non-Maxwellian distribution function.
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In Chapter 3, we have studied in greater detail the validity of the traditional local diffusive approach and the monoenergetic calculations in TJII plasmas. The diffusion in coordinate and velocity space starting from
Dirac-delta-like initial conditions has been studied. We have shown how the
particles may experience large radial excursions from their original magnetic
surfaces in a single collisional time, and its contribution to the flux may make
it non-diffusive: we have obtained non-Gaussian density distributions, characterized by long tails. In the velocity space, we have observed important
variations of the average particle kinetic energy in the collisional time, and
discussed the effect of this fact over the calculation of monoenergetic transport coefficients and their convolution. A simple analysis based on Hurst
exponents has shown nevertheless that the description of transport by means
of a pinch and an effective transport coefficient is more correct than expected.
We have upgraded our model in Chapter 4, up to a full-f Monte Carlo
method, in order to make non-linear calculations which cannot be undertaken in the linear FP-Langevin frame. An iterative approach has been proposed, in which the background ion distribution is updated in each iteration.
This upgraded code has been employed in the second part of the chapter,
to reproduce the experimental phenomenon observed in TJ-II device: ion
temperature increase in transitions to CERC. We have estimated the ion collisional transport in TJ-II under the physical conditions established before
and after the transition to CERC. The results confirm the hypothesis that
this ion temperature rising should be attributed to the joint action of the
electron-ion energy transfer and an enhancement of the ion confinement, due
to the increase of the electric field.
In Chapter 5, we have started to explore the possibility of having a fluxexpansion divertor in TJ-II. We have proposed that the flux-expansion divertor is the most suited to certain devices where the vacuum topology is
not conserved, such as TJ-II. We have discussed the general characteristics
of its plasma-wall interaction and proposed a magnetic configurations that
presents flux expansion at given toroidal positions. We have employed ISDEP
in order to calculate the three-dimensional neoclassical map of the particle
flux for different plasma regimes. We have then checked that it is possible
to reduce this flux strongly by intersecting the trajectories at a given zone of
the space. The calculation has been then repeated for the much more energetic ions coming from the neutral beam injector, obtaining similar positive
results. Preliminary experimental results support our proposal.
Some other results and developments in progress have been shown in
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Chapter 6. ISDEP has been employed as a basic (ICRH heating and transport) or complementary (modeling particle transport in low density TJ-II
plasmas) tool in transport studies. Its results are also to be compared with
incoming calculations from NEO-MC (estimate of the bootstrap current in
TJ-II) and other codes. As we have said, the development of ISDEP has
been accomplished gradually. New steps are foreseen, and we have discussed
future improvements of the code.
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Appendix A
Fusion plasma simulation in the
grid

A.1

Introduction: the grid-added value and
the fusion-added value

A Grid is a world-wide-distributed computing infrastructure. It runs a
set of services, called middleware, which allows users to access those computing resources uniformly and transparently, 24 hours-a-day and independently
of their geographic location. The Grid allows therefore to share computing
power and storage capacity transparently across the Internet,1 as sketched in
Fig. A.1. In the state-of-the-art of this technology, the resources are shared
by computing centers (although it is also possible to deploy a grid based on
domestic personal computers, see Chapter B). The idea is that the resulting
high capacity surpasses the capabilities of the individual centers with their
local clusters.
This high capacity should in turn allow for the solution of physical problems which are studied by means of computationally-intensive applications,
provided that their structure is adapted to the grid computing architecture.
As it has been already discussed, computing is a key element for solving the
complex problems appearing in Plasma Physics. Specially suited for being
1

The name Grid is used in analogy to the electrical grid: a user has access to the
electrical power without worrying about where the energy comes from.
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Figure A.1: Ideal scheme of the Grid
solved in the Grid are those calculations which are sequential or that can be
divided into a large number of parallel independent processes (in the latter,
there is few communication between processes, and are often called embarrassingly parallel). The Langevin approach presented in Chapter 2 is a clear
example, and allows us to solve in the Grid the Fokker-Planck equation that
describes, under certain circumstances already discussed, transport in magnetic confinement devices. The mean field scheme developed in Chapter 4
allows us to manage non-linear calculations in the Grid.
These same calculations could actually be done by means of high-performance computers (HPCs). Nevertheless, the lack of communication between
processes makes the Grid the cheapest (and therefore more suited) infrastructure for these embarrassingly parallel problems. Moreover, the self-consistent
calculation of Chapter 4 not only requires a great amount of CPU time, but
also large number of CPUs reserved for long periods of time (days). This is
quite easier to achieve in the pool of resources of the Grid than in an HPC.
On the other hand, communication between processes running in the
Grid is also possible, as we will see in Section A.3. As a first added value,
this communication provides synchronization between individual processes,
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which is technically useful for the iterative approach of Chapter 4. But the
main point is that the solution of the FP equation can be tracked in real time:
according to the Langevin approach, the guiding centre trajectories of a great
number of ions are calculated in the presence of background fields. The great
computational power of the Grid allows for the simultaneous simulation of all
the trajectories, each in one node of the Grid. After a CPU time τCP U , the
position of each particle from physical time t = 0 s to t = t0 has been calculated
(with t0 proportional to τCP U ). Therefore, the distribution function f (t) of
the test ions can be recovered with 0 < t < t0 , while f (t) for t > t0 is still
being calculated.
Furthermore, this would allow for modifying the FP equation during its solution. As discussed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 4, the FP equation is defined
once one determines the background magnetic and electric fields, together
with the field particles distribution. All of them can be time-dependent and
this dependence can be fixed at the beginning of the FP calculation. The
point of making it during the simulation is that a graphical interface has
been implemented so that the changes in the test ion distribution could be
visualized in real time.
As a conclusion, the Grid has allowed for the developing of Computational Plasma Physics, which is necessary for the theoretical study of these
complex systems. On the other hand, Computational Plasma Physics, has
acted as motivation for developing powerful computers and Grid technologies. In the next three sections, three different projects will be presented, in
which ISDEP has played an relevant role.

A.2

EGEE

The Enabling Grids for E-sciencE (EGEE) project [1] is funded by the EU
and coordinated by CERN, and it aims to build and develop a service Grid
infrastructure across the European Research Area and beyond (see Fig. A.1).
The core of the calculations presented in Chapters 2 and 4 have been
accomplished within the EGEE-II project. It started on April 1, 2006 as the
successor of the EGEE project, which ended on March 31, 2006. The third
part of this project, EGEE-III, started on April 1, 2008.
EGEE is the largest Grid infrastructure in the World, with more than
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Figure A.2: Map of the EGEE-II project
150,000 jobs per day on 68,000 CPUs and 20 PB of storage at about 250
sites (research and HPC centers) in 32 countries worldwide.
The EGEE resources are deployed across these sites (called Resource Centers). Each computer is dedicated to a specific task and so they are classified
as different node type: User Interface, Computing Element, Worker Node,
Storage Element, Resource Broker, Proxy Server. The gLite middleware [2],
produced within the project by integrating pre-existent components, binds
these resources into a single infrastructure in order to provide seamless access
for the user communities of the project.
A large number of applications, from numerous scientific disciplines, run
on the EGEE Grid. Their users are organized in Virtual Organizations (VOs)
according to their scientific domains, and within these VOs they share their
computing resources using the Grid infrastructure. In EGEE-II, a Fusion VO
was created [3], in order to use the Grid for scientific production in Fusion
Research. It includes 14 partners and about 4500 CPUs.
ISDEP was one of the first applications in being ported to the Grid within
the Fusion VO. It has used the infrastructure for scientifically relevant pro-
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duction runs as acknowledged in Refs. [4] and [5]. On the other hand, it
has showed that Grid computing is a valuable tool for solving problems and
getting relevant results in Fusion. With this in mind, it was selected as one of
the two show-cases for the Demo Session in the Final Review of the EGEE-II
project.
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Figure A.3: Schematic map of the int.eu.grid project resources

A.3

INT.EU.GRID

The Interactive European Grid project started on May 1, 2006 and lasted
for 24 months, with the financial support of the European Community under
the Sixth Framework Program (FP6). The objective of the project was the
creation of an grid-empowered infrastructure specifically oriented to support
the execution of interactive demanding applications. It intended to provide
researchers with an interactive and simultaneous access to large distributed
facilities through a friendly interface. Fig A.3 shows a schematic view of the
resources involved: there are 12 sites in 7 different countries, with about 750
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Figure A.4: IVISDEP running on int.eu.Grid and visualized inside Migrating
Desktop
nodes.
Like in the EGEE project, the users are organized in Virtual Organizations (VOs) according to their scientific work areas, and an ifusion VO
was created. Within this VO, the IVISDEP (Interactive Visualizer of an Integrator of Stochastic Differential Equations for Plasmas) code (the ISDEP
computing core plus a 3D visualizer) was integrated in the int.eu.grid project.
The application itself simulates and visualizes the evolution of particles in
TJ-II, with the trajectories calculated among a large number of nodes in the
Grid (the code is parallelized with MPI). The graphical interface allows the
user to see and modify the physical (plasma profiles) and computational (e.g.
the integration step) parameters of the simulation interactively.
The whole application is executed from a user friendly and transparent
tool, called the Migrating Desktop, see Fig. A.4: this includes job preparation and submission, video streaming and interactive steering. The details
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Figure A.5: Scheme of a job submission. Technical details are given in Ref. [6]
and references therein.

are presented in Ref. [6] and references therein.
A fact of interest is that, since interactivity allows for modifying the
plasma background profiles, one could (see Chapter 4) change in real time
the FP equation that is being solved. The visualizer allows for a 3D visualization of the solution of the FP equation, which can be important in these
studies. Fig A.5 shows and scheme of the process.
The quality of the result has been recognized by the global Grid community: it received the Best Demo Award in the World Open Grid Forum
in Manchester, 2007 [7]. Two main issues were taken into account: the grid
added value (i. e., what the Grid apports to the solution of the problem) and
integration into the scientific community, in this case fusion researchers at
BIFI and CIEMAT.
The final objective of this application was to become a framework able
to simulate different topologies of fusion devices like ITER, adapted for the
different lines of investigation in the field of Plasma Fusion and to make it
accessible as many researchers as possible to take advantage of it.
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EUFORIA

EUFORIA (EU Fusion fOR Iter Applications) is a project [8] funded by
European Union under the Seventh Framework Programme (FP7). It aims
to provide the fusion research community an infrastructure for fusion simulation, linking together fusion, Grid and HPC communities.
From the physical point of view, it should allow for the first time a joint
simulation of core and edge transport and turbulence in ITER-like plasmas [9]. For this to be possible, it will create a platform of codes provided
by the fusion community, each of them will focus on a part of the problem
(plasma-wall interaction, kinetic transport, massive transport analysis, massive ray tracing ...). ISDEP is one of the applications that will be included
in this pool of codes.
From the computing point of view, this will need the dynamic coupling
and integration of a variety of codes and applications, running on a set of
heterogeneous platforms. The reason is that some of the applications are
sequential or embarrassing parallel, and therefore ideally suited for grid computing, while there are codes with more inter-process communication, more
suited for HPC. This is a technical challenge that will require developing a
workflow engine. For the first time, complex workflows among grid and HPC
applications will be established.
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Appendix B
Fusion plasma simulation in
Desktop Grids

B.1

Introduction: volunteer computing

Volunteer computing has come up as a new form of distributed computing in which desktop computer owners donate their resources (CPU time,
disk space) to one or several scientific projects. This has been made possible
by the popularization of the information and communication technologies,
which has introduced personal computers as a common tool in most working environments and general public’s home. This represents a potential,
vast, unused computing resource, superior in computing power and storage
capacity to any nowadays supercomputer center or whatever cutting-edge
computing facility. In addition, the advent of high-speed networks has made
possible to inter-connect in an efficient manner all these resources. These
facts altogether lead us back to the original picture of the Grid, sketched in
Fig. A.1: a pool of heterogeneous resources available for scientific computing (although, obviously, not any calculation may be undertaken, as will be
shown below). Here, PC owners share the computing resources that they do
not need, i.e., the CPU idle time and free disk space that they do not employ.
Volunteer computing (also known as Desktop Grids or Public-Resource
Computing) enables distributed computing platforms where cycles are scavenged from idle desktop computers. The advantages of this framework compared to the Grid is that it does not involve clusters and other organizationally-
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Figure B.1: Scheme of a job processing. Technical details are given below.
owned hardware managed by specialized staff and available 24 hours-a-day.
Moreover, the layer of abstraction over the resources (i. e., the software that
integrates the hardware and software dispersed and heterogeneous) is much
simpler in volunteer computing, as required for volunteer computing. BOINC
[1] (Berkeley Open Infrastructure for Network Computing) has become the
de facto standard volunteer computing software. It is the successor of the
original SETI@home project, started in 1999 [2].
The basic workflow of the system is the following: a client program,
downloaded and installed by the volunteer, runs on the local computer. It
periodically checks whether the PC is idle or not. If the answer is yes, it
contacts project-operated servers over the Internet, and requests jobs. When
the jobs are completed, it reports the results, which are uploaded by the
server and stored, in order to be later analyzed by the scientists. This scheme
of job submission is sketched in Fig. B.1, and establishes a set of requirements
for a calculation to be accomplished on this infrastructure:
• The client only connects to a server, there is not client-client connection, since the resources are usually behind network firewall. Therefore
only sequential or independent parallel calculations can be done.
• Not only there is not any synchronization between the jobs, but they
can start at different wall-clock times, since the volunteers may leave
available their computer at any instant of time. Moreover, the same
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calculation can take different wall-clock time in different processors or
operating systems.
• It is advisable not to occupy the whole of the resources of the PC, so
that the calculation does not interfere with regular operation. Therefore the computation must require low input/output and not too much
RAM.
• Short runs (tens of minutes) or segmentable runs are required, since
long simulations will be interrupted if the user needs his computer.
• Finally, volunteer computing obviously relies on volunteers, which participate in these projects in an altruistic manner. Therefore, the scientists must be able to persuade the general public of the relevance
of their research project. On the other hand, this turns into a closer
involvement of the volunteers into the project, and can enhance the
public interest on science.
There are also some technical details (see Ref. [3]) regarding the fact that
the most of the resources (the computing nodes) are owned and managed by
regular people, not by specialized staff. The resulting potential problems,
such as misbehavior or computer malfunctioning (which can lead to incorrect results), heterogeneity of operating systems and processors and lack of
software licenses, are faced by means of redundancy mechanism and result
validation schemes.
As a conclusion, Desktop Grids can provide a significative infrastructure
for the scientific community in order to solve a set of scientific problems that
require huge computational power.

B.2

ZIVIS: a citizen computer

ZIVIS was a project that established in Zaragoza (Spain) a city-wide supercomputer. The objective was to integrate as much computers as possible
to form a virtual computing platform in the metropolitan area of Zaragoza
(650.000 inhabitants). It was the first BOINC project developed in Spain
and was launched in April 2007 for a period of 40 days. It was run by the
Zaragoza City Council and the Institute for Biocomputation and Physics
of Complex Systems of the University of Zaragoza, in collaboration with
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Figure B.2: Schematic map of the Zivis resources at Zaragoza.
CIEMAT (Research Centre for Energy, Environment and Technology). It
tried to involve the citizens of the metropolitan area into the creation of a
virtual computing platform, powerful enough to carry out relevant scientific
calculations. Active communication between researchers an citizens was also
sought, and a series of conferences was made. Hence the expression citizen
computer.
ZIVIS was based on BOINC, and ISDEP was the scientific code chosen as
the pilot application to be ported to this framework. It was proposed since
it fits fairly well the system requirements (see Section B.1):
• The code is independent parallel: neither communication nor synchronization between the processes is needed.
• The iterative approach of Chapter 4 is difficult to make, due to high
wall-clock time fluctuations in the jobs, but the linear approach can
be enough to address a variety of physical problems (see Chapters 2, 3
and 5).
• A full trajectory in the TJ-II device can require about 200 MBytes (5
double-precision variables, tf inal = 10−2 s, dt = 2 × 10−8 s), but in order
to minimize disk space and bandwidth, it is not the trajectory which
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is transmitted, but only measurements over it (this is fully consistent
with our criterion of weak convergence of the algorithms , i.e. of the
averages, see Chapter 2). In a previous version of the code, the full
trajectory was calculated before making measurements over it. Here,
in order to reduce RAM usage, we have segmented the calculation.
• There is no problem on losing runs, provided that this happens without
introducing any bias in the physical results: the probability of a run
being interrupted increases with the wall-clock time tWC . This time
tWC scales linearly with the particle confinement time and inversely
with the CPU speed vCPU , tWC ∼ τ /vCPU , and therefore well confined
particles could be underestimated. Calculating as much trajectories
per job as possible reduces the fluctuations in τ , so that fluctuations in
tWC are mainly caused by that of vCPU .
• The scientific problem addressed by the code is an important area of
research, and the calculation represents the state-of-the-art of the field.
In addition, it is not exceedingly difficult to explain to the general
public.
Regarding more technical requirements (see Ref. [3] for a detailed description), it is a C-programmed code which, with some minor changes, could be
adapted to run on any operating system (Windows 2000, Windows XP, Mac
OS and Linux) in the BOINC framework.
The scientific goal of the project was to explore the existence of nondiffusive transport in several different regimes of the stellarator TJ-II, and
the results have been shown in Chapter 3. For this to be possible, the goal
was to simulate at least 105 trajectories for each regime, switching on and
off the electric field. The total number of trajectories calculated was finally
around 4 × 106 .
This number is the connection between the scientific goal and the computational target: the deployment of an stable and powerful computing infrastructure. 7600 CPUs joined to the project (5500 computers provided by
3200 users, see Fig. B.2). The total CPU time was the equivalent to 800
CPUs full time during the 40 days, with a stable pool of 1500 — 2000 CPUs
connected to the project every day.
The computer power has been estimated to be roughly of the order of the
Teraflop, what would rank ZIVIS among the five most powerful computing
clusters in Spain. One must take this data with caution, since a factor 2 is
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Figure B.3: Schematic map of the Ibercivis resources in Spain. Red lines from
BIFI represent fusion jobs being sent; red lines to CETA-CIEMAT represent
results from fusion jobs being recovered.
lost due to redundancy. Moreover, there is a limited range of calculations
that can be done in this infrastructure, and the long-term (say months or
years) availability of the resources is to be checked in a new project [4].

B.3

Ibercivis: a citizen cluster

Ibercivis is the successor of ZIVIS project, and tries to extend its local
range to the national level, creating a National Virtual Citizen Computer.
The expression virtual Computer is indeed meaningful, since the devel-
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opers intend to create a new framework, called CIVICO [4], which possesses
the features already provided by BOINC and several new ones that go beyond the traditional volunteer computing. The main idea is to create a stable
virtual cluster in the sense that the citizens do not donate its resources to a
concrete task of an application but to the project itself. The PC thus virtually becomes a node of an stable distributed cluster, which the researcher can
use by means of a standardized queuing system. This latter fact makes this
infrastructure available for a wider set of researchers, and thus increases the
impact of the project into the scientific community. The expected long-range
computing power (extrapolating from ZIVIS) is the equivalent to full-time
50000 CPUs.
Ibercivis project was presented in June 2008, with three applications
ported to its framework. At the moment (the cluster is still growing, see
Ref. [5]), more than 7000 citizens have joined the project providing about
25000 CPUs (see the map in Fig. B.3), with about 5000 CPUs connected
every day. Since the system requirements are basically the same of ZIVIS
(see Section B.2), ISDEP is suited to it. In this case, ISDEP is used to
estimate the collisional transport in ITER device taking into account the
three-dimensional magnetic structure [6].
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